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ABSTRACT

This thesis focuses on the emerging field of pubìic health

psychology, particularly upon the ìssues involved in planning,

implementing and evaluating health promotion programmes in a public

health setting (Kling, 1984; Roberts, 1987). It seeks to highìight

the compìexities in applying psychologicaì theory to the development

of heaìth prornotlon programmes and the difficulty of evaluating such

programmes i n an often pol i ti cal ìy and bureaucrati cal ly turbul ent

envi ronment.

The objectives of my course of study were:

l) to acquìre skìlls in appìying psychoìogical theory to health

behaviour change and the deveìopment of health promotion

programmes;

Ð to develop skills in the design, impìementation and evaluation of

heal th promotìon ì nterventions;

3) to demonstrate an abi ì i ty to thi nk cri ti cal ly about appl i ed

psychology and health promotion, and;

4) to develop skiììs in working ìn a multidisciplinary setting.

These objectìves were to be met by undertaking work in a placement

capacìty at one or more appropriate organisations and to be

demonstrated by producing a thesis containing two reports or reviews

(Chapters 4 and 5) and one research study (Chapter 6) '

For the fìrst six months, I was enrolìed as a full-tÍme student and

attended a placement for 1"5 days each week at Health Promotion



Services, South Australian Health Commission. After this time, I

gained part-time, and later, full-tìme employment with thÍs

organisation. Over my almost six-year association with this agency,

as Research Officer, and later Senior Research Officer, I have

contributed to the planning, development and evaluation of health

promotÍon programmes for smoking cessatìon, breast self-examination,

drink-driving, Ìmmunization, high blood pressure control, cervical

cancer and mammography.

As a result of my'involvement in these programmes, I produced a

substantial number of reports for the South AustralÍan Health

Commission, as well as a number of publications. These reports and

publÍcations are included in this thesis as evÌdence of having met

the objectives of my course of study.

The work presented in this thesis has therefore been undertaken over

a six year period. The two small reports (Chapters 4 and 5) were

origÌnally written in 1982, ear'ly in the course of my placement,

while data for the larger study (Chapter 6) were coìlected in late

'1984. Because of the tìme lag between the original writing of these

reports and their inclusion in the final thesis, a commentary on nel'l

developments in the subject area and their implications for the

originaì concìusions has been included toward the end of Chapter 5,

and in the discussion of chapter 6. The reports that I have

addìtìonal ly elected to include date from 1984, and the publ ications

date from 1986. It should be noted that the authorship of reports

prior to 1985 Uses my married name (Bullock), but subsequent reports

have my present name as author.
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Chapter I introduces the area of health promotÍon and the fÍeld of

pubì Í c heal th psychology.

Chapter 2 gives a descriptìon of the venue that served as my

placement and an overview of the programmes I contributed to, as

wel I as sel ected reports and pub l i catìons .

Chapter 3 gives an introduction and background to the subject of

smoking cessation, a field that consumed much of my time on

placement and on which the folìowing three chapters are based.

Chapter 4 gives an account of an attempt to introduce psychoìogical

theory to the pìanning of a health promotion intervention.

Specifically, lt examines the role of self-attribution in smoking

cessation and its potential app'l ication in guiding the style and

content of television commercials to encourage and support smoking

cessation.

Chapter 5 presents the theoretical background to the development of

a programme for general practitioners to assist thelr patients to

quit smoking. This chapter discusses the reasons why the programme

was not implemented and reviews more recent intervention results

which would lead to the development of quite a different programme

than ori gi nal ly recommended.

Chapter 6 detaìls an investigation of relapse crises experienced by

ex-smokers using a teìephone 'Stay Quit Line'. This piece of

research was undertaken to examine the situations in which an
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ex-smoker is led closer to relapse, and the affective factors making

relapse more lÍkelY.

Finally, Chapter 7 provides an overview of the issues at the

interface of publlc heaìth and psychology. It also attempts to

ldentify some of the training needs for psychologists intending to

work in this arqa, and dìscusses some of the promlsing directions

that are emerging.
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I ntrod uc t i on

The last ten to fifteen years has seen a gradual embracing of the

fields of psychology and public health. In the United States,

psychologi sts are begì nni ng to fi I I posi tions i n school s of publ i c

health (Matthews & Avis, 1982) and more and more psychoìogists are

gaining employment in State and Federal Public Health departments

(stapp, Ful cher, Nel son, Pal I ack & hli cherski , l98l ) . l^lì thi n

psychology itself, the subspeciality of health psychology this year

has its tenth birthday, foììowing its proclamation as a formal

division of the American Psychoìogical Association in 1978

(Matarazzo, 1980), and its journal, Health Psychology, is novr

enjoying its seventh year of publication. In addition, there has

been a spate of artìcles appearing in the literature seeking to

clarify and extend the over'lap between psychology and public health

(Michaeì, 1982; Roberts, 1982; Singer & Krantz, .|982; Coates &

Demuth, I 984) .

This chapter first traces the graduaì development of public health

from its early conceìîn with controìling infectious and communìcable

disease to its incorporation of measures designed to change personal

ì ifestyle behaviours deleterious to health. The interest in, and

contribution of psychoìogists to this direction, will be discussed

and finaììy, the field of health promotìon is introduced as an area

where the knowledge and skììls of psychologists can offer important

contri butions.
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2 |'li stori cal development of publ i c heal th

Pubìic health, as an organised system of health protection for the

population, came into being in England during the nineteenth century

(Chave, 1984). However, much of the knowledge on which the first

measures to protect the public's health were to be based, had been

acquired long before. Rosen (.l958) traces the roots of public health

back to the writings of Hippocrates, but notes that it was during

the Middle Ages that the importance of sanitation in controlling the

spread of disease þras recognised. It was also during this period

that segregation and quarantine of those with leprosy were made

compulsory. This move was instituted more as a social response to

the terror that leprosy instilled in the populatìon, but in fact

served to almost eradicate leprosy in Europe and represents an

earìy, albeit unplanned, victory for pubìic health (Hanlon &

Pi ckett, I 984) .

During the Renaìssance, great advances were made in the

technological basis of medical practice. Leeuwenhoek's work in

mìcroscopy and Morgagni's contributions to autopsy laid the

groundwork for germ theory, which eventually repìaced the long-held

conception that illness r,ras a manifestation of God's punishment for

evi I -doi ng (Kapì an, I 975) .

John Snow's work, first reported in 1855, is often cited as the

first empirical example of the pubì ic health approach (Runyan,

DeVellls, DeVellis & Hochbaum, 1982). In mapping the distribution

of cholera cases in London, Snow observed that the disease was

3



strongly associated with the use of a specific water source - the

Broad Street pump. In removÍng the pump handle, he prevented

further water being taken from this source and so prevented further

spread of the disease.

This example illustrates many of the characteristics of the publlc

heal th approach sti I I evi dent today. In parti cul ar, Snow's action

ai med to prevent di sease , rather than treat i t, and there l!,as a

focus on the population as the unit of interest, rather than the

individual. Furthermore, the investigation of the problem and the

choice of solution were derived through empirical means, rather than

by recourse to a theoretical model of causal mechanisms. Finalìy,

the initiative did not require the voluntary participation of the

individuals at risk, but was carried out by regulatory action.

There have been many attempts to define publìc health, but over

time, it is evident that these definitions reflect a graduaì

extension of the hori zons of publ i c heal th. Early defi ni tions were

lÍnked to sanitary measures, but with the bacteriologic and

immunologic advances of the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, they were extended to incorporate the concept of

prevention of disease in the individual (Hanlon & Pickett, 1984)'

In the last several decades, pubìic health has also had a concern

with the sociaì and behavioural aspects of personal heaìth.

This comparatively recent expansion of the realm of publlc health

has'largely been accounted for by the dramatic changes in the

profile of disease since the beginning of this century. In 1900'
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infectious diseases such as tubercuìosis and pneumonia were the most

common causes of death and illness (Radford, 1979). Today,

cardiovascUlar diseases, cancer and accidents account for nearly

three-quarters of aìì deaths (Australian Bureau of Statistics, .l986)'

The evidence is strong that pubìic health measures of improved

sanitation and purified food and water, together with advances in

microbiology, pharmacoìogy and therapeutics, have played a crucial

rol e i n the decì ì ne of i nfectious and gastroi ntesti nal di seases

(Matarazzo, 1984). The major causes of death in present times are

from diseases where personal habits and lifestyle behaviours are

important etiologi c factors.

3 The role 0f lifestyìe behaviours in health and disease

Matarazzo (1984) notes that passages ìn the 0ld Testament indicate

that mankind has long sensed the relationship between good health

and such personal behaviours as regularity of meals and sìeep,

moderation in food and alcohol consumption' and physical activity

and exercise. Efforts to quantìfy these relationships more

precisely occurred as a corolìary of the parterships formed between

behaviouraì scientists and biomedical health specialists following

the large post-Horld hlar II investments of research and trainÍng

funds that were deliberately targeted at furthering these alliances

(Matarazzo, I 980) .

During the 1950's, psychoìogists began to study the determinants of

individuaì participatÌon in progammes for disease screening
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(Hochbaum, 1958), immunization (Rosenstock, Derryberry & CarrÍser,

1959) and dental care (Kege'les, l96l ). Then , in 1972, Bel loc and

Breslow published the results of their .l965 survey of American

adults, whìch suggested that seven specific health practices were

strongly related to health status. The health practices entai led

(l) sleeping seven to eight hours daily, (2) eating breakfast almost

every day, (3) never or rarely eating between meals, (4) currently

being at or near prescribed height-adjusted rlreight, (5) never

smoking cigarettes, (6) moderate or no use of alcohol and (7)

regular physical activity. A subsequent paper by Belìoc (1973)

confirmed and extended these findings, in demonstrating that, for

both males and females, the risk of death over a five year period

t,úas lower for those practising more of the seven health behaviours.

Since this time, a plethora of research studies have sought to

clarify the relationship between particular behavioural practices

and specifi c di sease outcomes. As earìy as I 952, tobacco smoki ng

1aas strongly implicated as a cause of lung cancer (Doll & Hill'

I 952) . The cì assi c Frami ngham study, whi ch fol lowed the mortal i ty

experìence of a cohort of males in Massachussetts provided firm

evidence that certain dietary habits were related to cardiovascular

disease (Kannel, Castelli, Gordon & McNamara, l97l). Table I shows

the major causes of death in Australia and what are generally

accepted to be their behavioural risk factors.
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CAUSE PERCTNTAGE OF

ALL DEATHS
RISK FACTOR

Heart di sease

Mal I gnant
neopì asms

Stroke

Motor vehi cl e

accidents

Acci dents ,
other than
motor vehi cl e

Bronchi ti s,
emphysema &

as thma

DÌ abetes

Suicide

Pneumoni a &
'inf I uenza

Ci rrhos i s

of liver

33. 9

24.3

r0.9

2.6

2.2

1.9

1.7

1.7

t.3

1.0

smoki ng, hypertension,
el evated serum
cholesterol, diet, lack
ofexerci se, di abetes,
stress,fami ly hi story

smoki ng, worksi te
carc i nogens, env i ronmental
carcinogens,al cohol, diet

hypertension, smoki ng,
el evated serum
cholesterol , stress

al cohol , no seat be l ts,
speed, roadway design,
vehi cl e engi neeri ng

al cohol , no seat beì ts,
smoki ng(fÍ res), product
design, handgun
avaiìabÍìity

smoki ng

obesity

stress, aìcohol & drug
abuse,
gun availabiìity

smoking, vaccination status

al cohol abuse

TABLE ì:Major causes of death and associated risk factors,
Austraìia, 1986. (Adapted from Matarazzo (1984), using data from
the Austral i an Bureau of Stati sti cs ( I 986) ) .

This dawnìng recognìtion of the role of behavioural factors in

disease outcome naturally captured the interest of psychologÍsts.

The search for techniques to change behaviours deìeterious to health
t.



has produced a major new focus alongside the mainstream biomedical

approaches that characterise medical health care. This focus is

made up of a number of sub-disciplines.

One of these, heaìth psychology, is the field within psychology

which seeks to understand the psychological influences on how people

stay healthy, why they become ill and how they respond when they do

get i1l (Taylor, 1986). Two terms frequently heard in conjunction

with health psychoìogy are 'behavioural medicine' and 'behavioural

health'. Behavioural medicÍne originated as an outgrowth of the

theoretical tradition of behaviourism, but is now defined as a

broad, interdisciplinary field concerned with heaìth, ilìness and

related dysfunction, ìncorporating both overt and covert behaviours

as objects of study (Matarazzo, 1980). It draws on the field of

psychology, as well as a range of other disciplines such as

anthropology, epìdemìology, physioìogy, pharmacology and

endocrinoìogy. Behavioural health is an interdisciplinary

sub-specialty within behaviouraì medicine which stresses ìndividual

responsibìlity in the maintenance of health and the prevention of

i I I ness and dysfunction (Matarazzo, ì 980) . Behavioural medi ci ne and

behavioural health are distinguished from health psychology by the

fact that they are i nterdi sci pl i nary i n nature, whi I e heaì th

psychoìogy is one of the specìfic dìsciplines that contributes to

the fields of behavioural medicine and behavioural health (Taylor,

r 986) .
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4 l1ealth promotlon: a challenging field for the psychologist

Unl ike these di sci pì i nes, whi ch have an emphasi s on theoreti cal

development, the field of health promotion is more empirical in its

approach. Health promotÍon is a multidìsciplìnary field which has

popuìarìy been defined as "any combination of health education and

related organisationaì, economic and environmental supports for

behaviour conducive to health" (Green, .l984). The origins of an

organised health promotion movement date back to the 1974

publication of the Lalonde report in Canada which laid out a

national plan for lifestyle intervention under the auspices of

pubì i c heal th (Lalonde, I 974) . Sì nce that time, heal th promotion

has become increasinglY PoPular.

Health promotìon ìnterventions range across a number of leve'ls -

from one to one interventions, through to smaìl group approaches,

mass medi a programmes, enVi ronmenta'l changeS, and pol i cy, regUì atory

and legisìatìve reforms. l¡hile these activities hold the promìse of

influencing behaviour and they do so with mixed success, it is

undoubtedìy the fact that, ìn general, health promotion has been

long on rhetoric and short on results. As Jackson (1985) writes,

both State health bureaucracies and polìticians "have been seduced

by the 'good news' public reìations value of health promotion

campaigns, providìng welcome dìversions from the continuing'bad

net¡ls' of reduced heal th expendi ture" (p.1 . ) . Furthermore, heal th

promotion activities are often embraced to counter the charge that

heaìth budgets are dominated by curative services. Thus, the

potentìal of health promotion programmes to address other system
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needs beyond the promotìon of health has led to an uncrÍtical

initiation of such programmes and an unrealistic expectation of

theì r success.

The reliance on mass media alone to change behaviours deleterÌous to

health, for example, wìll achieve political and bureaucratic

objectives in demonstrating very visibìy that something is being

done. Further, sìnce the cost of using electronic mass media is by

no means inexpensive (hlarner, .l987), it is often interpreted by

naive observers that the use of such a strategy to change behaviour

is evidence that a government is serious about health promotìon'

Although the mass media, in general, ìs useful in achìeving health

behaviour change (Fìay, 1987), the point is that we do not yet know

enough about the use of the mass media to reliably predict success

whenever it ìs used, yet politicians and bureaucrats have come to

expect i t.

The lack of information as to why particular strategic options do or

do not achieve success is by no means confined to the use of mass

medÍa, but pervades the entire field of health promotion' The

theoreticaì poverty evÌdent in the plann'ing of many health promotion

programmes has played a major role in contributing to and sustaining

thi s si tuation. In addi tion, the practi ce of accurateìy documentì ng

what was done to achieve a successful outcome is not widespread

(!,lakef iel d & l^li I son, .|986) . Al I of these factors make the pì anni ng

of successful heaìth promotion programmes a difficult exercise'

t0.



Having said this, there is a slow realisation that for a developing

fìeld lÍke health promotion to prove Íts worth and compete for

Scarce health reSourceS, past failures must be learned from, and

programmes need to be planned more soundly and evaluated more

rigorousìy (Kling, 1984). In this context, psychologists have a

unique mix of skills and experience which has allowed them to

usefully contribute to the development of health promotion

programmes. There has been widespread use of behavioural techniques

in one to one and small group interventions assisting people to stop

smoking (Lichtenstein & Mermelstein, 
.l984), lose weight (!'li lson &

Brownell, l98O), become physically fit (Epstein & hling, 1980), drink

sensibìy (Milìer, Pechacek & Hamburg, l98l) and reduce stress levels

(Benson,1975). Mass media programmes are very vi sible examples of

health promotìon in action and some of these have benefited from a

consideration of psychoìogical principles in behaviour change (e.9.

Stanford Heart Disease Prevention Programme (Solomon & Maccoby,

r984)).

As a trainee psychologist Ínterested in the health promotion field,

I was p'leased to be glven the opportunity to undertake a placement

in the South Australian Health Commission's (then) Health Promotion

Unit as part of the the requirements for my course of study. The

following chapter describes the pìacement in detaiì and some of the

work undertaken there.

il.



CHAPTER 2: DISCRIPIlOltl OF PLACEI'1El'lT
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2 I ntroduct i on

This chapter first outlines the nature of the organisation that

constituted my placement for the period of my enrolment, and my roìe

within it. Next, a selected number of my reports and publications

are presented as an example of the work undertaken whilst on

pl acement.

2,2, Description of placetnetlt

The venue which served as a placement for the duration of my

enrolment was 'Health Promotion Services', a branch of the South

Australian Health Commission. Its stated functìons at the time I

first became associated with the unit (early 1982) were:

(a) to support and coordinate health promotion in South Australia;

(b) to provide advice on pol icies and legislation, as it

influences individual's health;

(c) to provide advice on the provision of grants for health

promotion programs, and;

(d) to run a health promotion centre ('Healthy State Centre'),

providing easy access to information on how to be healthy, and

acting as a focus for mass media based publÍc awareness

programs about heal th.

At thìs tìme, the unit had a staff of approximately twenty, with

backgrounds ì n nursi ng, education, psychoìogy, soci aì ulork,

marketi ng and heal th surveYi ng.
l3



I began the placement in earl y 1982, attending ì.5 days per week,

but after six months, I accepted a half-time position as a Research

officer within the unit. My duties at this time were to conduct

literature reviews and make recommendations for the development of

health promotion programs, to design and Ímp'lement program

evaluations and, to conduct surveys.

Throughout the following year, the demands of the iob Íncreased and

I accepted a full-time Research Officer position' From 1982 to

I 984, the Uni t i ncreased i n si ze to approximately thi rty staff

members, and undertook major health promotion programs for smokìng

cessation, breast self-examination, immunisatìon and drink drivÍng,

as wel ì as many smal I er i nì ti ati ves .

At the end of 1984, the Unit was subiect to a MÍnisterial review

and, during 1985, became a branch of the Public Health Service of

the South Australian Health commìssion. The focus of its activity

changed from a reliance on mass media, to programs designed to

augment already existing heaìth services. The project areas which

the unit gìven the highest priority in the unit at this time were

smoking control , high blood pressure education, immuni sation, breast

self-examination and the promotion of condom use'

During'1987, the Unit was again subiected to a review as part of a

restructuring of the entire south Australian Health commission. The

project pìannìng and impìementation functions t.rere retained in the

restructured Publ i c and Envi ronmental Heaì th Di vì sion, whi I st

polÌcy, training and media functions were transferred to other parts

14.



of the CommÍssion. As a member of the research team, I was placed

in the Epidemiology Branch as Senior Project Qfficer. Essentially,

my duties remain the same, as do the priority project areas.

Over my six year association with the Health Commission, I have been

involved in the planning, development and evaluatìon of many of the

health promotion programmes in these health areas. To give the

reader some insight into my activities over this period, and to

document the results of work done in meeting the obiectives of my

course of study, I have included a selected number of reports

prepared for the South Australian Health Commission, as well as a

number of pubì ications. A discussion of each of these reports and

papers wilì outline the background to the project, the extent of my

involvement, the methodology empìoyed and the outcome of the proJect.

A fuìl list of the reports and pubìications produced over the period

of my enrolment is contained in Appendix l. The publications

referred to in this chapter are bound into the thesis in subsequent

Appendi ces.

2,3. EXAI'|PLI ltl0, ì: Improving the prrblic's perception of road accident

Publ ìcations bound in Appendi x 2:

(a) !,lilson, DH, Hugo, GJ & I'lakefield, M. Improving the public's

perception of road accident rìs k. Communitv Health Studies

.l986; l0(2),:156-160.

(c) l¡'lilson, DH & Nakefield, MA. Letter to the Editor. American

risk

Journal of Preventive Medìcine 1987;3(2):119.
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In mid'1983, Health Promotion Services was instructed by the new

Labor MÍnister for Health to pìan and implement a campaign to

dì scourage dri nk dri vi ng amongst South Austral i an youth. The

campaign was to involve television and radio commercials over a four

vreek period, commencing before Christmas 
.l983 and finishing a week

after New Year. Although I played some role Ín the identification

of the target group for the campaign by assisting in the production

of a working paper and literature review of traffic accìdents and

alcohoì among l6 to 24 year oìds (t^lilson & Bullock, 1984), much of

the campaign deveìopment was undertaken by other staff in the Unìt'

The theme of the campaìgn was "Friends don't let friends drink and

drive". The television commercial featured a young male who had

been injured in a drink driving accident and was now confined to a

wheelchair. Three radio commercials were also developed, and a

range of community activities was organised to coincide with and

complement the medìa messages.

The planning team decìded to use one of the radio commercials to

inform the target group that they were heavily over-represented in

drink driving accident statistics. The Research Manager and I were

given the task of developìng the content of this commercial.

My background in psychoìogy led me to expect that there vJas much in

the literature on risk perception that would be useful in guÍding

the development of this commercial (Slovic, Fìschoff & Lichtenstein,

I 980; Lee , I 981 ) . The Research Manager' s background i n

epidemio'logy, and more specffically, his knowledge of Iife table
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analysis, led him to consider this technique as a possible way of

presentìng statistical information. As the calculatÌon of the life

table rlras more complicated than expected, we also sought the

assistance of a demographer (G.J Hugo).

In a paper pubìished in a National public health journal (hlilson,

Hugo & l^lakef ield, 1986), lve argued that

"...in spite of the fact that the road toll receives
considerable exposure in the media, lay people
underestimate the risk of themselves being invoìved in an

accident and many see themselves as personally immune from
tragìc events such as road accidents.

of studies of a range of population subgroups,
his colìeagues showed that most people
rated the risk of death from a road accident
underestimated the annual death rate from road

Slovi c, Fi schoff & Li chtenstei n, I 980) . Sabey
point out that 'travel by road is understood by
to involve some risk although this level of
y dimly perceived because it has been with
it all of their ìives (Sabey & Taylor, 1980)...

Underestimation of actual risk is compounded by the fact

indivìdual's perception of risk can have an effect on

behaviour (Aral, Cates & Jenkins, 1985; Horowitz, Hulley &

Al varez, I 980; Ri ggs & Nol and , I 983) .

Slovic and colìeagues point out that when people make

assessments of riik, they rarely have statistìcal data
available to them (Slovic, Fischoff & Lichtenstein,

individuaì's risk percePtion.. .

In a series
Slovi c and
i ncorrectl y
and grossìy
accidents (

and Taylor
most of us
risk is onl
peopì e almo
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By using a modified life table approach, we calculated that...

"... one in five South Australian males aged l6 in l98l
will die or be injured in a motor vehicle accident before
he reaches age 25, if current patterns of pubìic
atti tudes, rõad behaviour, I egi sl ati ve restrai nts and

environmental factors are maintained over the next
decade. hle believe that thìs is a dramatic figure which
young peopìe and theÍr parents may be able to relate to
and personalise....

new indices and
ate risk estimates
e i nto simpì e,
c, .l985). In the case
in five means that
team, foulin each
tennis team are

Currently, road accident data are compiled in terms of
relatÍve frquencies, relatÍve risks, rates and even
absolute numbers. In this form, they can be used for
admi ni strati ve and p1 anni ng purposes by professional s to
compare relative performance, identÍfy problem-areas' or
assòss the benefits of countermeasures (Sabey & Taylor,
I 980) . Stati sti cs are usual ly sti I I i n thi s form when

they are communicated to the general public. _It is rarely
coniidered that this may be misleading and help to develop
faulty risk perceptions, or that it lacks meaning and

impact for the indivìdual road user....

If, as Sabey and Taylor (1980) suggest, there is a need to
personalise risk, then it may be more appropriate to
tomtnunicate accident data in terms which are generalìy
used by lay people, namely probability theory. , In lay
terms,- probabi t ì ty tneory i s normal ly expressed as chance,
such as the chance of winning a race, à lottery or a

premiershÌp, the chance of someone who Ís seriously iìì
betting better, or the chance of getting a iob."

Sìovic argues that 'we need creative
analogies to he'lp individuals transl
varying over many orders of magnitud
intuitively meaningful terms' (Slovi
of road accidents, the figure of one
two to three members of each cricket
football team and one or two in each
likely to experience death or injury during theìr late
teens or eariy twenties. These analogies are_potentiaì ly
meaningfuì communication strategies which could form the
basis õf a campaign to improve perception of road accident
risk among l6 to 24 year old males."

Unfortunately, we had limited opportunity to assess the effectlveness

of this approach, due to other project commitments. The production

of such a startling statistic generated considerable media interest

, as well as anwith newspaper coverage in The Advertiser and The N l{s
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interview on the National television programme Good Morni nq

Austral i a , and the planning team were satisfied with this outcome

In assessing the target group's recall of the television and radio

commercials, a convenìence cluster sample was taken of 890,16 to 24

year old males. The sample l|,as made up of apprentices (n = 464),

unemployed males (n = I66), Year ll and l2 Students (n = 162)'

production workerS (n = 42) and office workers (n = 56). A full

discussion of the methodology is contained in the report by t'lilson &

Bul lock ( I 984) .

l,,lhen querì ed about the chance of a ì 6 year ol d bei ng i njured or

killed ìn a road accìdent before the age of 25,49.9 per cent of the

males correctly nominated the 'l in 5' statistic from four response

options. As expected, the radio commercials had a lower rate of

recall than the te'levìsion commercial, but the'l in 5'message had

the highest recall rate of any of the radio commerciaìs' Given this

extremeìy 'soft' evaìuation, one would have to conclude that the

efficacy of this information in raising awareness and changing drink

driving behaviour remains untested for this target group.

Nevertheless, presentation of statistìcaì data in thìs form is in

keeping with the recognition by risk perception theorists that risk

communìcations need to be simple and able to be personalised'

2,4, EXAI'|PLE l'l0, 2: Selecting priorities for health prottþtiort

one of the major prob'lems encountered by centralised heaìth promotÌon
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agencies, such as Heaìth Promotion Services, is that they receive a

consistently large number of requests for assistance from community

agencies, in the form of money or manpoþJer resourçes. Almost

certainly, one of the maÍn reasons for this is the (accurate)

perception that centraìised agencies are better funded and staffed

than community groups. In the case of Health Promotion Services,

this perception was strongly reinforced by the high profiìe (and

costly) use of mass media. Requests for assÍstance were frequently

for very innovative projects (many poorly conceived), and for

strategies that had time and again been found to be ineffective.

For a centraìised health promotìon agency, the practical consequences

of attempting to be alI things to alì people are potential'ly

disastrous. 0f necessity, such an agency must be selective in what

it seeks to achieve, must set lÍmits and be able to account for why

limits fall where they do. The research team was given the task of

considering a set of criteria most appropriate for this purpose. My

i nvol vement entai I ed revi ewi ng the I i terature to determi ne how other

similar agencies had made decisions about resource al locatìon,

assisting in the tabulation of morbidity and mortality data, and

revierring ìiterature pertaining to each of the heaìth areas finalìy

se I ected .

In reviewing the lTterature and after consultation with a variety of

programme planners and administrators, there were at least six

identified influences that could impinge upon priority selection.

The first influence relates to expressions of communlty concern for a

particuìar health issue. Although this is an important component in

health promotion programmes, it is difficult to ensure that demand
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from sections of the public is representative, and that the public is

informed abut the relative slze of different health probìems and the

potential for improvement.

It would be expected that other influences, such as media-inspired

reactions to health issues and government directives, wil'l always be

present, and cannot be ignored. Nevertheless, the expectation that a

central health promotion agency should aìways respond to such

influences would be less likely if a weìl pubìicised and understood

set of criteria guided the agency's selection of projects.

Similarìy, personal interest by staff members ìn a disease, health

related behaviour or health promotion strategy, as well as the

infìuence of trends or fashions in health promotion should not

dfctate project selection or development. Rather, a more objective

rational planning process using criteria of disease prevalence,

severity and preventability was chosen. In working toward this

conclusion, hli I son and l,lakef ield (1986) recogni sed that.. .

"...one of the first problems the Health Promotion Branch
has to confront in selecting prÍorities for actÍon is that
many preventive practices are stiìì at the demonstration
stage' i n modifyi ng ri sk factors for di sease. Thi s i s
particularly true where lifestyle or behavìour are
involved as aetiological components.

The most ratìonal basis for selecting heaìth promotion

A second consideration is that since resources are
limited, additional criteria must be available to
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discriminate between priorities and al low them to be

ranked objectivelY.

i ntervention.

elsewhere suggest that the probìem is amenable to
inierventionl-but further research is required on a pilot
basìs in south Australia before ìarge scale intervention
i s recommended.

These criteria can now be used to create groupings of
projects in priorìty order as fol lows:

GR0UP I: Criteria 1,2,3,4(i)
GROUP II: Criteria .l,2,3,4(ii)
GROUP III: Criteria 1,2,3

avaî I abl e.
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outbreak of disease.

The health problems identified with the highest priority were control

of high bìood pressure and immunization for childhood disease. As a

direct result of the paper, the Health Promotion Branch commenced

planning for a programme to reduce rates of uncontrolled high bìood

pressure. Unlike many prevìous programmes undertaken by the Branch,

this was heavily based on experience from the United States and is

viewed as an ongoing programme to extend over many years. There is
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I ess rel i ance on teì evi s ion and radìo commerci al s and more emphas i s

on already tested strategies that assist the maintenance of blood

pressure control.

Apart from this outcome, a ìarge seminar for health workers was

conducted, where the criteria for seìecting priorities trJere

explained. Over the following year, the number of ad hoc requests

for assistance dwindled and it was much easier to make those

requesting heìp understand why it would not be given. However, there

were other coincident influences that were likely to have also

contributed to this - for instance, the Branch had a change of

Director, and the programmes that were developed during this period

did not rely on electronic mass media.

In workÌng on this project, and in dealing with some of the requests

for assistance, it is notable that many individuaìs and groups who

wish to promote health by impìementing various programmes are

reluctant to consult the literature to benefit from previous

experi ence. In many respects, i nnovati ve programmes are sti ì I hel d

in higher esteem than those that have already been tested. Yet, as

Kling (1984) remarks, "it is no virtue to be innovative in making

basic program planning decisions. The quality of our practice is

best reflected not by a desire to do something new and dÌfferent, but

by the care taken in assuring that our programs are based on the best

avai lable evidence." (p.343).

In working ìn the health promotion area, where one necessarily must

vrork ìn a multidisciplinary environment, it is crucial to have some
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understanding of the obstacles people face in their own work

environments that limit theìr conceptualisation of how to plan and

implement wel I researched programmes.

First, access to the literature is a problem. Because health

promotion has many academic fields that can contribute, relevant

ì i terature i s I i kely to be scattered among epi demiologi cal , medi cal ,

educational, psychological and sociological journals. It is a

daunting task for any project officer to make time to comb through

such ììterature, particularly in the many organisatìons where there

is an emphasis on publicly visìble program activity rather than

resul ts.

Another barrier is the project officer's constant complaint of being

"too busy". Kling (I984) expìains the tendency of such staff to

become overloaded as a response to the 'Demand for Trivia" hlhen

examined, much of a health promotion project officer's tìme is spent

on tasks that run the least risk of changing behaviour - for example,

respondìng to requests for one-off talks to dìfferent groups,

assistance t{ith the design of pamphlets and taking part in an endìess

array of committee meetings. However, thìs state of affairs is often

due to a lack of insight about health promotion on the part of other

health professionaìs - it lìes with the proiect officer to

demonstrate, rather than simply exhort, that more worthwhile and

effective programmes can be run.
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2,5, EXAi'|PLE ltl0, 3: Community organisation for health promotion

Publication bound in Appendix 3:

],'lakefield, M.A. & Hilson, D.H. Community organisation for health

promotion. Community Health Studies '1986; I (4): 444-451.

During .l985, the Unit was restructured on the recommendation of a

Ministerial Review and became a branch of the Public Health Service.

One of the major recommendations Ì{as that the Unit shouìd pìace less

emphasis on mass media and explore the role of community organisation

more fulìy in developing health promotion programmes.

I was instructed to refer to the literature to examìne the community

organisation aspects of large scaìe health promotion programmes.

Again, I used this oppourtunity to argue that effective programmes

should be chosen in preference to those which are innovative or ad

hoc, and focussed on the role of theory in guiding community

organ i sati on .

"...The development of large scale health promotion
programs essentiaìly reflects a desire (or a need) to
optÍmise the use of health promotion resources...

Large scale community based health promotion programs,
unl i ke cl i ni cs and smal I group i nterventions, can servi ce
the entire community and therefore hold the promise of
bringing about changes in heaìth behaviour whÌch are
apparent at a popul ation I evel . . .

The substantial resources required to impìement large scale
community based programs mean that experimentation is
costly and fai I ure I s extremely expensi ve. Thi s means that
the planning and ìmplementation of large scale programs
shouid be based on sound principles. Yet, frequently what
is implemented is ad hoc or not what was intended, or
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reflects specialised professional interests (Gottfriedson,
lg84). As Kling (1984) remarks, it is a serious failing to
base program chóices on 'the latest prevention slogans.' on

i iiiãf ir.sentatÍon heard at some conference, or on the
several year old preferences of one's graduate school
professors | 

.

Health promotion programs can gain much from being based on

sound tireory. fui^t Lewin is often quoted as saying that
there ìs noihing so practical as a good theory (Marrow,

tgOgl . Theory ñeì ps' focus efforts i n achi evi ng heaì th
behavfour change and provides a framework for the
identìficatÍon of key variables, strategies and processes

of change (Solomon Er Maccoby, I 984; Lee & owen, 
- 

I 985) ' In
additioñ, theory can be seeñ to provide a baseli.ne for the
revisîon of oneis beliefs about the efficacy and importance
of varÌous program components, thereby e¡apl]ng repìication
of the cri ti cal factors Í n achi evi ng heal th benefi ts. . . .

In a deveìoping fìeld like health promotion where failed
experimentaiioñ is costly in both economìc and poìitical
te'rms, .it is good practiLe to make basic pr"ogram pìanning
decisions on itre Uãsis of what has already been shown to
work el sewhere.

Encouraging preliminary results have been achieved by a

number of ìarge scale health promotion programs, a summary

feature of which is that they have drawn upon

communi cation, social psychoiogi cal and organi sational
iheori es to mobi I i se tommuni ty resources to achi eve heal th
promotìon objecti ves. . .

Cartwright's theory of action structures has been

i nfl uenii al i n the pl anni ng and development _of ,a number of
mass media campaìgns; most notably the stanford.Heart
D.isease preventioñ Program (Solomon & Maccoby, 1984). In
hii analysis of the saie of war bonds, Cartwright found
that behãviour change vlas more likely when personaì
solicitation occurrõO in the context of a campaign. He

proposed that action which confronts a person with the need

io äecide about a particular heaìth behaviour may be a
itrigger' or 'cue'' to make the adoption of such behaviour
more-íìkely, gìven that cognitive and motivationaì factors
are consi sient wì th behaviour change. Action structures
i.iu. not only to remìnd an indiviðuaì of the cognltive-and
motivational messages communicated by the media: they also
ict as a prompt to behaviour change.or provide a way in
which motìvatìon, usualìy stìmulated by mass media, can be

turned i nto acti on .

Appl i ed to heal th promotion programs, 1çli9l', structures are
sìtuations that confront indìviðuals with the opportunity
to choose a healthy alternatìve. Actìon strucures
therefore give peoþle an opportunity to translate
motìvation or desire for change ìnto behaviour" "
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Bandura,s og71) social learnÍng theory has also provided a

basis for community organisation withìn large scale
programs. . .

Socìal learning theory postulates that there is a

continuous reciprocal interaction between cognitive,
behavioural and environmental factors, so that a person can

be the agent for, as well as the object of, change' This
concept is known as reciprocal determinism.

The Pawtucket Heart Health Program has appìied the concept
of recìprocal determinism to four major lqvels of the
socìal structure of the community: indivÍdual, small group,
organisation and community. In order to put the pninciple
of reciprocal determinism into practice, the Pawtucket
program has attempted to induce simultaneous changes in
i ndívi dual s and thei r most i mmedi ate, reì evant and

frequently encountered social networks and physical
environme-nts. The major theoreti caì pri nci pl e on whi ch the
Pawtucket Program is based, is that change and maintenance
of healthful ãhanges wìlì be enhanced if members of a

famì ìy, and other environments where an individual spends
most öf his/her time, are also reciprocaìly supporting new

patterns of healthY behaviour...

one of the central concepts in social learning theory is
modelling, or learning through the observation of the
behavioui of others. Behaviour change by model ì i ng occurs
through seei ng, heari ng, or readi ng about the pri nci pì e

compoñents of-a behaviõur and adopting them into one's own

behivioural repertoi re (Bandura , 1977) . Soci al I earni ng

theory proposes that modelìing is particularly influential
if thä mo¿äl is......perceived as socially competent,
trustworthy and attractive, although thgre may be

addìtional-traits whìch endear the model to the target
group. Powerful influences on beliefs and decisìons are
ñost'ìikeìy to occur when observers perceive similarfties
between models and themselves.

A second important aspect of modelling is that-lcqyisition
of skills tô change còmpìex behaviour is more likely to be

successful when tñere can be feedback on the results of
practi si ng new behavlours. Al though model 1 i ng has obvious
impìicatións in the design of mass communication messages
(Sblomon & Maccoby, '1984i, the feedback dimension of
modelling is lacking in mass media communications and can

be provided best at a community level.

The concept of modelling ìs useful in guìding the selection
of people or organisatiõns to act as models and the content
of theì r heaì th enhanci ng communi catìons.

The applicatìon of the concept of modelling in the
Pawtulket Program rests on the premi se that one

organisation ðan influence another organisation to adopt a

ñeilifr promotion program (organisatìonal level modelling
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and peer pressure) i n much the same !,ray as i ndi vi dual s

i nfl uence each other ( i ndi vi dual model ì i ng and peer
pressure) (E1der, McGraw, Abrams, Ferreira, Lasater et al.,
I 986) . The i nfl uence of organi sational (and communi ty)
models can be exploited by initiatives which make the model
more visible in the community, such as more publìcity and
i nter-organÍ sational acti vi ty. . . .

DiffusÍon of innovations theory provides another tool for
communi ty organi sation i n heal th promotion programs. . .

Diffusion is the process by which innovations are
communicated through certain channels over time among

members of a social system. The innovative element may be

a new understanding, a different attitude, or a decìsion
regarding a different behaviour. Thìs theory classifies
rates of adoption according to a series of psychologicaì
and sociologi cal characteri sti cs of respondents - It
contributes to an understanding of the barriers to change
and the stages of communìty organisation which must be

achieved if changes in health behaviour are to occur and be

sustained. In any given community and for any given
behaviour, at one extreme there will be a particular group
of peopì e who are eager to make change and, at the other
extreme, a group who wilì onìy adopt a behaviour when it is
compl etely entrenched i n the communi ty. The recei vers, i n
order of their rates of adoption, are classified as
ìnnovators, early adopters, early or late majoritìes and
ìaggards. These categories basìcal ly Ídentify the level of
Ínterpersonal communication involved in persuasion....

DiffusÍon of innovations theory also views opÍnion

opinion leaders are typìcally more amenabìe to change and

have many social contacts: therefore they are likeìy to be

found ìn the ranks of the early adopters. hlhile the

McAl i ster, I 984) .
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scale programs lies in the extent to which central health
authorities and community organisatìons can work
co-operativeìy in the pursuit of common goals. Failure to
involve community organisations in the decision-making and
pìanning process of large scale programs wi I ì inevitabìy
produce a low level of community commitment to the
objectives and strategies of the program, and will limit
the degree to which programs can achieve on-going community
based i ni ti ati ves.

It is unfortunate that most published literature relating
to large scale programs concentrates heavily upon outcome
measures, so that there is a lack of detail about how
programs were actualìy implemented and, specificaììy, how

barriers to effective community organisation !úere
overcome. 0utcome evaluations are crucial to a deveìoping
field competing for scarce resources: basic theoretÍcal and
practical program planning information is needed, also, to
reproduce successful health promotion programs."

The principles outìfned in this paper are guiding the deve'lopment of

the South Australian High Bìood Pressure Education Programme, of

which I am a member of the planning team. In particuìar, continuing

education for general practitioners is planned to be heaviìy based on

the use of opin'ion leaders, reìying on interpersonal influence, as

wel I as pri nted gui del i nes.

2,6, EXAI'|PLE N0, 4: Banning the sale of cigarettes in packs 0f 15,

Publications bound in Appendix 4:

(i) l^lilson, DH, þ'lakefield, MA, Estermaî, A.& Baker, CC.

l5's: They fit Ín everywhere - especially the schoolbag: a

survey of purchases of packets of l5 cigarettes by l4 and

ì 5 year ol ds i n South Austral i a. Comm ni Heal th Studi es

1987; ll(l):16-20, Suppì.

Chapman, S, l'lilson, D & þ'lakefield, M. Smokers'

understandi ngs of ci garette yi eì d I abel s. Medi cal Journal

of Austral ia 1986;145:376-379.

(ii)
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In late .l985, the Philip Morris tobacco company introduced in

Australia smaller packets of l5 cigarettes under the brand names

'Peter Jackson' and 'Aìpine'. There t¡as concern amongst health

authorities that the introduction of packets of l5 was intended to

induce children to smoke, by making cigarettes cheaper and more

accessible. Advertising for the packets of 15, especially the

'Alpine' brand, r.¡as extensive and featured themes likely to appeaì

strongly to teenagers.

In ìîght of this concern, the research team conducted a survey to

assess the popuì ari ty of l5' s among young adol escents (!'li I son,

l,lakefield, Esterman & Baker, 1987). My role in this was to assist in

the calculatìon of sample size and sample selection, oversee data

col I ection and assi st wi th data analysi s and report wri ti ng '

,'...During May '|986 a cross-sectionaì sample of 649 male

and femalã aOólescents aged l4 and l5 years was taken from
nine high schools in the Adelaide metropolitan area to
examìne current smokÌng behaviour, and to assess the
ìmpact on this age group of new cigarette marketing
r.i¡oOt whereby [wo-leaðing brands names ('Alpine' and

'Peter Jacksonr) were sold în packets of 15.

It was necessary to resort to a sample of convenience
because resources were insufficient to conduct a
popuìation based probabi I ìty samp'le. qiglnaì ly, ten
iãñools were selelted, baseð on their ablllty to represent
a broad cross-section of adolescents from different
socioeconomic backgrounds. one school withdrew from the
survey for administrative reason! iu!!-prior to
interviewìng and was not repìaced. Aìl year ì0
adolescents who h,ere present on the day ìntervieh,ers
iti.ñ¿.0 the school còmpìeted a se'lf-report questionnaire.

Based on an estimate that 40 per cent of the 25,000
.hildt.n in thls age group in South Australia wouìd be

smofers, and settiñg 9S pär cent confidence intervals of
ã5-- 45'per cent, tñe required samp!9-ti3t for^a simple
iinOom sämp'le wai calculated to be 363 (Moser & Kalton,
tgii). This 

',as 
multiplied by a factor of 1.3 to alìow
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for the clustered design, giving N+472 (Australian Bureau

of Stati sti cs, personaì communi cation, I 986) , and then
boosted by 20 per cent to allow for refusals. A final
sampìe size of 567 was aimed for.

Respondents were asked to state the number of cigarettes
smoked on each of the seven days prior to the survey'

questionnaìres.

In the data analysis, school
medium and high socioeconomi
proportion of children recei
school books (South Austral i
I 985) .

Adelaide statistical Division. The method of selection
was such that the probabiìity of a cD being selected was

proportional to the size of the CD. Starting points for
ìntärview were randomly seìected within each of the CD's
included."

The survey found that 40.5 per cent of ì4 and 15 year olds classified

themselves as smokers, a figure not significantly different from an

earlier survey of a random sample of South Australian school chìldren

(Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria, 1984). 56.3 per cent of l4 and l5

year oìd smokers were found to have purchased a packet of ì5

cigarettes in the previous month. This compared with only 8.8 per

cent of adult smokers surveyed two weeks earlier (Chapman, l'lilson &

!,{akef ield, 1986). 0verwhelmingly, the reason adolescents gave for

choos i ng 'l 5' s was that they were cheaper .

s were classifìed into low,
c status according to the
v i ng government as s i stance for
an Educatìon DePartment data,
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Although tobacco companies repeatedly deny that they market

cigarettes to adolescents, this is ipso facto evÍdence of a

successful marketÍng campaign. The MinÍster for Health, on being

informed of the results of the survey, requested that a provision to

prohibit the sale of packs contaìning ìess than 20 cigarettes be

added to the set of legislative provisions on smoking to be

introduced to parliament later in the year.

In the event, this survey proved central to the Government's

successful case against l5's and represents an important example of

the way that research evidence can play a crucia'l role in

preci pi tatì ng government action '

2 ,7 , Conc ì ud i ng retnarks

These four examples of projects in which I have been centrally

i nvol ved demonstrate that the abi I i ty to rev i ew the 1 i terature , to

understand the value of theoretical principles, and to undertake

research are important components of an attempt to develop

well-founded health promotion initiatives. These skills are all part

of a psychologist's experience and prepare them welì for

contributions to the health promotion field.

Furthermore, the importance of being abìe to work in a

muì ti di sci pl i nary envi ronment shoul d not be understated. Other

al I i ed heal th professional s possess knowl edge 
.and 

ski I I s that can

compìement those of the psychologist (e.g.epidemiologists (example
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l); sociologists (example 3); ìega'l professionals (example 4)).

These examples have also demonstrated the capacity to contribute to

health promotion Ínterventions at the various strategic levels at

which they are undertaken (e.9. medÍa, community organlsation,

legi slation).
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CI'|APTIR 3: TOBACCO SI'IOKING - A C||ALLENGE FOR

IllI PUBLIC llEALTl'l PSYCI|OLOGIST
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3 Introduction

Although the activ'ities of the Heaìth Promotion Branch and my

involvement in them have been wide ranging, my main field of

interest and the subject of three subsequent chapters of this thesis

lles in the area of smoking cessatìon. In order to put the reader

in context, thìs chapter gives an overview of the relevant issues in

smoking cessation research and intervention from a health promotion

perspecti ve.

3,2, The health conseqtrences of smoking

There is now overwhelming evidence from more than 30,000 publìshed

artìcles and reports that cigarette smoking is injurious to health.

The Surgeon General's report on smoking and health in 1979 (United

States Department of Health, Education and l^lelfare, .l979) 
commented

that "cigarette smoking is the single most important environmental

factor contributing to premature mortality in the United States"

Q.219) - a statement that i s general isable to al l other modern

industrial societies, given their similar patterns of mortaìity and

cigarette consumption. In a hlestern Australian study, Holman and

Shean (1986) calcuìated that smoking is responsibìe for an estimated

25 per cent of male deaths and l5 per cent of female deaths

annually. Extrapolated to the whole of Australia, this means

approximately 24000 deaths each year (Australian Bureau of

Stati sti cs, I 985) .
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The first epidemiological evidence that smoking was harmful to

health r.ras obtained over 30 years ago with a study that strongly

linked smoking to cancer of the ìung (Doìì & Hill, 1952;.l954).

Hundreds of subsequent studies have suggested that the contribution

of cigarette smoking to all cancer deaths is approximately 30 per

cent (United States Department of Health and Human Services, l'982).

Apart from cancer of the lung, cancers of the mouth (Rogot & Murray'

1980), ìarynx (Hirayama, 1967) and oesophagus (Doìl & Peto, 1976)

have all been found to be strongìy associated with smoking. Less

dramatic, but clear cut, associations have been found between

smoking and cancer of the urinary bladder (Doll & Peto, 1976) and

pancreas (Hammond, I 966).

cigarette smoking, high bìood pressure and elevated blood

cho'lesteroì are the three major risk factors for coronary heart

disease (US Department of Health and Human Services, 1983), the most

frequent cause of death I n !,lestern countri es. The occurrence of

coronary dìsease in smokers is related to the number of cigarettes

smoked per day, the duratìon of smoking and the habit of ìnhalÌng.

Atherosclerotic peripheraì vascular dÌsease is also strongly

associated with smoking (US Department of Health and Human Services,

r 983).

Smoking is known to be the major cause of death and disabiìity from

chronic obstructive lung disease (US Department of Health and Human

ServÍces, 
,l984). Cigarette smokers have higher mortality rates from

chronic bronchitis and emphysema, an increased prevalence of

respìratory symptoms and diminìshed performance on puìmonary
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function tests compared to non-smokers. These differences become

more marked as the number of cigarettes smoked increases (Doll &

Peto, I 976) .

The association between smoking and peptic ulcers in the stomach and

duodenum is also wel'l recognised. Men who smoke have twice as many

such ulcers as non-smokers and their ulcers heal more slowly and are

more likely to lead to fatal outcome (Domschke & Domschke, 1984;

Ki kendal I , Evaul & Johnson, I 984) .

There is also an extensive literature indicating that maternal

smoking is harmful to the development of the fetus. This evìdence

is most clear for the effect of maternal smoking on birthweight,

where between 1957 and 
.l986 over one hundred publications, based on

studies of more than half a million births, reported that women who

smoked during pregnancy had infants of lower birthweight than t.lomen

who did not (Lumley, 1987). Low birthweight babies (less than 2500

grams) suffer a hìgher rate of morbidity and have a much higher

perinatal mortality rate than babies of normaì birthweight. Apart

from effects on birthweight, maternal smoking results in a

significant increase in the risk of spontaneous abortion and certain

complications of pregnancy relating to placentaì attachment and

growth. There is also evidence from a number of studies that

maternal smoking may increase the lìkelihood of Sudden Infant Death

Syndrome, aìthough the mechanism by which thìs occurs is not fuììy

understood (US Department of Health and Human Services, 1980).

Qver the past decade, there has been growing concern that the
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exposure of non-smokers to the cigarette, pipe or cigar smoke of

smokers also has adverse health effects. Apart from the previousìy

mentioned effects on the deveìoping fetus, the evidence that passive

Smoking causes cancer of the lung in adults is strongly suggestive

(National Heal th and Medi cal Research CouncÍ I , I 986) . Furthermore 
'

the associatÍon between parental smoking and respiratory infection

in children during their first year of lÍfe is well-established

(coìley, Holland & corkhÍll, 1974; Ferguson, Horwood, shannon &

Taylor, l98l), but the relationship is less certain at later ages

(Guyatt & Newhouse,l985).

3, 3, Patterns of smoking cessation

Despite the well-documented evidence for the deleterious effects of

smoking on health, most recent South Australian figures estimate

that 34.7 per cent of males and 25.5 per cent of females are smokers

(Austral i an Bureau of Stati sti cs, I 987) . These fi gures represent

only a smalì decrease from those obtained in a previous comparable

survey (South Austral i an Heal th commi ssion, I 98.l ) , but mask

si gnifi cant trends i n smoki ng for parti cul ar age groups. In thi s

respect, rates of quitting appear to be highest among middle aged

males (Hill & Gray, 1984), whilst the prevalence of smoking among

adolescent females has increased (Hi1l, t4ilìcox, Gardner & Houston,

I 987).

Aìthough the current level of cigarette smoking is substantiaìly

lower than that prìor to the reìease of reports by the unìted States

surgeon General (1964) and the Royaì college of Physicìans of London
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(1962) documenting the hazards of smoking, there is concern that the

prevalence of the habit is not decreasing more rapidìy. In

addìtion, there has been some evidence of an earlier onset of

smoki ng, parti cul arly amongst femal es (U. S. Department of Heal th,

Education and l^lelfare, 1980) and recognition that the increasing

number of years of cigarette exposure wììl lead to a higher

probabi'l i ty of developi ng smoki ng rel ated di seases '

For the last two decades, psychologists have sought to understand

why peopìe continue to smoke in the face of widely publicised health

hazards relating to this behaviour' This search has been spurned on

by the realisation that smoking is not simpìy a pharmacologìcaì

addiction, but that psychological processes are additionally at work

in making cessation or an attempt at cessation, less likely to occur'

Although many smokers achieve permanent cessation, approximateìy

three-quarters of current smokers report that they have tried to

qui t (Austraì ian Bureau of Stati sti cs, I 987) . 0f these smokers, 70

per cent have tried to quit on more than one occasion' There is,

therefore, a potentially large demand for information which would

make the process of quitting easier. GÍven the health impì icatìons

of smoking, the interest in smoking as a behaviour, and the demand

for easier ways to quit, it ìs little vronder that there has been a

vast number of techniques developed to help motivated smokers

achi eve cessation.
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3,4, Effectiveness of smoking cessation interventions

Many of these techniques represent applìcations of ìearnìng theory

principles and/or incorporate considerations related to the

addÍctive propertìes of nicotine. One to one and smaìl group

therapies have provided data on the impact of many techniques on

initÍal behaviour change and maintenance of change rncnths or years

after the intervention. Such methods have included operant

procedures such as stimulus control or reinforcement of non-smoking

(Marston & McFaì.l, l97l); aversive conditìoning with shock (Dericco,

Brigham & Garììngton, 1977); imagination of aversive scenes (Berecz,

1g7Ð; warm stal e smoky ai r or rapid smoki ng ( Li chtensteì n, Harri s,

Burchler, I'lahl & Schmal , 1973); contingency contractÌng (Spring'

Sipich, Trimble & Goeckner, 1978); self monitoring (Karoly & Doyle,

1975); sensory deprìvation (Suedfeld & Ikard, 1974); hypnosis (Agee,

1983); nicotine fading (Beaver, Brown & Lichtenstein, l98l); use of

nicotine gum (Raw, 1985); as welì as muìticomponent approaches

(Lichtenstein, 1982); and group therapy in cl inics (l'lest, Graham,

Swanson & lii I ki nson , 1977> .

Two findings consistently emerge from the clinical research on

smoking cessation. The first is that success rates for different

treatment techniques are not markedly different, leading to the

conclusìon that ìt is simpìy better to do something than nothing.

secondly, aìthough most of these techniques demonstrate an

impressive decrease ìn smoking during treatment, this behaviour

change is not maintained over time, so that one year after an

intervention, only 20 to 30 per cent of subjects who were abstinent
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at post-treatment are likely to have remained non-smokers (Hunt &

Bespalec, lg7Ð. Revi ewers of the psychologi cal I i terature have

been virtually unanimous in their caìl for increased attention to be

paìd to helping those who do achieve cessation to maintain theìr

non-smoki ng. (Benfari , Qckene & McIntyre, 1982; Bernstei n & Gl asgol'r,

1979; Leventhal & Cleary, l98O; Lichtensteìn, 1982; Lichtenstein &

Brown, l98O). Clearly, from a health promotion perspective, if

changes in smoking behaviour are to decrease health risks

effectively, they must be maintained in the long term, rather than

being transient or sPoradic.

3,5, Reducing popuìation srnoking prerlalence: I health promotion objective

It is also ìmportant to recognise that if death and illness from

smoking are to be significantly decreased, then the methods used to

facilitate cessation must be amenable to mass appìication in order

to impact upon nationaì smoking prevalence. The shift in focus from

methods appropriate to individual and small group therapy to those

designed to impact upon whole communities is a crucÍaì one for

psychoìogists working in the health promotion arena.

One to one and small group therapìes can necessarily treat only a

small number of smokers and are extremely ìabour-intensive. The

level of staffing required to administer the technìques used in

these modes of service delivery could not be replicated sufficiently

to achieve a population wide reduction Ín smoking prevalence. Such

therapies may well be effectÍve to the extent that they can achieve
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a success rate of 30 per cent, but they have a very limited ìmpact

on overalì smoking rates. Chapman (.|985) points out that a 5 per

cent success rate among 10,000 people is over 333 times more

efficient than the l5 successes obtàined from a 30 per cent rate

achieved in a stop smokÍng group popuìation of 50 peopìe. Both

Levitt (1983) and Chapman (.l985) have caìculated that smoking

cessation groups and clinics benefit between 0.02 and 0.1 per cent

of smoKers, representing an utterly insignificant element in the

overall pattern of smoking cessation, brhere the criterion of

judgement is in the reduction in nationaì smoking prevalence.

l,'lhile the search for more effective maintenance procedures has

produced a pìethora of studies and reports in the psychological

literature, a focus on deveìoping strategies appropriate to impact

upon national smoking prevalence has only recently begun to emerge.

Thìs is not to imply a criticism that psychologists have misplaced

thei r efforts Í n hel pi ng peopl e to qui t. Because thei r cl i ni cal

ski I I s and knowl edge rel ate to assi sti ng i ndi vi dual s, and they have

had a long professìonal interest in dependency problems, it was

naturaì to design therapies approprìate for individuals or small

groups. It is only with the emergence of heaìth promotion

activities and the change in focus that this impìies, that

psychologists have begun to identify how psychoìogìcal principles

might contribute to the p'lanning and implementatìon of these

aì ternati ves.

In the last decade, there has been Ìncreasing interest ìn two

particular approaches vrith the potential to impact on national
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smoki ng preval ence. Fì rst, ì arge scal e mass medi a based programmes

aimed at making health related behaviours such as smoking more

amenable to change are now widespread in hlestern countries (Flay,

ì987). Second, smoking cessation interventions that can be

integrated with existing sources of health care that already have

extensîve contact with smokers are being vigorously expìored

(Russel I , l^li'lson, Taylor & Baker, .l979) 
.

Mass media based programmes deserve consideration because they have

the potential to reach such a large number of smokers at any one

time, includìng those who make little use of health services and who

would otherwise go without assistance (hlarner, 1987). Mass media

approaches also recognÌse that the majority of smokers who quit do

so on their oh,n r¡rith no or minimal assistance (South Australian

Health Commission, l98l), and that many smokers wanting to quÍt

express a desire to preserve anonymity, preferring methods that do

not involve other people or attendance at a clinic (Schwartz &

Dubitzky, .l968; 
Gaì lup, 1974). Another advantage of mass media

programs is that they may assist changes for which the smoker can

feel largely responsible. This is particularly important in the

ìight of research which suggests that change attributed to one's own

efforts may be more likely to endure than change attributed to

external causes (Kopel & Arkowitz, .l975).

Mass media programmes have generaì'ly been used in three main ways

(Flay,ì987). First, mass medìa has been used to inform the public of

the negative health consequences of smokìng 1n order to motivate

smokers to quit (e.g. O'Keefe, l97l; l{arner & Murt, 1982; Hauknes,
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l98l). A second use of mass media has been to promote specific

activities designed to assist smokers to quit - such activities

include quitting for a day, printed hints or kits for home use, or

enrolling in a clinic or rlvith community agencies (e.9. Donovan,

Fisher & Armstrong, 1984; Cuckle & Van Vunakis, 1984; Puska &

Koskela, 1983; Maccoby, Farquhar, Nood & Alexander, 1977). Finaìly,

mass media has been used to provide smoking cessation self-help

clinics to those smokers who wiSh to quit (e.9. LeRoux & Miller'

1983; Mogielnicki, Neslin, Dulac, Balestra, Gillie & corson, 1985).

Flay ('1987), in reviewing the effectiveness of forty mass media

programmes designed to Ìnfluence cigarette smoking, concluded that

such programmes can be more effective than many have thought.

However, he points out that the knowledge necessary to ensure such

success ìs seriously ìacking and that a great deal of theoretical

development and scientifical ly va'l id research i s necessary to

determine the crucial elements of successfuì mass medìa programmes'

To date, psychological theory has played an important role in the

planning and impìementation of several ìarge scale mass media based

health promotion programmes (Maccoby & Alexander, 1980; hlakefield &

Nilson,.l986). For exampìe, Bandura's Q977) sociaì learning theory

has helped guide the development of mass communications within the

Stanford Heart Disease Prevention Programme (Solomon & Maccoby,

I 984) .

In early 1983, the Health PromotÎon Branch of the South Australian

Health Commissìon received funding to pìan and implement a mass

media based programme to encourage smoking cessation. As a research

officer empìoyed in the Unlt, I was requested to provide input to
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decision making about the content and delìvery of the mass medìa

messaqes. My background in psychology led me to expect that the

attribution theory literature could prove usefuì in guìding the

development of such initiatives (Kopel & Arkowìtz, 1975; Antaki,

1982; Sonne & Janoff, 1982). This line of thinking is expanded

further in Chaptet 4, with a review of the literature on the role

of attribution in behaviour change and a discussion as to how this

body of knowledge might be used to advantage in motivating cessation

by a mass media aPProach.

Apart from mass media approaches, the potential for a population

wide reduction in smoking prevelance rel ies on integrating smokìng

cessation interventions with services that aìready have extensive

contact wi th smokers. Medi cal practi tioners, i n parti cul ar ' are

in an excel lent position to present authoritative and personaì ly

relevant advice to their patients that they should stop smoking in

the interests of their health. It has been shown that firm advice

to quit from a medical practitioner can produce one year cessation

rates of approximately 5 per cent (Russell et al., 1979). Although

such a cessatÌon rate may seem low, this type of intervention has

the potential to influence ìarge numbers of smokers. Given that 77

per cent of the population visit a doctor at least once a year, a 5

per cent quit rate on a national basis r{ould produce 190,000

ex-smokers each year (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1983).

Psychologists can pìay a useful role in designing stop smokÌng

interventions which complement the skills and abllities of medical

practitioners and other professionaì groups that have regular
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contact tlith large numbers of smokers. Psychoìogists have the

potential to advise medlcal practitioners on tailorlng stop smoking

strategies and techniques to dÍfferent stages of readiness to quit

(Owen, I 985) . Psychologi cal pri nci pl es can al so be used to guì de

the deveìopment of brochures, 'quit kits', books and audiotapes

which can be used to augment advice to quÍt (Owen & Halford, 1988).

A further dlscussion of these issues is presented in Chapter 5,

where psychological principles riere used to gulde the development of

a stop smoklng interventlon for general practitloners to use wfth

thei r pati ents.
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CI|APTIR 4: THE ROLI OF SILF.AITRIBUTIOII Il'|

SI4OKIl\lc CISSATIOi| AllD ITS POTII'ITIAL

APPLICATIOI| TO l-,lASS l,lIDIA COl,ll4UllICATIOllS
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4 I ntrod uc t i on

The use of the mass media based approach in promoting health

behaviour change, as has been discussed, offers a number of

advantages over more labour-intensive strategies, in that it is more

likely to effect population wide changes in smoking and resembles

the type of'minimal' intervention for which most smokers express a

preference. In addition to these considerations, mass medìa based

programmes hold the potential to assìst changes for which the smoker

can feeì largeìy responsible. This is particularly important in the

light of research which suggests that change attributed to one's own

efforts may be more likeìy to endure than change attributed to

external causes (Kopel & Arkowitz, 1975;Sonne & Janoff, .l982).

A brief review of research and literature on the role of attribution

in behaviour change was undertaken (Keì ley & Michela, 1980; Antaki,

1982), with the objective of determining how this body of knowledge

might be used to advantage in motivating cessation by a mass media

approach. Specificaìly, it was hoped that the review wouìd assist

in the development of television commercìaìs for a stop smoking

campai gn (named 'Qui t. For Lì fe. ' ) .

4,2, Attributions and the maintenance 0f behavlour change

Attribution research is the field of social psycho'logy concerned

wìth people's everyday expìanations for events and experiences.

Stemmìng from the early work of Heider (1958), the field has
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expanded to encompass a diversity of methods and theoretical

perspectives (Antaki, 1982). Ke1 ley & Michela (.l980) di stingui sh

between 'attri bution theori es' , whi ch are pri nci pal ly concerned lvi th

the antecedents of interpersonaì perceptions' and 'attributional

theoriesr, t.Jhich are primariìy concerned with the consequences of

attributions, such as changes in expectancy and behaviour.

It is the attributional approach that is of interest here.

Attributional theories broadly assume that an individual's response

to an event or experience wiìl be signifÍcantly infìuenced by the

perception of its cause (Kelley & Michela, .l980). As such, they

adopt a highly cognitive vìew of the relationship between the person

and the envi ronment. Rodi n ( I 978) expì ai ns:

"Attributions are significant because people respond not to

events per se but to their cognitive representations of these

envìronments. Thus their perceptions and expìanations for events

are criticaì in determining their behaviour" (p.53ì ).

One focus of attributionaì research has centred around people's

expìanations for their own behaviour and experiences. Kopel &

Arkowitz (1975) produced strong evidence for the tenet that

self-attribution of behavìour change (perceived as caused by

oneself) increases the lìKelihood of maintenance of that change,

compared with instances where the behaviour change tvas attributed to

external factors (eg.the action of a drug; the skills of a

therapist). It was suggested that self-attributions for successful

behaviour change trould'lead to positive self-inferences about the
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individual's dispositional factors (i.e. capabilites), which would

general i se beyond the treatment mi I i eu. Converseìy, envi ronmental

attributions would onìy be relevant to the settÍng and time during

which the specific environmental conditions were present and thus,

not generalisable (Kopel & Arkowitz, .l975).

In an earìy classic study, DavÍson & Valins (1969) formulated and

tested this hypothesis in an experiment where subjects underwent an

electric shock tolerance test. Fol lowing a shock exposure, subjects

were given a drug (actualìy a placebo) and exposed to half the shock

Íntensity, aìthough they were led to believe the shock intensity was

the same as the first exposure. hlhen half of the subiects were then

told the drug had been a pìacebo, (self-attribution group), they

subsequently perceived shocks as less painfuì and toìerated more

shock than the group who attributed the difference in intensity to

the effect of the drug (external attribution group). The authors

posited that the self-attrlbution condition permitted the subjects

to infer that something about their shock-taking abi lity had

changed, as opposed to inferring that a mere temporary state had

been brought about bY a drug.

In a later study, Bowers (1971) led subjects to observe a change in

their preference behaviour, through hypnosis and an amnesÍc

suggestion concerning the fact that they had been hypnotised. Half

of the subjects received concurrent verbal reinforcement for their

observed behaviour change, while the remaining subjects were not

given any external cues to explain theìr behaviour change. The

significant group differences on subsequent persistence of the
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behaviour change lent support to the superiority of self-attribution

for maintenance of the original behaviour change.

Support has aìso been provided for self-attribution as a mechanism

of sustained behaviour change for such behaviours as insomnia

(Davison, Tsujimoto & Glaros, 1973), obesity (Jeffrey, 1974; Sonne &

Janoff,l979), problem drinking (Chaney, 0'Leary & Marlatt, .l978) 
and

smoking (Chambliss & Murray, '1979; Eìser, 1982).

In an early cl inical appì ication of the self-attribution research,

Davi son et al . ('1973) admini stered a drug, as wel I as traini ng i n

self-relaxation and schedulìng, to all insomniac subjects. Half the

subjects were subsequentìy told that the drug was too weak to

account for any clinical improvement, so that they would be more

likely to attribute any improvement in falling asleep as more due to

their own efforts (self-attribution group). The remaining subjects

were toìd they had received a strong and optimaì dose of the drug

which would assist them to fall asleep (external attribution

group). It was predÌcted and found that the self attribution group

showed greater maintenance of therapeutic improvement than did the

external attribution group.

Jeffrey fi974) investigated the differential effect of self-control

and environmental control procedures on the maintenance of weight

loss and appropriate eating habits. The self-controì programme

stressed the subjects' responsibility for weight management and the

roì e of sel f-rei nforcement, whi I e the envi ronmental controì

condition emphasised the therapist's role in reinforcement and
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promoti ng r¡,eight ìoss. Although the interventions were equal ly

effective in promoting a reduction in weìght over the seven week

programme, the self-control group were significantly better at

maintaining weight loss at a Six week follow-up. A later study

(Sonne & Janoff, 1982) replicated these conclusions, additÍonalìy

finding that at an eleven vreek follow-up, the maintenance of weight

loss was even more marked in the self-control group.

A procedure similar to Davison et al.'s (1973) experiment t.tith

insomniacs was carried out with smokers by Chambliss and Murray

(1979). Smokers were given tablets to take each day of the

therapeutic procedure and instructed in self control techniques. As

expected, smokers who were then told that the tablets bJere placebos

(self attribution condition) demonstrated a significantly greater

reduction in smoking, than smokers who were not debriefed about the

tablets (external attri bution condi tion).

Blittner, Goldberg & Merbaum (1978) also instructed smokers in self

controì techniques. However, half of their smoKers !'rere led to

believe they "had strong wìllpower and greðt potentiaì to control

and conquer their desires and behaviour", whiìe the other half were

simply trained in the self control techniques. At almost all of the

follow up periods, and after l4 months, the 'primed' group of

subjects were sìgnificantly more effective in maìntainìng a

reduction ìn smoking. Thus, smoKers who were led to be'lieve they

possessed skills or characteristics that allowed them to exert

control over their smoking behavìoUr, trere more successfUl at

mai ntai ni ng cessation.
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Other work in the smoking cessation arena has generally supported

and extended these findings. A series of studies by Eiser and his

coììeagues (Eiser & Sutton, 1977; Eiser, .|978; Eiser, Sutton &

liober, .l978; Eiser, l98O; Eiser, 1982) have suggested that a belief

on the part of smokers that they are addicted to cigarettes aìlows

them to attribute smoking to forces outside of their personal

control, thus making continued smoking more likely. In a study of

1800 smokers, E'iser (1982) found that those who saw themselves as

addicted and therefore had an external attribution for failure to

quit, had lower expectancies of sUccess ìn beÍng able to quit, and

less fìrm intentions to stop smoking. At a one year follow up,

smokers who had viewed themselves as addicted were significantly

ìess like'ly to have tried to quit, and were less ìikeìy to maintain

cessation if they dìd try to quit. Eiser therefore argues that the

subjectÍve belief in addiction prevents an attribution of control

over the smoking habit, and maintains that anti-smoking campaigns

and stop smoking groups should attempt to counter or modify such

external attributions of control.

To summarise, the tenet that self attributed behaviour change is

better maintained than change attributed to externaì factors, is one

that has received consi stent experimentaì support. In addition,

there is consistent empìrical evidence from a range of health

rel ated behaviours whi ch support thi s assertion.
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4, 3, The experience of ex-smokers who quit without assistance

A number of additional sources of support for the hypothesis under

consideration are provided by the experience of ex-smokers who quit

wi thout assi stance.

First, the majority of ex-smokers have quit wÍthout formal sources

of help. In a statewide survey of community smoking habits, 84

percent of ex-smokers reported that they "just stopped" (South

Austral i an Heal th Commi ssion, I 981 ) . Qui tti ng smoki ng by one's otrn

efforts may therefore be more successful than formal methods of

cessation (eg. stop-smoking groups, counselling), although Schachter

(1982) points out that this in part may be expìained by a hìgher

success rate with multiple attempts to quit, as compared to the

single attempt characterized in the evaluation of formaì methods.

Nevertheless, 20.8 percent of the South Austral ian population are

ex-smokers (Austral i an Bureau of Stati sti cs, I 987) . Thi s means that

most of the 226,561 ex-smokers have quit on their own and remained

so

Second, studi es of sel f-i ni ti ated qui tters (Pederson & Lefcoe, I 976;

perri , Richards & Schultheis, 1977; Baer, Foreyt & t'lright, 1977)

show that ex-smokers use a variety of strategies to quit and

maintain theìr non-smoking status. Davidson (.l976) recommends the

use of cafeteria styìe behavioural programmes of smoking cessation

which teach a variety of quittìng skills and encourage the clÌent to

choose an aìternatìve that best suits him, hence increasìng

self-attributìon. Indeed, Kopel & Arkowitz (1975) and Sonne &
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Janoff (.l982) suggest that self-att¡ibutÍon of behaviour change

could be enhanced by allowing the client to play an active role in

the plannÍng and execution of his own treatment. The majorÍty of

successful quitters therefore tend to have quit on their own, and to

have selected their or.ln strategies for qultting and maintaining

absti nence.

4,4, Impììcttions for a nrass rnedia based stop smoking programme

So far, this discussion has suggested that where people are able to

feel that they have personal control over smoking behaviour, they

are more likely to maintain cessation. It foìlows that one of the

objectives of any strategy designed to achieve continued smoking

cessation should be to convince smokers that they are the engineers

of their own behavioural change. In terms of the 'Quit. For Life.'

programme, the self-attrì bution concept has impl i cations for both

the delÍvery and content of programme components'

The first appìication relates to the products and services that the

programme offers to smokers to heìp them quit. A range of smoking

cessation options would be most consistent with Davidson's (.l976)

recommendation for cafeteria-style approaches to smoking cessatlon.

The stop smoking options couìd be offered through press advertising,

and the self-attribution concept made explicit by the suggestìon

that the smoker is the best judge of what will help him or her to

quit.
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In terms of the content of health messages, the literature also

suggests that training the smoker selectively to make attributions

about his smoking behavìour which enhance his perception of personal

control may increase his confidence in his ability to rema'in

abstinent (Danaher & Lichtenstein, .l978). Thìs could be

communicated by teìevision commercials that emphasise the 'inner

strength'of the smoker and the amount of control he/she has over

smoking. As an adjunct to the images portrayed on television

commercials, sìogans and jingles which stress the smoker's own

responsi bi I i ty for qui tti ng smoki ng may be readi ly ì ncorporated i nto

a mass-media anti-smoking campaign. For exampìe, the chorus of an

anti-smoking televìsion commerciaì used in the North Coast Healthy

Lifestyìe Programme (Chapman & Egger, 1980) reads:

"You're born non-smoker

hle knew you had it in you

Ne knew you could do it
Ne knew you were a winner."

Apart from these broad background messages, efforts can be directed

toward modifying what, specificaìly, smokers say to and about

themselves. For exampìe, the abstlnent smoKer should be encouraged

to attend to the types of self-statements which may make continued

smoking more likeìy (eg. "I can't handle this without a cigarette"),

and to counter them with seìf-statements that reinforce personal

control (eg."T can reìax without smoking a cigarette")(Bullock,

l98l). Techniques such as these can constitute part of a newspaper

or magazine artic'le, or could be explained Ín more detail ìn

pamphì ets and seì f-hel p bookl ets . 
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Alternativeìy, a Series of radio or television advertisements mìght

be produced to equip smokers with a number of simple, specific

skills they could apply in situations where they would be most

tempted to smoke. In this respect, Marlatt and Gordon (1980) have

identified the three most common situations in which people are

likely to relapse as being feeìings of negative affect, social

pressUre to smoke, and situations of interpersonaì posÍtive affect-

4,5, Concl udi ng retnilrks

In the event, it proved difficult to determine how much influence

these recommendations had in the overall design of the programme.

The deci sions about the development of televì sion and radìo

commercials were made primariìy on the basis of market research

information, and as a junior member of staff, I was not involved in

meetings where this was discussed. However, it was encouraging to

note that two of the three television commercÍals portrayed a

cartoon character in two situations ( at work, and at a social

gathering) where he was tempted to smoke. The character, ìn

resisting the temptatÌon to smoke, was portrayed as being very proud

of this ability.

The preceding dÍscussion has shown that there are opportunities, in

theory, to apply the concept of self-attribution within a mass media

based approach to smoking cessatìon. However, it is recognised that

the evìdence for the efficacy of self-attributions in maintaining

behaviour change has been assembled from studies involving largely

cìincal popuìations in face to face therapies. it may be the case
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that the effectiveness of the self-attribution approach has lÍmited

generalisability to an intervention aimed at a non-clinical

populatìon, using the impersonal medÍum of television. Further

research is requìred to extent and clarify this area of enquiry'
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CllAPTIR 5: DEVELOPI4IIIT OF A GI¡IIRAL PRACTITIONER

Ol.lI4IDIATID SI'IOKING CESSATI Ol'l I IlTiRVINII
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5 Introduction

In considering strategies to effect a population wide reduction in

smoking prevalence, the Health Promotion Branch recognised the

potential of general practitioners (GPs) in motivating their smoker

patients to quit. As part of the development of the Pìlot Stop

Smoking Programme, the Health Promotion Branch decided to develop a

programme for GPs to use with their patients.

In mid 1982, I was given the task of developing the structure and

content of a GP mediated smoking cessation programme, as well as an

evaluation protocol to assess its efficacy and acceptability' This

chapter briefly reviews the evidence available to 1982 as to the

efficacy of such programmes, describes the theoretical background to

the programme that was developed and di scusses the reasons why the

programme was not implemented. Following this, a discussion of the

literature since 1982 is presented, emphasising the need to address

some of the practical constraints of giving routine advice to quit

in a generaì practice setting. Finaìly, a recent GP mediated

programme is outlined which seeks to take account of these barriers.

5,2, The GP' s i nfl rterrce i n smoki ng cessation

There have been a va¡iety of intervention studies which consistently

indicate that GPs can induce smaìì, but significant numbers of their

smoki ng pati ents to qui t. Several early studi es, whi I e fi ndi ng

impressive cessation rates from advice to quit by a GP, had no

control groups ìncluded in the studies, so that the relative
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effìcacy of the interventions was unclear (Handel, 1973; R'ichmond,

lg77). Mausner, Mausner & RÍal (1968), in a controlled study,

fol lowed 157 general practice pati ents who \¡ì,ere gi ven ei ther advice

to quit or no such advÍce. At a six month follow-up, 5 per cent of

the intervention group reported they had quit, compared to none in

the control group. However, Porter and McCullough (1972) found no

difference at six months in the smokÍng behaviour of l0l patients

given advice to quit compared to 90 patients who were not given

advice. Nevertheless, 33 per cent of the intervention group

reported they had cut down the amount they smoked, compared wi th 9

per cent ìn the control group.

One of the most careful ly conducted studies involved 1,567 general

practice patients attendìng 28 GPs in five group practices in London

(Russel I , hli I son, Tayor & Baker, I 979) . Pati ents were randomly

allocated by day of attendance to one of four conditions:

non-i ntervention control , questionnai re onìy control , advi ce to

quit, or advice to quit pìus a leaflet and a warning of foìlow-up.

In each group, the percentage of patients who were abstinent at both

one month and one year after consultation were 0.3 per cent, 1.6 per

cent,3.3 per cent and 5.1 per cent. validation of the verbal

report of abstinence on a subsample of patients, using a measure of

nicotine concentration in saliva, reveaìed a low deception rate.

Another study in a family practice teaching unit attached to an

Ottawa hospitaì followed 451 patients who were randomly assigned to

condì tions i nvol vi ng questionnai re only, questionnai re and advi ce,

and questìonnaire advice and pamphlet (Stewart & Rosser, 1982). No
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significant difference t,las found in the proportion of smokers

abstìnent at both 5 months and ì year after consultation, the

cessation rates in each group being 3.1 per cent,3.l per cent and

4.3 per cent respectively. It should be noted that no chemical

validation of smokÍng status was included in this study and that the

questìonnaire onìy control achÍeved a substantial ly higher quÍt rate

compared with the Russell et al. study. In contrast, the

questionnai re and advi ce to qui t condi tion produced very simi I ar

rates to the Russell et aì. studY.

Anothelintervention in Hamilton, Ontario (hli lSon, hlood, Johnston &

Sigurelia, 1982) examined the effect of the advice to quit compared

with advice to quit plus support and encouragement from the doctor

at one, three and six months. 211 patients attending two family

practices reported on their smoking status between six and fourteen

months after entry to the trial. Significantly more smokers had

quit in the support condition (23 per cent) compared with the advice

only condition (12 per cent). These seemingly high cessation rates

may be tempered by the fact that no chemical valìdation was

undertaken. In addition, no average folìow up time was reported, so

that many of the folìow up contacts may have been nearer to six

months.

In Australia, Cripps, Messum, Breden, Lawson & Killer (unpublished)

followed 336 patients aged 30 to 55 years who had visited l0 GPs in

four group practices in Sydney. Patients were randomly allocated to

a non-ìntervention control condition or a condition involving advice

to quit and a pamphlet. At one year, cessation rates were not
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significantly different (5.4 per cent versus 8.5 per cent), although

in a favourable direction. No chemical validation h/as used, so that

both of these results may have been over-estimates.

In sum, these studìes demonstrate that advice to quit from a doctor

can have a significant impact on cessation rates among asymptomatic

patients. The provision of a simple pamphlet or booklet of quÍt

smoking tips may not be as important in boosting cessation rates as

continuìng support or !,rarning of follow up on the part of the

doctor. The Russell et al. (1979) study did not examine the

relative effect of each of these components. A non-significant

increase in cessation rates was found with the addìtion of a

pamphlet in the study by Stewart and Rosser (1982). In contrast,

the hlilson et al. (1982) study suggests that the effect of

supportive foìlow up may be quite marked.

In general, patients with smoking-related diseases who are advised

by their doctor or specialist to quit demonstrate substantiaììy

hÍgher cessation rates compared with asymptomatìc patients. In a

review of interventìon studìes wÍth patients suffering from

respiratory disease, Pederson (.l982) notes that fol lowing physÍcian

advice to quit, cessation rates varìed from 20 to 5l per cent.

However, none of the studÍes included control groups, and follow up

periods ranged from three months to five years.

Rose and Hamilton (1978) conducted a well designed study of'1,445

men aged between 40 to 59 years who had been identified by screening

to be at high risk of cardiorespiratory disease. After random
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allocation to either a normal care control or a strong advice to

quit condition, patients were followed up at one and three years.

At one year, cessation rates were 8.9 per cent and 39.3 per cent.

These rates were maintained at the three year follow up (14.5 per

cent and 35.5 per cent) and although the proportion of ex-smokers

had lncreased in the control condition, the difference was still
stati sti cal ìy si gnifi cant.

Advice from a physician to quit given to survivors of myocardial

infarction produces even higher quit rates. Pederson (1982) reports

that the majority of interventions usìng physìcians show quit rates

at one year or more between 40 and 60 per cent. Danaher and

Lichtenstein (1978) suggest that cessatÍon rates appear to to be

related to the patients' perceived level of personal risk as

determìned by the immediacy of the physical symptoms produced by

smoking. Strong advice against smoking given during or after a

health crisis such as a myocardial infarction may well increase the

patients' receptiveness to intervention and add to the motivation

requi red for sustai ned absti nence.

It should be recognised that there are alternative explanations to

account for the higher quit rates among patients wìth smokÍng

related diseases compared with asymptomatic patients who attend

general practice. For example, many of these studies use a

respiratory or cardiac specialist as the agent of change rather than

a GP. Furthermore, advice to quit and physician involvement may be

much more intense with patients with more severe diagnoses.
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For many patìents, help with quitting smoking might conceivably be

the most important influence the GP will ever have on their health.

From the studies available, it can be concluded that GPs are in a

posi tìon to obtai n rel ati vely good resuì ts wi th re l ati veìy

economi cal methods.

5, 3, Theoretical basis of the GP-mediated srnoking cessation interventlon

The intervention deveìoped for GPs to use with their patìents was

largeìy based upon a cognitive behavioural model of smoking

cessation as outlined by Pechacek and Danaher (,l979). A

cogni ti ve-behavioural model of smoki ng cenceptual i ses smoki ng

cessation as a process, and recommends the use of specific,

practi cal i ntervention strategì es at certai n poi nts i n thi s

process. Accordi ng to Kendal I and Hol lon ( I 979) ' a

cognitive-behavioural approach can be described as "a purposeful

combination of the performance-oriented and methodoìogicaì1y

rigorous behavioural techniques with the treatment and evaluation of

cogni ti ve medi ational phenomena. . . . i nternal as wel ì as envi ronmentaì

varÍables are targets for treatment and are scientifical ìy evaluated

as contributors to behavioural change" (p.3).

The emergence of cognitive-behavioural interventions has been

assisted by four major streams of influence (Kendalì & Hollon,

1 979) . Bri efìY, these are:

(l) that cognitions are subject to the same ìaws of learnÍng as

overt behaviours
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Q) that attÍtudes, beliefs, expectancies, attributions and other

cognitive activities are central to understanding and changing

overt behaviours;

(3) that theoretical advances by recognised learning theorists have

furthered the process of casting covert cognitive processes

into testable formulations that are easiìy integrated with

behavioural paradi gms, and;

(4) that it is desirable and viable to combine cognitive treatment

strategi es wi th expì i ci t behavioura'l conti ngency management i n

order to faci I i tate meani ngful outcomes.

The cognìtive-behavioural perspective offers a framework for

integratìng the most useful and effective elements of a diverse

array of models of smoking and smokìng cessation (Pechacek &

Danaher, 
.l979). 

From its conception of smoking as an overlearned

behaviour, the behavioural perspective provides some understanding

of the factors i nvol ved i n mai ntai ni ng smoki ng. The rol e of

cognitive and pharmacological factors in smoking cessation can also

be incorporated by drawing on models of attitude change,

decision-making, self-efficacy and attribution. Pechacek & Danaher

11979) have incorporated these models into a cognitive-behavioural

model of smoking that "offers an explanation of various stages

through which smokers may proceed from inìtiation through successful

cessation, or continuing smoking despite obvious health

consequences" (p.400).

Nith respect to smok'ing cessation, these theorists draw heavily upon

Bandura's (1977) conceptualization of self-effìcacy as a major
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determinant of the initìation of behaviour change and ìong term

maintenance of that change. Briefly, Bandura advocates that two

types of expectations mediate behaviour change. The first,

'response-outcome expectancy', is defined as a person'S estimate

that a given behaviour will lead to certain outcomes (Bandura,

1977). The second type of expectancy 'self-efficacy' refers to

one's perception of personal ability to reach a goal or outcome.

The strength of these two expectations will influence whether or not

an attempt will be made to quit smoking and the extent of

persi stence i n efforts to quì t.

Self-efficacy has been consistently identified as a predìctor of

relapse in smokìng behaviour. Individuals with high efficacy

expectations are less likely to relapse following termination of a

formal smoking cessation programme (Corn, 1978; Ewins, l98l;

DiClemente, 1982; Condìotte & Lichtenstein, 198ì ). According to

Bandura (.l977), perceived self-efficacy is influenced by four

sources of information. The strongest source of influence is

performance accomplishments (ie. actual experience of personaì

mastery) , where SUccess i ncreases effi cacy expectatìons. Vi carious

experience (observation of the performance of similar others) is

also postulated to influence self-efficacy, where, if similar others

experience success in a given task, perceived self-efficacy is

increased. Verbal persuasion is a thìrd source of influence, and

physiological arousal is also asserted to medìate efficacy

expectations - hi gh arousal debi I i tati ng performance '
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Bandura proposes that success in smoking cessation will occur when:

c) the smoker perceives the treatment as having high

response-outcome effi cacy ;

the treatment produces rapid enhancement of self-efficacy;

the smoker acqui res ski I I s to cope wi th mai ntaÍ ni ng non-smoki ng

behav i our ;

positive changes in smoking behaviour are attributed to the

self, and;

a strong sense of self-efficacy for abstaining from smoking

resuì ts.

(2')

(3)

(4)

(s)

Pechacek and Danaher (1979) have incorporated the concept of

self-efficacy into a cognitive-behavioural model of smoking

cessation, that also draws heavily upon attribution theory (see

Chapter 4), and generaì learning theory prìncipìes. Recent analyses

of treatment pìannìng have categorìsed Íntervention into three

stages: preparation, cessation and mai ntenance. Tabl e 2 outl i nes

the goal s and possi bl e i ntervention strategi es at each stage. Thi s

outline guided the development of the GP-mediated stop smoking

programme. Strategies were selected which were most appropriate for

deìivery by a GP and could be incorporated within the constraints of

a busy general practice. The programme requires three consultations

with the doctor, each of which corresponds to a stage Ín the smoking

cessation process.
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TABLE 2: Treatment strategles at the three stages of snoklng cessatlon.
(Source: Pecachek & Danaher (ì979))

5,4, 0utline of the intervention

An outìine of how the lnterventlon ls planned to operate ln

practice ls presented ln Flgure l. It consists of three

consul tatlons wi th a patlent, each one h,eek apart. Briefìy' the

first consuìtatlon involves gathering information from the patlent

to tai ìor advl ce to qut t to hi s/her partl cul ar srnoki ng habl t ' 0n

the basls of thls informatlon, a þrord processor generates

personallsed handouts for the doctor to glve to the patlent at the

second and thl rd consul tatlons. The second consul tat'lon requl red

that the patlent contract wlth the doctor to qult smoklng on a

certaln day and provlded personallsed advlce on qulttlng- At the
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thlrd consultatlon, the patlent rras given more advlce on how to deal

wlth urges to smoke and how to 90 about changlng other llfestyle

patterns detrlmental to thelr health. The lnstructlons ln the

patlent handouts are self-explanatory and the doctor ls only

requlred to perform those tasks llsted ln Figure l.

Íl rst
rppolntrcnt

Sccond
¡ppolntn nt

Tht rd
rppol ntnent

Ooctor rccqænds prttcnt qult srmllng
¡t ôn ôpproprl¡tc tlæ durlng thc
con¡ult¡tlon (c.9. rhllc llstcnltg to
thc che¡t) |I
ooctor cxplrlns thc progilnc to patlcnt
and co4lctcs hcrlth ¡t¡tu¡ chcclìlst

t
Reccptlonlrt glvcs prtlont rcglstratlon
forn. trlly c.rds, prc-p¡ld ¡ddrc¡¡cd
cnveì opc

I
?

P¡tlcnt t¡Ic¡ chcctll¡t, rcgl¡tr¡tlon fom,
co.plctc3 2a hour¡ of ¡olf+nttorlng. ¡nd
posts to ilr¡lth Prmtlm Sorvtcc¡

+
¡aord Proco¡¡or

I
tl¡ndout¡ for ¡econð ¡nd thlrd con¡ult¡tlon
scnt to doctor¡ ¡úr¡ort. lcccptlontst
phones patlcnt to r¡lc rppolntrcnt

lr¡n¿lout for ¡ccond con¡ult¡tlon ì0l¡cusslon of
vlth doctor

- cæh¡¡l¡ on contrrctlng to qutt
utlng ¡üggc¡tcd ¡cthod

- deæn¡tr¡tlon of dlrPhragn
brcathlng

- cæh¡¡ts on rttcndlng ncxt
consult.tlon cvcn lf stlìl smklng

{
Patlcnt ¡.kcs rppolntnnt for thlrd consult¡tlon
în onc ¡æcl'¡ tîæ

I
Dlscusslon of h¡ndout for thlrd consult¡tlon
elth doctor
6lyc out ¡¡ctght control . cxcrclsc ¡lut ¡trc¡s
optlons rrñcrc provldcd
Hånd out controllcd ¡noll¡g optlon lf patlcnt
fceìs unabìc to qult
lssue cncrgcncy crrd
Mvlse of thrcc mnth follot¡-up

Flow chart (abstracted from draft copy of the GP medlated

stop smoklng Programme).
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5,4 Fi rst pati ent consrrl tation: preparation to qui t

The major objective of the first patient consultation was to

collect information relevant to individual ising the patient's stop

smokìng programme. This was achieved in part by the

administration of a questionnaire, which sought information on:

(l ) smoking hi story (i .e. cigarettes smoked per day, previous

attempts to quÍt, prior experience of withdrawal symptoms,

prevÌous situations in which relapse occurred;

(2) degree of addiction to cigarettes (Fagerstrom, l98l);

(3) exi stence of condi tions exacerbated by smoki ng;

(4) efficacy expectations for being able to resist smoking in

partì cul ar si tuations.

In addition, patients b/ere requested to monitor thejr smoking for

a 24 hour period and to record the time, intensity of the urge to

smoke, and the situation in which the cigarette was smoked

(Danaher , 1976; Kanfer & Karoìy, 1972).

Together, thi s i nformation was used to determi ne I ikely obstacì es

to successful cessation, so that specific personaìised strategies

could be suggested to counter or modify such obstacles.

Second pati ent corrsttl tation: qui tti ng

DurÍng the second consultation, the patient was asked to contract

with the doctor to stop smoking on a specified day. Contingency

5,4,2,
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contracting has been descrìbed as a simple and economical method

of making smoking cessation more likeìy (Lichtenstein & Danaher,

1976), providing the incentive needed to produce therapeutic

change. The outcome literature suggests that cessation is best

achieved by halving the regular smoking rate for several days and

finally quitting completely on a specified day (Danaher &

Lichtenstein, .l978). 
Such a procedure allows the smoker time to

become accustomed to doing without some cigarettes, whi le the

short time period in which the smoking rate is halved makes it

less likely that each individual cigarette will be more rewarding

for the smoker.

Individualized feedback was provided to the patient from the

information obtained by questionnaire and the self-monitorìng

undertaken after the first consultation. The patient was

instructed on techniques to avoid resumption of smoking, tailored

to suit their individual smokìng characteristìcs.

For exampìe, an individual who had a low expectation of being abìe

to avoid smoking in situations of stress or tension was taught

more healthy ways of reducing tensìon, such as diaphragm

breathing. Alternatively, if a patient had previously relapsed in

a situation of social interaction (e.g. at a party or drinking in

a pub with friends) and his seìf-monitoring information showed

that urges to smoke were highest in these situations, the patient

was taught a number of skills to help them avoid Smoking on these

occas i ons ( e .g . se I f-tal k) .
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Thus, patients were encouraged to view smoking cessation as more

likely if they adopted the use of simple techniques. In this way,

smoking 1aas presented as a behaviour over which they exerted

control through enhanced personal ski I I s. Thi s consul tation

therefore sought to facilitate appraisals of personal efficacy'

5,4,3, Thi rd pati ent consul tation: tnai ntenance

Approximately one week after the quit date, the patient was

required to make a final appoìntment with the doctor for the

maintenance component of the programme. The primary goal of the

mai ntenance consul tation r.¡as to establ i sh effective copi ng ski I I s

and al ternati ves to smoki ng.

First, the patient was taught to recognize "high risk" situations

whi ch were I Í keìy to i ncrease the probabi I i ty of a reì apse

(Marìatt & Gordon, l98O). Discriminative stimuli associated with

encountering a high risk situation can be identified from the

self-monitoring data and can be used as vì,arnÍng sìgnals to

implement an alternatìve sequence of behaviour (ie coping

behaviour). Discriminative stìmuli may involve environmental cues

(such as enterìng a bar or restaurant where others are smoking),

cognitive strategies (such as making apparent'ly irrelevant

deci sions whì ch mi ght ì ead the i ndi vÍ dual closer to reì apse, e'g'

deciding to visit a friend who is a smoker), or physiological

state changes (feelings of frustration or arousal which the person

lables as "craving" for a cigarette).
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second, thought management techniques were used to help the

patient resist urges to smoke (Lichtenstein & Danaher, 1978).

Such techniques included direct confrontation, thinking about the

disadvantages of smoking, distraction and self-reward. The

patient vras also encouraged to plan ahead, and to develop his/her

own strategies to avoid smoking (ie behaviour rehearsal).

In addition to providing each patient with a set of specifìc

skills, each designed as a coping response to a particuìar high

risk situation, a more gìobaì strategy can be used to replace

smoking behaviour with something that has a similar functional

value to the individual, but is a more adaptive form of

self-i nduì gence or rev^rard (Marl att & Gordon, 1980) . Such

'posìtive addictions' (Glasser, 1976) include joggìng, swimming,

yoga, meditation and relaxatìon training. Aerobic activity and

calisthenics exercises were also recommended for patients who were

under stress or experiencing weight control problems.

The occurrence of a reìapse episode rlras encouraged to be viewed as

a I earni ng experi ence, rather than a fai I ure. Re l apse epl sodes

were therefore conceptUaìized as situations where information

about events leading to relapse can be gathered. This approach

allowed the patient to practice alternative coping responses, and

to increase the likelihood of coping more effectively the next

time that chain of events r¡as encountered (Cummings, Gordon &

Marl att, ì 980) .

The final consultation thus focussed upon helping the patient
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attain the ability to endure challenges to perceived

sel f-effi cacy, w'i thout the coì l apse of perseverence to uti I i ze

skills in order to remain a non-smoker.

5,5, Proposed eval uation

To evaluate the intervention, a pretest-post-test control group

design vras proposed (Campbell & Stanley, 
.|963). Twenty GPs were

planned to be recruited for the study, through negotiations with a

local medical association. Smoker patients attending these GPs over

a three week period would be randomised into control and

i ntervention condi tions. Randomì sation uroul d occur by day of

attendance at the clinic. Smokers alìocated to the control

condìtion would receive any advice the GP usually gave about smoking

(if any).

The pretest-posttest control group design was chosen because it

control I ed for the extraneous varÍ abl es of hì story, maturatÍon,

testing, instrumentation, regression, selection and mortal ity, that

could otherwise affect the ìnternal valìdity of the study (Campbe11

& Stanìey, '1963). The use of 'pseudo-patients' to assess the

comprehensiveness of the delivery of the components of the programme

r.las considered, but was thought unethical by the Health Promotion

ServÍ ces senior staff and a locaì medi cal associ ation. Rather, i t

was pìanned to ask patients at the three month follow-up, about the

advice they had received.

The main threat to external validity, or the ability to generalise
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the results of the study to other popuìation and treatment settings,

is the lnteraction of selection bias and the experimental varÍable.

Although the pretest-posttest control group design controls for the

effects of selectìon at the level of explaining au,ay experimentaì

and control group differences, it is stilì possible that any effects

validly demonstrated appìy onìy to the population from which the

experimentaì and control groups were jointly selected. Medical

practitioners willing to spend time during their busy office

Schedules administering a neu,, unfamiliar intervention with smokers

are like]y to be more progressive jn their outlook than the

'average' GP. They are lìkely to be more interested in preventive

medi ci ne, and i n the smoki ng cessatìon ì ssue. Therefore ' any

effects detected by the study would clearly represent an 'at best'

success rate.

Another threat to external validity which cannot be controlled for

by the research des i gn i s the reacti ve effect of testi ng. Thi s

occurs when a pretest alters a subiect's responsiveness to the

experimental varìable, thus renderìng the results obtained for a

pretested population unrepresentatìve of the unpretested universe

from which the study group rtvas seìected. In this particular study,

however, the pretest in the experimental condition actuaì'ly forms

part of the intervention, since the information collected is used to

personal i se the programme to the smoker' s parti cul ar characteri sti cs.

0utcome of the project

Despite reaching the stage of programme deveìopment where materials

5, 6,
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were almost ready for mass productÍon, the GP mediated smoking

cessation programme lvas not impìemented. There were a number of

reasons for this.

First, the programme ulas perceived by senior staff to be extremeìy

complicated. None of the staff had a background in psychology and

the theoretical basis of the programme was unfamiliar to them. One

of the influential senior staff members, lvho had a background in

marketi ng, took i ssue wi th the i ndi vi dual ly tai lored nature of the

programme, arguing from his experience that it was unnecessary.

Secondly, and related to this, there was a concern that adequate

resources would not be available for trainìng GPs and their

reception staff to use the programme. This is an important point,

when considering the history of programme materia'ls produced by

Health Promotion Services. All of the programmes developed by the

Service were not designed to be ongoing in nature, in that they had

extremeìy 'l i mi ted trai ni ng and servi ci ng components. For exampl e,

its immunization and breast self-examination programmes invoìved

'qui ck-hi t' , one-off acti vi ti es, such as semi nars, di stri bution of

pamphìets and booklets, production of teìevision and radio

commerci al s and ne!'rspaper and magazi ne arti cl es (McDonal d, l98l ;

.l982). Senior staff were much more attracted to the Russelì et al '

(1979) intervention for use in the Pilot Stop SmoKing Programme.

The Russeìl et al. method involved minimal advice to quit and a

bookìet of stop smoking advice. This programme was much more akin to

the type of intervention the Service was accustomed to developing.
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r 983sincetxperi ence5,7,

Finally, the Piìot stop smoking Programme h,as to be the first

initiative of Health Promotion Services under the newly elected

Labor Government. As mass media programmes afford a very visible

dispìay that the government is committed to health promotion, there

r.ras consi derabl e pol i ti cal pressure to ensure that appropri ate

programme components would be ready by the March 1983 deadlìne. The

staff were therefore hesitant to commit resources to a GP mediated

stop smoking programme that seemed complicated and resource

intensive, when a viable option existed in the Russell et al.

programme.

In the five years since the Pilot Stop SmokÍng Programme' net.l

findìngs published in the literature and my own experience would

dictate that a very different programme be produced. In .l985' I

produced a review of the literature on GP mediated smoking cessation

programmes with recommendations for action (NaKefield, 1985). The

report took account of recent trials in general practice of minimal

advice to quit smoking, concluding that minimal advice produces

smal I , but s i gni fi cant qui t rates. The report al so acknowl edged

that higher quit rates were achieved among patients with smoking

related symptoms (British Thoracic Society, 1984; 0rleans, 1985) and

those who were led, through obiectìve test feedback, to perceive

themselves as personaììy vulnerable to the effects of smoking

(Jamrozik, vessey, Fowler, llald, Parker & van vunakis, 1984).
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A subsequent report (Nakefi el d, I 986) exami ned the barri ers GPs faced

in regularìy advising patients to quit. This was undertaKen on

recognition of the fact that population changes in smoking using

this strategy could onìy be achieved if a substantial proportion of

GPs adopted advice giving on an ongoing basis. Any intervention

that was produced needed to appeaì to a majori ty of GPs and be

acceptable for use, given the constraints of a general practice

environment. The programme produced in .|983, although based on

principìes found usefuì in modifying smoking in other settings,

failed to take adequate account of the barriers to giving advice, as

perceived by GPs.

There is no doubt that GPs believe smoking cessation to be extremely

important for the average patient ([,lechsler, Levine, Idelson, Rohman

& Taylor, 1983; Valente, Sobal, Muncie, Levine & Antlitz, 1986).

Although they report enquiring about smokÍng status and advisìng the

ìarge majority of patients to quit (Rosen, Logsdon & Demak, 
.l984:

Fortmann, Sallis, Magnus & Farquhar, 1985), this is not borne out by

observer studies (Boulton & l,lìlliams, 1983; Sanson-Fisher, personaì

communication, 1986) or by patient report (Hallace, Brennan &

Haines, 1987). However, it is clear that GPs are more likely to give

advice to patients with tobacco-related conditions (Fortmann et

aì.,.l985; Cummings, Giovino, Sciandra, Koenigsberg & Emont, 
.l987) 

'

A number of surveys have pin-pointed specific barriers, as perceived

by GPs, to gi vi ng routi ne advi ce to qui t. FÍ rst, most preventi ve

consultations are reimbursed poorìy, or not at all. The economic

real i ty of general practi ce care i s such that even the most
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altruistic doctors cannot devote a great deal of time to activities

for which they suffer an economic penaìty (Relman, .l982). Related

to thi s i s the fact that the generaì practi ce encounter i s

structured for acute care and is a time limited event (Nutting,

1986). Apart from structural problems, GPs also cite as barriers to

more active intervention, Pêssimìsm about theÍr patÍents' ability to

quit and the efficacy of available treatment, as well as lack of

trai ni ng i n behavioural techni ques and back-up materi al s (hlechsl er

et al., 1983; Orleans, George, Houpt & Brodie, 1985; Ford & Ford,

I 983) .

Given these considerations, it is unlikely that a substantial

proportion of doctors would choose an intensive or tìme consuming

intervention, or an approach that required them to administer

behavioural techniques. In summary, a minimal intervention would be

more suited to the constraints of general practìce, particularly one

that took account of the types of patients to whom GPs are more

likely to give advice.

During .l986, the Health Promotion Branch developed a minimal

intervention programme where the GP was instructed to relate, where

possi bl e, the pati ents' presenti ng condi tion wi th thei r smoki ng

behaviour (Health Promotìon Branch, 1987). Specific handout

information clarifying the risk associated with smoking and the

benefi ts of qui tti ng were provi ded for the fol ìowi ng condi tions:

high blood pressure, cardiovascular illness, chronic obstructive

'lung diseases, acUte respiratory infections and consultations for

pregnancy, the contracepti ve pi ì ì and respi ratory i nfections i n
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young chì I dren. These presenti ng condi tions accounted for a 'l arge

proportion of patient consultatìons, so that a substantial smoking

popuìation was stÍ I I being accessed.

Essentiaìly, the programme is targeted at patients most likeìy to

respond to quit smoking advice. This is a more efficient use of a

GP's time for smoking cessation purposes than counselling every

smoking patient to quit. As a consideration of the barriers to

gÍving advice has shown, this þ/ould not be a realistic objective for

generaì practÍ ce.

The evaluation of the programme is now nearing compìetion.

Fourty-five GPs who volunteered for participation in the trial were

randomìy assigned to treatment and control conditions. Control

doctorS were instructed to give whatever smoking cessation advice

(if any) they usual ly gave, whi le intervention doctors were briefed

to use the programme materials. A design where patients were

randomìsed to either an intervention or control condition would have

been preferable, but was not acceptable to the medical association

who recruited the GPs to the trial. A threat to internal validity

therefore exists due to the possibility of interventìon GPs being

qualitatively different from control GPs, although an attempt was

made to mi n i mi se thi s by randomi s i ng the GPs .

Patients of these doctors were recruited to the triaì by compìetion

of a health status questionnaire in the general practices' waiting

rooms during the three week baseline period. 0n the questionnaire,

patients gave their name, address and phone number and were advised
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that some would be asked to complete further questionnaires that

would be posted to theìr home. Thls methodology has previously been

found to be acceptable to both GPs and patients (Sanson-Fisher,

personal communi cation, 1 986) . After compl eti ng the quest'ionnai re,

patients were duly caìled in to the doctor's room for their

consultation, where, in the intervention condÍtion, patients

presenting with any of the specific conditions for whìch the

programme was tailored, were gÍven the intervention. At the

baseline period and at subsequent follow-up perÍods, patients were

Unaware that smoking was the main behaviour of interest, as all

questionnaires contained questions relating to a variety of health

issues and behaviours. As an obiective measure of the prevalence

and comprehensi veness of GP's advi ce to qui t smoki ng, pati ents were

asked at the first foììow-up whether their GP had recently advised

them to modify any of a number of health behaviours, incìuding

smoki ng.

5,8, Concl udi ng rentarks

This chapter has examined the development of resources for GPs to

assìst patients to quit smoking. contary to an earìy attempt to

develop a programme, recent evidence would suggest that the ìimited

time and training of GPs dictates that a minimal intervention is the

most appropriate strategy for encouraging adoption of routine advice

in a substantial number of general practices. Furthermore, these

constraìnts support the concept of an intervention that targets a

sub-set of patients most likely to respond to advìce to quit'
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6 Introduction

The use of mass medÍa and general practitioner-mediated programmes'

as prevìously discussed, offer the potentiaì to motìvate large

numbers of smokers to quit. As such, from a publìc health

perspective, they are the preferred avenues for generating a

reduction in population smoking prevalence. However, the

disadvantage of these approaches is that, ìn practical terms, they

are able to offer only limited support to smokers in the maintenance

of cessation - a problem that has persistently plagued all levels of

intervention (Berstein, 1969; Bernstein & McAlister, 1976;

Lichtenstein, .l982).

Despite the fact that these are considered by smokers to be

acceptable channels for smoking cessation advice (Schwartz &

Dubitsky, 1968; Gaì ìup, .|974), st_ructural and economic barriers

prevent personal i sed, rel evant advi ce to tackl e the di ffi cul ti es

people commonly eXperience in trying to quit. Furthermore' the

facility for periodic folìow-up or reinforcement for smoking changes

ìs lìmited.

Efforts to deveìop initiatives to maintain smoking cessation are

required that are not onìy acceptable to smokers, but are practical

and have the potentiaì to access the majority of smokers. The need

to provide maintenance services on a community-wide scale was aìso

one that was well recognised by the Health Promotion Branch.

The scheduling of another eXposure of the mass media to encourage
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people to quit smoking for late .l984 ìed the Branch to consider

strategÍes which would support those trying to give up smoking.

However, at the same time, it was recognised that there was a need

to find out more about the sìtuations in which people relapse, and

the factors making reìapse more likeìy.

hlith these thoughts in mind, it was decided to set up and pilot a

'Stay Quit' telephone ììne, which would be able to give advice to

people with reference to the particular problems they were

experiencing in trying to remain ex-smokers. At the same time, the

service could be used to collect information on the situation(s) the

person had encountered that had made it difficult to refrain from

smoking. Nìthjn this project, my responsibil ities were to set up

and test the service for a one month period. I also had to

determine what information should be collected from the callers and

'rras respons ì bl e for anal ys i ng the data.

This chapter reviews the rationale for the development of such a

servi ce and then descri bes the serv i ce i n detai I . Next, the

theoretical background guiding the research component of the project

is outlÍned and specific hypotheses are drawn. Finaììy, the data

col I ected from i ntervi ewi ng the teì ephone cal I ers i s presented, and

concl usions di scussed.

6,2, Rationale for the telephone 'Stay Quit Line

The deveìopment of telephone support services for ex-smokers rests

on the premise that alternatives to traditìonal clinical treatment
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are required for the majority of individuals who prefer to quit on

their own, and who may neither seek, nor need, time-consuming and

costìy cl i ni c-based treatment. Further, si nce there i s a scarci ty

of programmes ai med at heì pi ng seì f-qui tters mai ntai n absti nence,

the opportunity to hear supportive non-smoking related messages when

the ex-smoker most requires them represents a simple, but useful

tool for enhanc i ng mai ntenance .

Support for this contention comes from a study by Dubren Q977), who

provided half the participants in a televised smoking cessation

programme the opportunity to call for daily supportive phone

messages. At a one month foì low-up, those who had the opportunity

to call reported signìficantly greater abstinence than subiects not

gi ven the opportuni tY.

gne practicaì concern is whether the demand for such a service would

be great enough to warrant its long term implementation. Shipley

(1981), in a pilot investigation, found that very few calls were

received when a telephone support service was offered to

parti ci pants fol lowi ng a smoki ng cessation cl i ni c. In contrast,

0ssip-Kìein, Shapìro & Stiggins (1984) generated approximateìy 1000

calìs per month to a'Freedom Line'from ex-smokers over an eight

month period. In examining the effectiveness of a number of

noncommercial promotional strategies, they found that media

promotion produced the greatest number of calls. They concluded

that the cri ti cal factor i n achi evi ng and mai ntai ni ng hi gh

utilisation appeared to be vigorous ongoing promotion of the

servi ce, parti cul arly through medi a sources '
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Experience in Austral ia aìso points to media promotion as an

important factor i n utl I i sation rates. Recorded telephone messages

in l.lestern Austraìlan media based stop smoklng programmes were used

much more frequentìy during periods where media promotlon of the

servlce tvas initlated (Brown, personal communication, 1984).

6, 3. Description of the 'Stay Quit Line'

The Stay Qult Llne uas orlglnally planned to be part of the Health

Promotlon Branch's mass-medla based smoklng cessatlon programme

(cal led 'Qult. For Llfe'). Fol lowing the experlence gained from

other te'lephone servlces (0sslp-Kleln et al., 1984; Brown, personal

connunlcatlon, 1984), antl-smoklng televlslon commerclaìs were to be

tagged wlth the phone number of the Stay Qutt Llne. However,

organlsatlonal and polltlcal pressures forced the abandonment of the

televlslon and radlo commerclals and promotlon of the Stay Qult Ltne

was restricted to speclflc radfo announcements, newspaper

advertlsements and posters. The commencement of the project

recelved radlo and newspaper ner{s coverage and further promotlon vlas

achleved throughout the month by radlo and newspaper advertlsements

(Appendix 5). In addltlon, posters were dispìayed ln hospltaì

walting rooms, and tea rooms 1n places of work around the city

centre .

Ex-smokers were encouraged to rlng the Stay Qutt Llne lf they felt
very close to smoklng (a 'reìapse crlsls'), lrrespectlve of whether

they actually smoked ln that sltuatlon. Counselors tralned to man

the phone llnes dlssemlnated lnformatlon and strategles to deaì wlth

servi ce
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the most common relapse si tuations, and provided cal lers wi th a

battery of other non situation-specific strategies for staying off

smoklng. Before the counsellors gave information or advice to the

callers on techniques to he'lp them cope wlth the relapse crisis,

they sought information, using a structured questionnaire, on

smcklng hlstory, characterlstlcs of the relapse sttuation and what

they had already trled to do to avold smoklng (see Appendlx 6). The

responses to these questlons allowed counsellors to tallor thelr

advlce to the speciflc needs of the callers, and the lnformatlon

collected formed the basls of the research component of the study.

The Stay Qutt Llne was set up as a 24 hour telephone servlce

avallable ln metropolltan Adelalde durlng October, 1984. ïhe

servlce was sltuated wlthln the Llfellne Counselllng Centre ln

Adelalde and was staffed by experlenced counselors. This

arrangement was undertaken in return for a small donatlon, a

represented the most lnexpenslve way of provldlng the servlce. The

Llfeline Centre provldes personal telephone counseìlng 24 hours a

day for those with personal, health, social and flnancial problems.

It employs over 150 counselors ¡yho are rostered on a weekly basls,

and who have gone through a strlct selectlon process and an

intensive training course. Although Llfeì1ne pìayed a key roìe in

the operatlon of the service, this was not promoted widely, as lt
was thought thls could act as a barrler to people who wanted to rlng

for slmple advlce to he'lp them stay off smoklng.

The Stay Qu'lt Line was glven a separate telephone number from the
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Usual Lifeline number. In a two hour training session, some of the

techniques and difficulties of quitting smoking rlvere explaìned to

the counselors and they vrere each provided with a reference manual.

The manual outl i ned techni ques for stayi ng off c i garettes,

information concerning withdrawaì symptoms, and health hazards of

smoking, as well aS answers to the most common questions about

quitting smokìng (See Appendix 7). The counsellors 'lrere also

instructed on how to compìete the questionnaire.

6,4, Theoretical background of the research cornponent

Apart from testi ng the vi abì ì i ty of provi di ng a teì ephone support

service to ex-smokers, the Stay Quit Line enabled the collection of

information from callers about the characteristics of situations

where mai ntenance of non-smoki ng i s di ffi cul t. In the I ast decade,

the work of Alan Marlatt and his colleagues has come to the

forefront of research concerned wi th the mai ntenance of smokì ng

cessation (Marlatt & Gordon, 1979; Cummings, Gordon & Marlatt, 1980;

Marìatt & George, 1984; Marlatt, .l985). Marlatt's work is based on

extensive experience in modifiying a range of behavìours with

'addi cti ve' components, such as al cohol i sm, smoki ng and overeati ng

(obesity) and focusses on the social, environmental, emotional and

cogni ti ve determi nants of rel apse, ì ayi ng emphas i s on the rol e of

anticipating and coping with situations where relapse is likely.

As a background to the research component of the study, this section

of the chapter wÍll look at Marlatt's work and his model of relapse

prevention, and attempt to examine ìn more detail the emotional and
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situationaì influences that may trigger smoking reìapse, and the

factors that influence the performance of copÍng behaviour. By way

of introduction, some of the most important underlying assumptions

of Marlatt's modeì wilì be examined and alternative models of

addiction will be presented. It is hoped that this wilì serve to

explain how Marlatt's model differs from models that have previously

provided a framework for treating addictive behaviours such as

smoki ng.

6,4 Commonal ities underlying addictive behaviours

Recent theoretical developments which have implications for the

modification of smoking behavìour rest on the assumption that there

are commonal i ti es underìyi ng "addi cti ve" behaviours such as smoki ng,

alcoholism, overeating and drug dependence (Marlatt, .l985; 
Browneì1,

1982).

Behaviour therapists have generally concentrated their efforts on

al cohol i sm, smoki ng and overeati ng (obesi ty) (Brownel I , I 982) . There

have been some attempts to expìain similarìties among these

behaviours and to show why they should be known as'addictive

disorders'. For example, Hilliam Miller (.l980) notes that these

disorders share four characteristics, nameìy, that short-term

indulgence results in ìong-term difficulty, no treatment has shown

superior efficacy in any area, there is no simpìe model of etioìogy

and the fact that the behaviour adverseìy affects health. Another

view advocates, in additÍon, that these disorders are similar

because they share a tendency to trigger each other, and an
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interreìationship when changes are made (Peter Miller, 1980)' Thus,

It ls coflünonly found that heavy drinklng and heavy smoklng are

closely correlated (l'lal ton , 1972), and there I s consl stent evldence

that lndlvlduals who stop smoklng are llkely to galn welght.

Furthermore, there are striklng slmi larl tles ln the rate and pattern

of relapse across these behavlours.

Hunt, Barnett & Branch (1971) documented the temporal pattern of

relapse (deflned by these authors as any drug use) foìlowlng

completlon of treatment programmes for snokers, alcohollcs and

heroln addlcts (Flgure 2). These relapse curves are based on an

averaglng of relapse data drawn from separate lnterventlon studles

for each substance. The slmllarlty of the relapse curves ls clear,

and lt can be seen that about two thlrds of all relapses occurred

wlthln the flrst 3 months followlng treatment.

RELAPSE RATE OVER TIME

G- - - -HEROIN
HSMOKING
HALCOHOL

2 wook¡ I 5 6 7 I 9 l0 ll I

MONTHS

FIGURE 2: Reìapse rates for smokers, alcohollcs, and heroln addlcts

(Source: Hunt, Barnett & Branch, 197ì ).
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As pointed out by researchers at the Addiction Research Unit at the

Maudsìey Hospital in London (Litman, Eiser & Taylor, 1979; Sutton,

1979) drawing conclusions about the nature of the reìapse process

from these curves is compounded by a number of factors' Firstìy,

the curves are based on group averages and do not necessarily

represent the relapse process over time for any given individual '

Secondly, the curves are calculated on the basis of the percentage

of abstainers remaìning at intervals over a given period of time, so

that ìndividuals 1aho engage in any substance use and regain

abstinence are assumed in the calculation to be continuing substance

use. Thirdly, by their very nature, cumulative data will always

take the form of a downward sìoping, negatìvely acceleratìng curve'

and fi nal ly, gi ven i ndi vi dual di fferences Í n the probabi ì i ty or

remaining abstinent for a period of time, the probabiìity of

survival for the group as a whole will increase over time as a

result of a selection Process.

Marlatt (.l985) points out that many of these problems can be

overcome by the use of a statistical procedure known as life table

analysis, whìch uses the'relapse rate'statistic. Relapse rate is

assessed over a gìven perìod of time (e.g. a three month period) as

the proportion of peopìe who were 'eìigibìe' for relapse at the

beginnìng of the same time period. Anyone who relapsed prior to

this period is not ìncluded ìn the calculatìon. Marlatt (1985)

asserts that this technique confirms that about two-thirds of all

ìnitial ìapses (first use of a substance following cessation) occur

wlthin three months across various addtctive behaviours (Goldstein,

Marl att, Peterson & Lutton, I 988) .
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A compel l i ng i nterpretation of these simi I ar temporal patterns and

rates of relapse across behaviours Ís that there may be common

cognitive, affective and behaviouraì components associated with the

initial 'lapse, regardless of the substance involved. Another

interpretation, compatible with the first, is that these substances

are equi val ent i n some vray i n terms of thei r physioìogi caì ly

addi cti ve potenti aì .

The first interpretation is the cornerstone of the relapse

prevention model, advocated by Marlatt and his colleagues (Marlatt &

Gordon, 1g7g; Cummings et al., l98O). As the model has developed,

i t has al so encompassed the possi bi I i ty that physioìogi cal factors

contribute to reìapse (Browneì1, Marlatt, Lichtenstein & Nilson,

.l985; Marlatt, '1985). The reìapse prevention approach was initia'l1y

developed as a maintenance programme for use in the treatment of

addiction prob'lems such as alcohol and other drug dependencies

(Marlatt & Gordon, 1979). However, applications of the model have

extended beyond the traditional categories of drug addiction to

encompass any compuìsive habit pattern in which the individual seeks

a state of immediate gratification (e.g. overeating, binge eating,

compulsive gambì ing, certain sexual disorders such as exhibitionism,

pedophilia and fetishism, as welì as impulsive aggressive acts,

i ncl udi ng chi I d abuse and rape) (Marl att, I 985) .

There are two main characteristics of the relapse prevention

approach. Firstly, the modeì views relapse as a process, rather

than an outcome, focussing on the events and situations that trigger

reìapse. Secondly, there is an emphasis on coping skills, since in
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order for relapse to occur, the situational cues and the craving

they engender must overwhelm the individual's capacity to cope or

resist.

In order to examine the potential value of the reìapse prevention

approach, a comparison of the major theoretical modeìs of addiction

and how they conceptualise relapse wiìì now be provided.

6,4,2, Theoretical models of addiction

There are at least four major modeìs that have been deveìoped in an

attempt to explaìn the etiology of addiction. Three of these are

the moral model, the disease model and the addictive behaviour model

(Marl att and Gordon, I 979) . Bri ckman, RabÍ nowi tz, Karuza, Coates,

Cohn & Kidder (.l982), in an excelìent review and comparìson of these

models, identify another - the enlightenment model. The key

differences between each model are summarised in Table 3.

RESPONSIBLE FOR PROBLEM

YES NO

RESPONSI BLE
FOR SOLUTION
(CHANGE )

YES

NO

Moral
mode I

Enl i ghtenment
mode I

Compe n s atory
model

Di sease
mode ì

TABLE 3: Summary of Brickman et al's (1982) conceptualisation
of models of addÍction
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Brickman et al. (1982) describe the moral model as one where people

are attributed responsiblity for both creating and solving their

problems. Thus, aìcohol or drug addiction were viewed as signs of a

weak character, and drinkers or addicts were required to exercise

willpower in order to return to respectabi lity. Cummings et al

(1981) note that this mode'l prevailed throughout the l9th century,

and was an actìve force in the temperance movement in the United

State s

Thi s model gradual ly gave !.Jay to the di sease model , bJhere, i n

Brickman et al.'s (1982) terms, peopìe are held responsibìe for

neither the origin of, nor the solution to, their problem

behaviours. Addiction to alcohol or cigarettes is viewed as a

di sease, implyì ng that the substance i s addi cti ve through a

physìological mechanism, and that an individual has no control over

the behaviour. one disadvantage of this approach is that it fosters

dependency on the source of assistance to control the problem

behaviour. Furthermore, reìapse is interpreted as a symptom of

re-emerging disease. If an individual has accepted the belief that

it is impossible to controì a particular problem behaviour, then it

is likely that even a single transgression ¡lill precipitate a full

blown reìapse (Marlatt, 1985).

A thi rd model , the enì i ghtenment model , proposes that i ndi vi dual s

are responsible for their problem behaviours, but are not

responsi bl e for changi ng them (Bri ckman et al . , 1 982) . Indi vi dual s

are therefore required to accept a negative image of themseìves and,

in order to change, to submit to agents of social control.
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Al cohol i cs Anonymous (4.4. ) uses thi s model - members are requi red

to take responsibility for their past history of drìnkÍng, and to

place great rel'iance on the heìp of God and other A.A. members to

control their drinking. This model shares the disadvantage of the

disease model, in that it withdraws a sense of personaì control from

the individual over his/her behavìour, so that a singìe slip may

preci pi tate a total , uncontrol I ed rel apse. The bel Í ef that an

individual has no personal control over problem behaviours 'is

embodied in the A.A. sìogan that one is always "one drink away from

a drunk".

The fourth, and most recent, model is the compensatory model,

described by Marlatt (1985) as the addictive behaviour model. Here,

the assumption is that an indÍvidual is not responsible for a

probìem behaviour, but ìs responsible for behaviour change. This

outlook is best embodied in the Reverend Jesse Jackson's often

repeated assertion to black audiences that "you are not responsibìe

for being down, but you are responsible for getting up". Brickman

et al.'s ¡982) preference for the compensatory model rests on their

conviction that it iustìfies the act of heìping (since individuals

are not responsible for their problem), but still leaves individuals

with an active sense of control over their lives (since they are

held responsible for using this help to find solutìons).

The relapse prevention approach embodies the principìes of the

addictive behaviour or compensatory modeì. Derived from prìnciples

of social learning theory, cognitive psychology and experimental

social psychology, thi s approach views addictive behaviours as
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overlearned, maladaptive habit patterns (Marlatt & Gordon, 1979),

usually followed by some form of immediate gratificatÍon. The role

of expectation or anticipation of the desired effects of the

behavioUr are considered central factors in its persistence'

Marlatt (1985) writes that behavioural theorists define addiction as

"a powerfuì habit pattern, an acquired vicious cycle of

self-destructive behaviour that is locked in by the collective

effects of cl assi cal condi tÍoni ng and operant rei nforcement

...'(p.ll).

The process of changing such habits involves active participation in

a self-management programme, where the individual acquires nelv

skills and cognitive strategies and transforms the habit into a

behaviour that is "under the regulation of higher mental processes

involving awareness and responsible decision-making" (Marlatt, 1985)

In the reìapse prevention approach, relapse is viewed as a

transitional procesS, a series of events that may or may not be

followed by a return to baseline levels of the addictive behaviour.

Rather than adopting the view in which any substance use following a

period of abstinence is seen as failure (enlightenment model) or

return of a disease state (disease modeì), the relapse prevention

approach views the occurrence of a lapse as a fork in the road, with

one path returning to the former problem level, and the other

conti nui ng i n the di rectìon of posi ti ve change.

As Marìatt (1985) points out, many new questions arise when one

adopts thi s al ternati ve perspecti ve of reì apse. 0f parti cuì ar
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interest are the situational events that may serve as precipitating

triggers for a lapse, and the condÍtions under which a ìapse is

prevented from becoming a ful l-blo1an relapse. A more detai led

overview of Marlatt's model of the relapse process will help explain

these concepts.

6 ,4, 3, l'larlatt's model of the relapse process

Accordi ng to Marl att, duri ng the period fol lowi ng cessation where

absti nence i s mai ntai ned, an i ndi vi duaì experi ences a sense of

controì over the target behavìour (e.g. smoking). This sense of

control increases with the period of time over which abstinence is

maintained. At some time, the indìvidual wìll encounter a high risk

situation, defined broadly as any situation which poses a threat to

the indivìduaì's sense of control and increases the risk of

potential relapse. In the reìapse prevention model, high risk

situations have been studied intensive'ly. Marlatt and Gordon (1979)

anaìysed the emotional states and situational factors that

immediately preceded a relapse ìn Smokers, alcohol ics and heroin

addicts (Tabìe 4). In their classification system, Marlatt and

Gordon distinguished between determinants which are primariìy

associated with intrapersonal factors and/or reactions to

nonpersonal environmental events (intrapersonal determinants), and

determìnants in which reference is made to the influence of other

individuals as part of the precipitating event (interpersonal

determinants). 80 per cent of alì smoking re'lapses were accounted

for by intrapersonal negative emotional states, social pressure and

i nterpersonal confl i ct.
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S I TUATION ALCOHOLICS

611"

SMOKERS

571"

ADDICTS

53"L

ALL SUBJECTS

587"I ntrap ersonal Determi nants

Negative Emotìonal States
Negati ve Physi cal States
PositÍve Emotional States
Testing Personal Control
Urges and Temptations

387"
3%

437"

6I"

28"1"

9"L

t6I"

37"1"

4'1"

6"L

4"1"

7"1"

42%

g"l"

91"
I 17.

Interpe rsonal Determi nants 397" 437" 47'1"

Interpersonal Confl i ct
Soci al Pressure

l g7"

187"

3'1"

121"
25"1"

61"

r 37"

34"1"

I57"
24"1"

3"1"Po s i ti ve Emot i onal States

TABLE 4: Analysis of relapse situations with alcoholics, smokers and

heroì n addi cts (Source: Marì att & Gordon, I 979)

If the smoker is able to elicit an appropriate non-smoking coping

response in a high risk situation, the sense of personal control is

regained and the expectation of being able to cope should generalise

to future high risk situations. As discussed in Chapter 5, Bandura

¡g77) has coined the term 'self efficacy' to describe this

expectation of self control, as dìfferentiated from

outcome-expectation.

In a situation where a coping response is not forthcoming, Marlatt

predicts a decrease in self-efficacy and a tendency to "give in"'

The temptation to smoke will grow stronger if the person holds

positive outcome expectancies for the effects of smoking (e'g' the

belief that smoking helps a person relax). The feeìing of being

less able to exert control, coupled with positive outcome

expectancies for the effects of the old habituaì coping behavìour

(smoking), greatly increase the probabÍlity that an initial ìapse

will occur. 
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Nhether this first lapse is followed by total relapse depends tóì,â

iu
large extent on the individual's perceptions of the'cause'of ühè' 
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lapse and the reactÍons associated with its occurrence. Foìlowing

the occurrence of a lapse, Marlatt postulates that a cognitive and

affective reaction ensues which is termed the abstinence vÍolation

effect (AVE).

There are two primary components of the abstinence violatìon

effect. Fi rst, there i s a cogni ti ve di ssonance component

(Festinger, 1964), in which the behavioural act of smoking the first

cigarette is in direct confìict with the individual's se'lf-image as

an abstainer. This internal confìict acts as a source of motivation

to engage in behaviours or cognitions that wiìl reduce the

dissonance. Continuation of smoking behaviour and cognitions such

as "I can't quit smoking" can be seen to reduce the dissonance.

The second component of the AVE is a self-attribution effect where

the person attributes the cause of the relapse to internal weakness

and personal failure. Most abstinent smokers feel proud of their

abstinence and responsible for their relapse. Thi s self-attribution

provides the individuaì with a subjectìve explanation for past

inabilities to remaìn abstinent, and an excuse for and prediction of

conti nui ng i ndul gence i n smoki ng.

A final factor to be considered in the relapse process is the

subjective effect of the cigarette as experienced by the User.

Tobacco produces an initial state of physìological arousaì

( i ncreased heart rate and other autonomi c reacti ons ) v',hi ch i s

Cr ''..

:: .ì
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subjectl vely experl enced by the user às a pl easant or euphorl c

state. Furthermore, the increase in physiologlcal arousal may be

labelled by the user as a feeìlng of enhanced power or control

(McClelland, Davis, Kalln & l''lanner, 1972>. Taken together, lt can

be seen that the srnoklng of a cigarette to counter the indivldual's

prlor feellngs of decreased seìf-efflcacy or personal powerlessness

ln the high rlsk sltuatlon is strongly retnforced. The cumulatlve

effects of the AVE, coupled with the subjectlve effects of smoklng

after a perlod of abstlnence, greatly lncrease the llkeìihood that

the flrst sllp wlll be followed by a return to habltual patterns of

use wlthln a relatlvely short perlod of tlme.

It can be seen that thls Íþdel of relapse offers a number of polnts

at whlch lnterventlon ls feaslble and may prevent further mlgratlon

through the process leadlng to contlnued srþklng. Marlatt has

outllned some of these polnts and potentlal lnterventlons (Flgure 3).

FIGURE 3: Relapse preventlon: speclflc lnterventlon strategles
(Source: Marlatt & Gordon, 1979)
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In this model, there is an emphasis on preparing an individual to

anti ci pate and cope wi th hi gh ri sk si tuations. Marì att notes that

1n many of the reìapse episodes studied, the individual h,as not

expecting the hÍgh risk situation to occur and/or was ilì-prepared

to cope effectively with circumstances as they arose. In other

cases, a chaÍn of events in which indivjduals had inadvertent'ly

placed themselves had led to a high risk sÍtuatìon that t'úas so

tempting, it would virtualìy take a moral superman to resist.

Marlatt reasons that if individuals can identify high risk

si tuations, and anti ci pate thei r occurrence, they can then take

steps either to avoid the sìtuation or plan how they wiìì cope with

it.

Many other studìes have examined characteristics of high risk

situations, particularly negative affect and social pressUre.

Because the performance of coping is so crucial to successful

negotiation of high rìsk situations, there has also been much work

on the factors that promote and inhibit coping. In the foìlowing

section, each of these areas will be examined in more detail.

6,4,4, Negative affect as d determinant of reìapse

Studies have consistently suggested that negative affect pìays a

major role in relapse. Negative affect is described by Mar'latt

(1985) as a situation in whÍch an individuaì is experiencing an

unpleasant emotional state, mood or feeling, such as frustration,

anger, anxiety, depression or boredom. Negative affect may be

brought about by intrapersonal factors (occurring within the
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individual and/or reactìons to nonpersonaì environmental events) or

interpersonal factors (where other people are significantly invoìved

e . g. arguments or i nterpersonal confrontati ons ) .

Marlatt and Gordon (1979) obtained detailed accounts of relapse

episodes from a totaì of 137 individuals, a1l of whom were involved

in treatment programmes for aìcoholism, smoKing' or heroin

addiction. Data on smoking relapses were obtained from 35

college-age male and female ex-smokers who had participated in a

smoking cessation programme. It was found that 55 per cent of

relapse episodes were accounted for by negative affect situations:

43 per cent by intrapersonaì negative emotìonal states, and l2 per

cent by i nterpersonaì confl i ct.

These results were confirmed in a study reported by Cummings et al

( I 980) . Rel apse epÍ sodes taken from ei ght separate

abstinence-oriented treatment programmes with a total of 327

subjects were content analysed from open-ended questions regarding

the reasons for reìapse. Five addìctive behaviours were

represented: dri nki ng, smoki ng, opi ate use, compul s i ve gambl i ng and

uncontrolled eating. The smoking group consisted of 64 male and

femaìe smokers (mean age, 30) from two outpatient programmes.

Relapse was defined as any cigarette smoked followìng a minimum of

three days of total abstinence. The study revealed that 52 per cent

of all smoking reìapses were accounted for by negative affect

situations: 37 per cent by intrapersonaì negative emotional states,

and l5 per cent by interpersonal conflict.
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Shiffman (1982) described relapse crises reported by ì83 ex-smokers

who called a teìephone hotline service seeking heìp to stay off

cigarette smoking. Relapse crises were defined as situations where

an urge to smoke þJas experienced, irrespective of whether the urge

led to smoking. Two-thirds of the sample were women, and 60 per

cent had partìcipated in a formal smoking cessation programme. The

sample lvas restricted to those who has smoked at least ten

cÍgarettes per day and who reported having abstained from smokÌng

for at least two days. Shiffman found that most of the reìapse

crises (71.2 per cent) occurred in the presence of negative effect,

with the most common mood state being anxiety, foìlowed by

anger/frustration and depression. 55 per cent of relapse cri ses

were deemed by the callers to be attributable to negative affect or

severe stress.

In summary, negative affect has consistently been found to be major

antecedent of reìapse crises and relapses. It is important to note

that the relapse si tuations identifÌed by these researchers were

determined without regard to the length of time an individual had

been abstinent from smoking. It may weìl be the case that the

likelihood of experiencing certain relapse situations changes

according to the length of time abstinent. Such changes over time

are Ímportant to document, since individuals lvould be more able to

anticipate and deaì wÍth these situations as they arose.

The work on nicotine withdrawal has identìfied negative affect as a

prominent symptom of withdrawal and offers an important perspective

in accounting for changes in the I ikel ihood of experiencing negatìve

affect fol lowi ng smoki ng cessation.
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Early studies by Mausner (1970) and Friedman ç912) identified that

i ncreased i rri tabi I i ty and hosti ì i ty are commonly reported after

cessation. In addi tjon, several studi es suggested that ni coti ne

deprived smokers are more likely to respond with anxiety and

i rri tabi I i ty when stressed compared wi th nondepri ved smokers

(FranKenhaeuser, Myrsten, Post & Johansson, l97l; Myrsten, Post,

Frankenhauser & JOhansson, 197Ð. More recentìy, Pomerleau, Turk &

Fertig (1984) demonstrated that minimally deprived smokers exhibited

more anxiety while attempting to solve unsolvable anagrams, compared

wì th nondepri ved smokers.

Several studies have found that negative affect can be reduced by

the administration of nicotine. In a double blind study of the

first week folìowing smoking cessation, subiects were given either

ni coti ne or pì acebo gum (Hughes, Pi ckens, Krahn, Mal i n & Lukni c,

1984). As measured by a rating ìist of withdrawaì symptoms and the

'Profile of Mood States' questionnaire (McNair, Lorr & Droppleman,

l97l), irritabi I ity, anxìety, difficulty concentrating, restlessness

and impatìence were al I significantly rel ieved by the nicotine gum

(p < .05). The effects of nicotine occurred immedÍately, persisted

for the one week duration of the study, and were confirmed by

observer ratings. In a simiìar study, Schneider & Jarvik (1984)

found nicotine gum significantìy to allevìate or prevent dysphoric

states for five days following cessation compared with a p'lacebo gum

condition. Both of these studies reported negative mood states to

be most intense for the first two or three days folìowing cessation.

Another study specifically examined the occurrence of psychoìogicaì
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withdrawal symptoms including anxiety and restlessness over tÍme

(Shiffman & Jarvik, 1976i Shiffman, 1979). The occurrence and

strength of negative affect was found to decrease in a clear fashion

over the two weeks of the study, after the fÍrst 3 days of

abstinence. Thus, the experience of negative affect appears most

intense ìn the first few days following cessation but levels off by

the second week of abstinence.

Based on these studies, it would seem reasonable to suggest that the

likelihood of experiencing negative affect reduces over time, as the

proportion of negati ve affect si tuations i nduced by physiologi cal

withdrawal diminishes. Compared with other types of reìapse

situations, one would therefore expect a greater proportion of

relapses and relapse crises involving negative affect to occur earìy

in abstinence when wìthdrawal from nicotine induces its most

unpleasant affective manifestations.

Conceptualised diagramatically, Marlatt's work suggests the

association depicted in Figure 4(a), where negative affect Ìs

considered to be one of a number of precipitating factors for

relapse. The current discussion, depìcted in Figure 4(b), focusses

on nicotine withdrawal as one precipitating factor for negative

affect. (ThÌs diagram is admittedly simpìistic, as it would be

expected that there lvould be interaction between the precipitating

factors ) .
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(a)
SOCIAL PRESSURE

NEGATIVE AFFECT
OTHER

(b) NICOTINE þIITHDRANAL
OTH ER

J
RELAPSE

SOCIAL PRESSURE

NEGATIVE AFFECT
OTHER

-ù-+---+
RELAPSE

FIGURE 4a: Marlatt's su rgested association between negative affect and

re l apse.
FIGURE 4b: ttegaiive affect as a mediating factor between nicotine

wi thdrawal and rel aPse.

As the time abstinent increases, it is hypothesised that the

proportion of rel apse si tuatìons i nvol vi ng negati ve affect wi I ì

diminish as nicotine withdrawal abates (providing that there is no

concomi tant i ncrease i n other preci pi tati ng factors for negati ve

affect).

6,4,5, Social pressure ils ù determinant of relapse

Social pressure has also been found to be a major determinant of

relapse. In their anaìysis of the determinants of relapse, Marlatt

and Gordon (1979) attrìbuted 25 per cent of smoking reìapses to

social pressUre. In their classification system, social pressUre

encompassed both direct interpersonal coercion aimed at pressuring

the abstainer to smoke, and indirect preSsUre, occurring as a result

of simpìy being in the company of smokers. A subsequent study

(Cummings et al., 1980) found 32 per cent of smoking reìapses to be

preci pi tated by soci al pressure.

other studies suggest that social pressure may play an important
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role in relapse. In an anaìysis of 84 unassisted quitters,

Lichtenstein, Antonuccio & Rainwater (l977) found, using Marlatt's

coding scheme, that 48 per cent of relapse episodes were

preci pi tated by soci al pressure. Furthermore, two-thi rds of rel apse

episodes occUrred when other smokers were present' Shiffman ('1982)'

in the telephone hotline study, reported that other people were

smoking in 32 per cent of relapse crìses, and that one third of

crises were precipitated by smokìng-specìfic stimuli - usually the

sight of another person smoking. In addition, v{hen another smoker

was present,54 per cent of crises terminated ìn the smoking of at

least one cigarette, compared with 32 per cent of crises ìn the

absence of smokers.

These findings suggest not only that social pressure is a major

antecendent of relapse crises, but that relapse crises occurrìng in

the presence of social pressure are also more likely to induce

smoking. As Shiffman (.l982) points out, the presence of another

smoker automatically provides for the availability of cigarettes and

therefore the opportunity, as rllell as the stimulus, to smoke.

These resuìts are consistent with a number of prospectìve studies

that have examined the Ínfluence of other's smoking on long term

maintenance of cessation. The presence of a non smoking Spouse, for

example, is related to successful long term non smoking maintenance

(Hest, Graham, Swanson & hlilkinson, 1977; Tongas, Patterson &

Goodkind, 1978). l,,lest et aì. also report that at five year follow

up, two thirds of quitters had spouses who they said supported their

attempt to quit, compared with only one third of those who had
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relapsed. Sìmilar'ly, Stevens, Greene & Primavera (1982) found that

a salient predictor of successful cessation after six months was the

smoking behavÍour of others in the household. Eisinger (1971) found

Ín a prospective study that subjects who maintained smoking

cessatìon named fewer smokers among their twenty closest friends,

compared with those who relapsed. Thus, the importance of social

influence is further indicated by findings that the presence of

fewer non smoking relatives and friends is related to success in

achi evi ng ìong term smoki ng cessation.

crisesì apsellli thlng6,4. 6 , cop re

In his analysis of relapse crises, Shiffman found few differences in

the si tuations that preci pi tated re1 apse and those i n whi ch re l apse

was averted (Shiffman, 1982). Instead, ex-smoker's coping responses

- their attempts to resìst temptation and forestall relapse - were

the best predictors of the outcome of a relapse crisis. Usìng data

from the smoking cessation hotline, Shiffman (1984) found that 90

per cent of those who reported not performing a coping response in a

crisis situation started smoking again. He concluded that

si tuations i n themsel ves do not cause reì apse; rather, sì tuatìons

bring about strong temptations to smoke, with the occurrence of

relapse being determined by coping behaviour.

In lookìng more closeìy at the effectiveness of coping, Shiffman

found that the outcome of relapse crises was not related to the

number of coping responses per se, nor ¡¡as any specifìc type of

coping response more effective than any other. He concluded that
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the performance of coping heìps maintaìn abstinence in the face of

temptatìon to smoke, but the kind of coping response used may be

much less important. This suggests that training clients in a broad

repertoire of coping responses and the skill to choose among them

may be less important than inculcating a readìness to cope when the

situation arises (Shiffman, 1984).

Perhaps the most obvious factor in determining the performance of

coping is the recognition that the rìsk of reìapse is high' An

individual must be able to anticipate reìapse crises in order to

sel ect, prepare and el i ci t an appropri ate copÍ ng response. As

Shiffman, Read, Maltese, Rapkin & Jarvik (1985) report, many

ex-smokers are lost at this first iuncture - "before I even knew I

wanted one, I was smoking".

Factors that make an individual less ready to cope, or inhibìt

coping, are therefore of interest. Shiffman (1982) found that when

alcohol had been consumed, 6l per cent of crìses ìed to relapse, as

opposed to 33 per cent Ín the absence of alcohoì. Further analysis

suggested that alcohol may have been associated with reìapse

primarily because of its effect on coping. It was found that

alcohol consumption affects both the frequency and efficacy of

coping responses, with behavioural coping (e.g.leaving situation,

changi ng acti vi ty) parti cul arly subject to i ts di sruptì ve effects.

Shiffman & Jarvik (1984) suggest that alcohol may diminish both (or

either) the motivation and the capacity to cope in a relapse

crisis. Alternativeìy, alcohol intoxication may impair the

recol I ection of copi ng.
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Shiffman & Jarvik (1984) also found that ex-smokers were less likeìy

to cope with relapse crises that occurred later in abstinence,

concluding that the performance of coping decays with time.

However, cognitive coping (e.9. reminding oneself of health hazards

of smoking) decayed less than behavÍouraì coping, and was therefore

more predomi nant I ater i n absti nence. Shiffman postul ated that the

reduced probabiìity of coping could be due to the decreased

frequency of relapse crises later in abstinence. l^lith less

opportunity to practice coping responses, the ex-smoker who has been

abstinent for a good period of time may experience decreased

motivation and vigi lance, or may forget coping responses, thus

maki ng copi ng I ess I i keìy. Furthermore, re1 apse cri ses may be more

difficult to anticipate if the frequency is low.

6 ,4,7 , Specific study hypotheses 0f interest

The foregoing discussion has provided a background to Marlatt's

model of the relapse process, and has highìighted recent work on the

role of high ri sk si tuations (particularly negative affect and

social pressure) and the importance of coping behaviour. Apart from

providing a trial service to ex-smokers, the Stay Quit Line enabled

the collectÍon of data from callers which could be used to confirm

and extend recent findings. From this background, a number of

hypotheses were tested by administration of a questionnaire to the

ex-smokers who calìed the Stay Quit Line (see Appendix 6).

Speci fi cal l y, these hypotheses vlere:

(l) Negative emotional states and social pressure have been
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consìstently found to be the major antecedents of relapse

crÍses (Marlatt & Gordon, 1979; Lichtensteìn et al., 1977;

Shiffman, .l982). It was expected that thi s finding would be

rep'li cated.

Q) There is consistent evidence that negative affect is a

promi nent symptom of wi thdrawal from ni coti ne. Fol ìowi ng the

work of Shiffman and Jarvik (.l976) on the diminution of

withdrawal symptoms folìowing cessation, it was hypothesized

that a greater proportion of reìapse crises ear'ly in abstinence

will be associated with negative affect, compared with those

occurring later in abstinence.

(3) Followìng the work of Shiffman (.l982;1984) it was expected that

those who perform any coping response would be less likely to

smoke, compared with those who did not perform a coping

response.

(4) As suggested in the Shiffman & Jarvik (.|984) study, it was

expected that the longer the amount of time abstinent, the

ìower the probabi I i ty of a copi ng response bei ng el i ci ted.

Furthermore, the ìonger the amount of time abstinent, the more

ìikely it would be that cognitive coping would be used rather

than behavioural copi ng.

(5) Al cohol has consi stently been associated wi th a signifi cant

proportion of relapses (Shìffman, .|982). It was expected that

those who have consumed alcohol would perform less coping than

non-alcohol consumers. Alcohol would be expected to exert its
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di srupti ve effects mai n1y on behav'ioural copi ng. Thus, those

who have consumed alcohol vrould be expected to perform much

the same amount of cognìtive coping as non alcohol consumers,

but would perform significantly less behavioural coping.

6, 5, Results

6,5, I , Characteri sti cs 0f cal I ers to the Stay Qui t Li ne

In all, the Stay Quit Line received 93 calìs during the month of its

operation. Of these calls, '16 were from smokers wanting informatìon

to heìp them quit smoking and these were referred to a health

counsel'l i ng and i nformation centre i n Adeì ai de. 0f the remai ni ng

calls, 6 were from people who rang out of curiosity and did not want

information, while the remaining 7l were from ex-smokers. 0f these,

3 either did not want to answer questions or gave information which

was not recorded on the questionnaire. Thus, 68 calls were received

from ex-smokers for which questionnaires were compìeted.

Ex-smokers who had a questionnaire completed for them were also

asKed how they had found out about the Stay Quit Line. 59 (86.8 per

cent) Índicated that they had heard about the service from radio

promotion, rllith a smaìler number having seen a newspaper artìcle or

advertisement (.l1.8 per cent) or poster in a staff room at work (1.5

per cent). Thus, the promotional medium most effective in informing

people about the Stay Quit Line h'as clearly radio'

Hìth respect to the ex-smoker sample obtained, most calls were
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received within two hours of the ex-smoker experiencing a reìapse

crisis in whlch they were very close to smoking (75 per cent), with

63 (93 per cent) calìlng on the day or the day after the relapse

crisis Ylas experienced. Thus, the Stay Quit Lfne was successfuì ln

obtainlng reports of relapse crlses soon after they had occurred.

57.2 per cent of ex-smokers trere male, and the mean age was 36..|

years (s.d. = ì3.7). SubJects had smoked an average of 24.0

clgarettes per day (s.d. = 13.7), and had been abstlnent for periods

ranging from I day to ll months. 0n average, abstlnence had been

malntalned for 42.5 days (s.d. = 62.9)i the median number of days

abstlnent was 10.0. The sampìe rras thus substantially composed of

relapse crlses occurrlng early ln abstlnence. Eleven caìlers

(16 per cent) had already experlenced a lapse, ln that they had

smoked even part of a clgarette durlng or after the relapse crlsls

they were descrlbtng. 0f these, elght had relapsed before ten days

of abstlnence had passed, and the remalnlng three had relapsed

comparatlvely late in abstlnence, after the elghty-fourth day.

A maJorlty of subJects (79.1 per cent) reported that they had quit

smoklng wlthout formal asslstance. A further 7.5 per cent had quit

under the Ínstruction of thelr doctor, and the remaining .l3.4 per

cent had made use of a stop smoking service, devlce or kit.

6,5,2, Characteristics 0f reldpse crises

It can be seen from Table 5 that, ln the flfty-elght subJects who

ldentlfled a mood state, Just over two-thlrds of relapse crlses were
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preceded by a feeling of negative affect. Subjects most commonly

described themselves as being anxious or bored, with smaller numbers

reporting depression, anger or frustration. 0f the remaìning

one-third of subjects who experìenced positive affect prior to the

crisis, most described feelings of happiness, relaxation or freedom.

Affect no (per cent)

anxious
angry, frustrated
depres sed
bored

Total negati ve

happy
rel axed
free
othe r

Total pos ì ti ve

12 (20 .7 )
6 C0.3)
8 C 3.8)

l 3 (22.4)
39 (61 .2)

9

3

3
4

( l5. s)
(5.2)
(5.2)
(6.8)

(32.8)9

Missirì(f càsês = ì0

TABLE 5: Affect precedìng reìapse crises.

Thirty (44.1 per cent) subjects reported that they had been infìuenced

in some way by other individuals. Table 6 shows that of the 29 subjects

describing the type of interpersonal influence, the most common was

seeing other people smoking (44.8 per cent) or being offered a cigarette

(24.1 per cent).
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no (per cent)

Interpersonal confl i ct
Interpersonal other negative
Urged to smoke
Saw others smoke
Interpersonal pos i ti ve

3

2

7

3
4

( 10.3)
(6.9)

Q4.1)
(44.8)
c 3.8)

Missing cases = 'l

TABLE 6: Type of interpersonaì influence preceding reìapse crises

The information regarding affect and type of interpersonal

influence is combined in Table 7. The "social pressure" category

of Table 7 ìncludes the Table 6 categories of "urged to smoke" and

"saw others smoke", while the "interpersonal negative" category of

Table 7 i ncì udes "i nterpersonal confI i ct" and "i nterpersonal other

negative" from Table 6. It is apparent from Table 7 that the most

common antecedents of relapse crises are intrapersonaì negative

affect (39.3 per cent), social pressure (32.8 per cent) and

intrapersonaì positive affect (14.8 per cent).

Situation no. (per cent)

Intrapersonal negati ve
Interpersona l negati ve
Intrapersonal pos i ti ve
Interpersonal posi tive
Soci al pressure

24
6

9

2

20

(39.3
(9.8

(l 4.8

)
)
)

(3.3)
(32.8)

Mi ssi ng cases = 7

TABLE 7: Relapse situations

Thus, the expectation that negative affect and social pressure would be

most commonìy associated with relapse crises was supported.
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6,5,2, Characteristics of relapse crises over time

A crosstabulation of time abstinent by whether or not negative

affect was experienced is contained in Appendix 8. It can be seen

that there is some varìability in the likeìihood of negative affect

bei ng experi enced over ti me.

For purposes of evaluating differences in the characteristics of

relapse crises over time, time abstinent was divided into four

groups: I to 7 days, representing the sharpest decline in the

relapse curve (Hunt et al., l97l) and the perìod during which

nicotine withdrawal is the strongest (Shiffman & Jarvik, 1976); 8 to

28 days, duri ng whi ch wi thdrawal from ni cotì ne graduaì 1y abates

(Cummings, Jaen & Giovino, .l985); 29 to 90 days, representing a

continued steady decline in the reìapse curve with no involvement of

nicotine withdrawal, and; more than 90 days, representing a

I eve I I i ng off of the re I apse curve .

The estimate of association between relapse cri si s characteri stics

and time abstinent required that the data be further coìlapsed into

two categories - I to 7 days, and I days or more - and was tested

using a Chi-square test, or where expected celì frequencies were

I ess than fi ve, a Fi sher's exact test.

Table 8(a) presents the data grouped in periods up to 90 days and

over. It is apparent that negative affect is most lÌkely to be

experìenced in the first week of abstinence or later in abstinence

(after three months). Nhen Table 8(a) is collapsed further, as in
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Table 8(b) to aìlow statisticaì comparison, 76 per cent of crises in

the first seven days of abstinence lvere associated with negative

affect, compared with 60 per cent of crises occurring after eight

days of absti nence. However, thi s di fference, aì though i n the

predicted direction, did not achieve statisticaì significance.

1-7
TÍme abstinent (days)

8-28 29-90 9ì or more

negat i ve
affect

t9(76.0) 7(53.6) 6(54.5) 7(77.8)

no negatì ve
affect

5

missing data = l0
(numbers ìn parentheses refer to percentage of subjects who
experienced negative affect)

TABLE 8a: Length of time abstinent by presence of negative affect.

Time abstinent (days)
1-7 8 or more

6 6 2

negat i ve affect r9 (76.0) 20 (60.0)

no negative affect 6 l3

mi ssi nÇ côsês = l0
Chi-square = .911, (df=l), p=.34
(Numbers ìn parentheses refer to percentage of subjects who
experienced negative affect)

TABLE 8b: Length of time abstinent (combined), by presence of
negati ve affect

The data were further examined according to the number of

cigarettes smoked each day. A recent study by Cummings, Giovino,

Jaen & Emrich (1985) has shown that withdrawal symptoms after

cessation, particularly reports of irritability, were much more
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common among heavy smokers, compared with ìight smokers. Tables

9(a) and l0(a) show a trend for ex-smokers who were heavy smokers

(more than or equal to the median value of 25 cigarettes per day)

Ti me abs ti nent (days)
1-7 8-28 29-90 9l or more

negat i ve
affect

r2 (85.7) 3 (50.0) 3 (50.0) 4 fi00.0)

no negative 2

affect
3 0

mi ss i hÇ côsêS = 0
(numbeis in parentheses refer to percentage of subjects who

experi enced negati ve affect)

TABLE 9a: Length of time abstinent, by presence of negative
affect (heavy smokers - 25 cigarettes or more per day)

Time abstinent ( days )
1-7 8 or more

3

negati ve affect r2 (85.7) l0 (62.5)

no negative affect 2

mi ssi tìÇ càSêS = 0
Fisher's exact test, P=.ì5
(numbers in parentheses refer to percentage of subjects who

experienced negatìve affect)

TABLE 9b: Length of time abstinent (combined), by Prgsence of
negátive affect (heavy smokers - 25 cigarettes or more
per day)

to be more likely to experience crises associated with negatìve

affect very ear'ly, and agaìn, much ìater in abstinence. By

comparison, the liKellhood of light smokers (less than 25

cigarettes per day) experiencing negative affect remains much the

same over time. However, when each of these tables are further

6
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col ìapsed, no sìgnificant differences h/ere detected (Tables 9(b) and

lO(b)), although the data are in the dìrection predicted by the work

of Cummi ngs et al . ( I 985) .

Ti me absti nent ( days )

1-7 8-28 29-90 9l or more

negat i ve
affect

7 (63.6) 4 (57.1) 3 (60.0) 3 (60.0)

no negati ve
affect

4 3 2 2

mi ssi tìg cdsês = 0
(numbeis in parentheses refer to percentage of subjects who

experienced negative affect)

TABLE l0a: Length of time abstinent, by presence of negative
affãct (light smokers - less than 25 cigarettes per day)

Tì me abst i nen t (days)
8 or more1-7

negatì ve affect 7 (63.6) r0 (58.8)

no negative affect 4

mi ssi tìg càSês = 0
Fi sher' s exact test, P=.56
(numbers in parentfrésäs refer to percentage of subjects who

experienced negative affect)

TABLE l0b: Length of time abstinent (combined), by presence of
negátive affect (ìight smokers -'less than 25 cigarettes
per day).

Further, when the data for heavy and light smokers are examined for

the first seven days of abstinence, there is no signifìcant

difference Ín the proportion experiencing negatîve affect, although

again, the difference i s in the expected dìrectìon (Table I I ) '
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He avy
Type of smoker

Li ght

negati ve affect 12 (85.7) 7 (63.6)

no negative affect 4

missirìg côs€s = 0
Fîsher's exact test, þ=.21
(numbers in parenthses refer to percentage of subjects who

experienced negative affect)

TABLE ll: Type of smoker, by presence of negative affect for smokers

abstìnent less than or equal to seven days'

The type of negative affect experienced by ex-smokers at different

lengths of time abstinent was also investigated. The most

frequently identified affective states related to withdrawal from

cigarette smoking are irritability and hostility (Hutchinson &

Emìey, 1973; Schechter & Rand, 1974; Cummings et aì', .|985) 
and

anxiety (Nesbitt, .l973; 
Hughes et al., 1984). Data for ex-smokers

who reported anger, frustration or anxiety (¡=18) were therefore

ana'lysed separately from those who reported other negative affective

states such as depression, boredom, jealousy or gui I t (n=2.l ) .

Tabìe l2(a) reveals some variation in the likelìhood of anger,

frustration or anxiety occurring at different lengths of time

abstìnent, but when further collapsed, Table l2(b) shows that the

differences are not sìgnificant.

2
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Time abstinent (days)
1-7 8-28 29-90 9l or more

anger, frustration, ll (57.ì)
anx i ety

4(57..l) 0(0.0) 3(75.0)

boredom, depression, 8 3 6 4
jealousy, gui I t
mi ssi rìg cðSês = 0
(numbers in parentheses refer to percentage of subjects who
experienced anger, frustration or anxiety)

TABLE l2a: Length of time abstinent, by type of negative affect
experi enced.

Time abstinent (days)
1-7 8 or more

anger, frustration,
anxì ety

il (57.9) 7 (35.0)

boredom, depression,
ieaìousv. quì I t

I t3

mi ssi rìg càsês = 0
Fi sher' s exact test , p=. ì 3
(numbers in parentheses refer to percentage of subjects who
experienced anger, frustration or anxiety)

TABLE l2b: Length of time abstinent (combìned), by type of negatìve
affect experi enced

Turning to the experience of social pressure (Appendix 9), there is

evidence of some variabi I ity over time. l4hen grouped (Table l3(a)), the

trend over time 'is more apparent, with social pressure being much more

ìikely to occur after the end of the first week of abstinence. hlhen the

data are combined into two time categories (Table l3(b)), only 19.2 per

cent of crìses during. the first week of abstinence occurred in the

presence of social pressure, compared to a significantly greater 42.9

per cent after thi s time (p<.05).
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Time abstinent ( days )

1-7 8-28 29-90 9l or more

social pressure 5 (19.2) 7 (50.0) 4 (36.4) 4 (40'0)

no social pressure 2l 7 7 6

mi ssi fìg cðSês =
(numbers in pare

7
ntheses refer to percentage of subjects who

experienced social Pressure)

TABLE l3a: Length of time abstinent, by presence of social pressure'

Time abstinen t (days)
1-7 I or more

soc i al pre s sure 5 (l9.2) r5 (42.9)

no soci al pressure 21 20

mtssln (f CàSêS = 7

Fisher's exact test, p=.046
(numbers in parenthesäs refer to percentage of subjects who

experienced social pressure)

TABLE l3b: Length of time abstinent (combined), by presence of
socì al pressure.

6, 5,3, Copi ng i n reì apse cri ses

Hhen confronted with an urge to smoke, sixty ex-smokers (88.2 per

cent) reported that they had done and/or thought something in an

effort to avoid smoking. Table l4 shows that the number of coping

responses tried by indìviduals in the crises they were reporting

ranged from zero to eight (mean = 2.1). Most subjects had tried a

combination of behaviouraì and cognìtive coping responses (54'4 per

cent), whi'le twenty-one (30.9 per cent) had tried behavioural coping

alone, and onìy two (2.9 per cent) had tried cognitive coping

alone. In this sample, then, cognitive coping was almost invariabìy

used i n combi nation wi th behavioural copi ng'
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Number of
copi ng responses

Number of
ex-smokers

(per cent)

none
one
two
three
four
fi ve
six
seven
eight

8
l8
21

l0
7

2

I
0
I

cl
Q6
(30
C4
(10

8)
5)
9)
7)
3)( 2.9)( 1.5)( 0.0)( r .5)

missitì8 côsêS = 0

TABLE l4: Number of coping responses tried by ex-smokers.

Table l5 shows that the most common methods of attempting to cope

with the urge to smoke were eating or drinking something (35.3 per

cent), distracting oneseìf by keeping busy (33.8 per cent) and

thinking about the positive health consequences of quitting (23.5

per cent).

Type of coping response Number of
ex-smokers

(per cen t)

Behavioural copì ng
Eati ng or dri nki ng
Di stracti ng acti vi tY
Left situation
Delay
Physi caì acti vi ty
Relaxation
other behaviouraì

Cogni ti ve copi ng
Thought of positive health consequences
Thought of negative health consequences
Thought of other negative consequences
Ni I I power
Thought about something eìse
Intent to deìay
Sel f-deni gratì ng thoughts
Other cognitive

24
23

7

5
7

2

t6

( 35. 3)
( 33.8)
c 0.3)
(7.4)

(r0.3)
Q.9)

(23.s)

(23.5)
(14.7)

( 5.9)
c 3.2)
(8.8)
( 4.4)
( 5.9)

t6
l0

4
9

6
3
4
6 8)8(

TABLE l5: Type of coping response(s) tried by ex-smokers in the
reìapse crìsis be'ing rePorted
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l4ith respect to the efficacy of coping, it was hypothesised that

relapse would be most lÌkely to occur when coping vras not

performed. The data lent no support to this hypothesis. It can be

seen from Table l6 that, contrary to expectation, no relapses

occurred when coping was absent. Further breakdown of the broad

categories of coping used (Table l7) showed no clear differences in

relapse rates (note smal I cel I sizes for "cogni tive only").

Did not use
cop i ng

Used copi ng
response

Smoked 0 (0.0) 't I ('18.3)

Did not smoke I 49

missirìg cðsês = 0
(numbeis Ín parentheses refer to percentage of subjects re'lapsed)

TABLE l6: Presence of copìng response, by presence of smoking

none
Type

behav i our
of copi ng
al cogni ti ve behav ì oural

and cogni ti veonìy onìy

Smoked 0 (0.0) 4 (]9.0) I (50.0) 6 (16.2)

Di d not 8 17 31

moke
ss ng CAseS = 0

TABLE l7: Type of coping response, by presence of smoking
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6,5,4, Coping in reìapse crises over time

It was expected that the ìikelihood of coping being performed in a

relapse crisis would djminish according to the length of time

abstinent. Furthermore, it was hypothesised that this reìationship

would be more apparent for behavioural coping, than cognitÍve

coping. In order to test these hypotheses, the number of days a

subject had been abstinent was related to whether the subject had

performed coping (Appendices .l0, ll & 12). The data analysis used

the natural log of time elapsed since cessation, in order to reduce

the skewness of thi s vari abl e. A poi nt-bi seri al correl ation was

used to test the strength of association (Guilford & Fruchter, 1973).

The correlation between tìme abstinent and the performance of any

coping response was not signìficant (rruí= -.143, p>.05). There was

al so no stati sti cal ly si gnì fi cant associ ation between performance of

any behavioural coping response and time abstinent (rrui= -.067,

p>.05), nor between performance of any cognitive coping response and

tìme abstinent (rr5i=-.067, p>.05).

Figure 5 pìots the probabiìity of coping by intervals of time

abstinent. It can be seen that there is very little variability in

the likelihood of performing coping responses over time. However,

the graph reflects the previous observation that behavioural coping

i s consi stentìy more I i kely to be used than cogni ti ve copi ng.
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FIGURE 5: Plot of the proportion of subjects who used a coping
response, by ìength of time abstinent.

For those who did perform coping, the number of coping responses

used was examined for variation over time (Appendices 13, l4 & l5).

The natural log of tìme abstinent was reìated to the number of

coping responses performed, by a correlation ratio (Guilford &

Fruchter, .|973), since a plot of these variables suggested a

non-l i near rel ationshi p ( Fi gure 6) . Fi gure 6 shows that there i s

some variability apparent over time Ìn the number of coping

responses used for behavioural and cognìtive coping. However, there

r¡Jas no stati stical ly signifìcant relationship between these

variables (r¡r*=.07, p).05). From the data collected, there is no

evidence to suggest that either the probabi'lity of coping or the

number of coping responses diminish according to the length of time

absti nent. 
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FIGURE 6: Plot of mean number of coping responses for those using
copi ng, by I ength of ti me absti nent.

It was aìso hypothesised that alcohoì would inhibit coping -

partìcularly the performance of behavioural coping. 28.8 per cent

of callers had consumed alcohol prior to the urge to smoke.

Although not statistically significant, alcohol consumers were less

likely to perform coping than non-alcohol consumers. Table l8 shows

that 78.9 per cent of those who had consumed alcohol elicited a

coping response, compared with 9ì.3 per cent of those who had not

consumed alcohol. Tables l9 and 20 reveal that alcohoì consumers

vrere equally less ìikely to perform cognitive or behavÍoural coping,

al though these di fferences di d not reach stati sti cal si gni fi cance.

t
/\.

5
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Drank al cohol Did not drink
al cohol

performed coping ì5 (78.9) 42 (91 .3)

did not perform
1n

missirì(f côsês =

4 4

Fi sher' s exact test, P=. I 7
(numbers ìn parentheses refer to percentage of subjects using
copi ng) .

TABLE l8: Consumption of alcohol, by presence of coping response.

Drank al coho Di d not dri nk
al cohol

cognitive coping l0 (52.6) 28 (s9.6)

no cogni tì ve
in

mi ss ng CaSeS = 2

9 l9

Chi-squar€ =5.84 (df=l ), P=.81
(numbers in parentheses refer to percentage of subjects who used

cogni ti ve copi ng) .

TABLE l9: Consumption of alcohol, by performance of cognitive coping.

Drank al coho'l Did not dri nk
aì cohol

behavioural copi ng r5 (78.9) 4r (87 .2)

no behavioural 4 6

in
mi ss n g

I
CdSêS = 2

Fi sher s exact test, P=.3.|
(numbers i n parentheses refer to percentage of subjects who used

behavioural copi ng) .

TABLE 20: Consumption of alcohol, by performance of behaviouraì
coPi ng.

Thus, alcohol may have inhibited coping, but not to a statisticaìly

significant degree. contrary to expectatìon, cognitive and
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0rlDi scussi6,6,

behavioural coping appeared similarìy affected by the consumption of

al cohol .

Before discussing the main results of this study, it may be

instructive to consider some of the methodological issues which

affect the validity of the information obtained.

6,6 l'lethodologi cal i ssues

The collection of information by telephone offers a number of

advantages over other methodologies. First, most of the information

currently available on relapse, with the exception of Shiffman's

(.|982) data, is based on long term recall of the situation in which

the smoker relapsed. It is unknown how accurate the information is,

but it ìs unìikely that smokers can accurateìy recall the detail of

relapse situations that may have occurred weeks or months ago' A

telephone service offers the advantage that smoKers can make contact

at the time they are experiencing a relapse crisis' or soon after'

Information is therefore less likeìy to be distorted by poor recalì.

Another advantage of this methodology is that one can get

information on relapse crises that do not result in relapse, so that

successfully negotiated relapse crises can be compared with

unsuccessful ones. It is possìble, however, that those who have not

smoked up to the time in which contact was made with the Stay Quit

Li ne, may have done so after the cal I .
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It is recognised that there are also a number of disadvantages

associated with this màtno¿ology. Most importantly, none of the

information can be validated. It is entirely reliant on callers to

provide a reasonably accurate account of their personal

characteri sti cs, smokÍ ng hi story and the rel apse cri si s. It i s

virtually ìmpossible to determine whether some individuaìs may have

rung from curìosity and fabricated or distorted information.

Another consideration i s that standardi sed questionnai re

administration may have been a probìem, since many Lifeline

counsellors lfere used to coìlect information. Calls could not be

recorded, so that a measure of intervÍewer relìability was not

possibìe. However, at the two-hour briefing sessìon, heavy emphasi s

was laid on the necessity for standard questionnaire

administration. Furthermore, verbatim instructions for the

i ntervi ewer were pri nted cl early on each questìonnai re.

6, 6,2 , The Stay Quit Line ils a sertlice

It was disappoìnting that, although the Stay Quit Line was in

operation for a full month, only 71 calls were from ex-smokers who

wanted heì p to mai ntai n absti nence. However, previous experi ence

from Nestern Australia (Brown, personal communÍcation, ì984)

ìndÍcates that this number would have been much larger if television

commercials had been tagged with the Stay Quit Line telephone

number, as originaìlY Planned'

The promotional material and messages that were used were not
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specific enough in soliciting caìls from ex-smokers, since a

substantiaì number of smokers rang expecting assistance to quit.

Any decision to continue the Stay Quit LÍne service would therefore

need to include consideration of televisÍon promotìon, and the

development of messages specifically targeted at people who have

al ready qui t smokÍ ng.

Another likely expìanation accounting for the small number of calls

relates to the fact that the Stay Quit Line provided personal

counse l ì i ng, rather than recorded advi ce. Al though thi s was

necessary to obtaìn information for the research component of the

study, utilisation rates are generally much higher when messages are

taped. Despite promoting hìs telephone service widely, Shiffman

(.l982) was unable to obtain anywhere near the number of calìs to the

recorded telephone service offered in Rochester, New York

(Ossip-Klein et al . , 1984) or l^lestern Austral ia (Brown, personaì

communicatìon, 
.l984). A recent study of the 'Freedom Line' in New

York has involved assessing which categories of taped messages

cal I ers rate as most hel pfuì (shapì ro, 0ssi p-Kl ei n, Gerri ty &

stÌggins,1986). Of sìx categories, callers rated supportive

messages as the most useful, followed by cognitìve coping

suggestions and positive health messages' By comparison, negative

health messages were considered the most unhelpful. Further

impìementation of the Stay Quìt Lìne shouìd take account of these

fi ndì ngs.

Characteri sti cs of rel apse cri ses6, 6,3 ,

This study found that negative affect and social pressure were
I 33.



commonly associated with relapse crises - consistent with results

obtained in previous studies (Marlatt & Gordon, 1979; Shiffman,

I 982) . However, compared wi th Shi ffman's ( I 982) data, the

experience of boredom was much more prominent, with 22.4 per cent of

callers reporting that they were bored during the reìapse crisis.

Shiffman did not mention boredom as a major precursor of crÍses. It
is possible that this may reflect the underìying differences in

sample composition. Shiffman's telephone line was promoted mainly

to people who had participated in stop smoking groups, whereas the

Stay Quit LÍne described here was promoted and availabìe to anyone

who had quit. It was more open, therefore, to attracting caìls from

people who were bored and wanted something to do.

The hypothesis that a greater proportion of relapse crises during

the first week of abstìnence would be associated with negative

affect, compared to those occurring after this time, received some

support from the data. hlhile not reaching statistìcal significance,

there were consistent differences in the expected direction. Thus,

a smal l proportion of relapse crises involving negative affect early

in abstinence may have a physiologicaì basis as part of nicotine

withdrawal. There was also some support for the suggestion that

heavier smokers may be more subject to experiencing negative affect

early i n absti nence, compared ei th ì i ghter smokers. Thi s fi ndi ng

gives some support to the conclusions of Cummings et al. (.l985).

The findìng that social pressure rrì,as present in a statistically

significant proportion of crises occurring after one week, than

during the first week of abstinence, vvas unexpected, and is
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di ffi cul t to expl ai n. It may be that fati gue resul ti ng from

repeated demands on coping resources or waning motiviation to quit

smoki ng (or both), coupj ed wi th the avai I abi I i ty of ci garettes i n

rel apse cri ses i nvol vi ng soci aì pressure, ildJ Í ncrease the

importance of this high risk situation over time-

A recently published study by Cummings et al. (1985) provides

support for the notion that relapse crises change qualitatively

according to the ìength of tÍme abstinent. Notably, all of those

who relapsed in the first week of abstinence reported the presence

of negative affect at the time of reìapse, compared with a

si gnifi cantly smal ì er percentage after thi s time. Furthermore,

relapses occurring when other smokers were present were more

common'ly reported after the first week of abstinence.

Preparing smokers for what to expect in the way of relapse crises

fol lowi ng cessation i s an important step i n faci ì i tati ng

maintenance. Knowing what to expect, and when to expect it (i.e.

the nature of reìapse crises) allor.rs a person to deveìop realistic

expectations, and to develop appropriate strategies to cope. More

research is clearìy warranted to confirm and explain the trends

observed in the present study.

cfl sesi n rel apseng6,6,4, Copi

The results of this study provide no cìear support for Shiffman's

work on coping in relapse crises. There t.tas no relationship found

between the type of coping used and relapse. The trend for relapse
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to be more lÍkeìy when a greater number of coping responses had been

used was contrary to expectation. In addition, there was no clear

reìationship found between ìength of time abstinent and performance

of copl ng.

The failure to confirm Shiffman's findìngs may again rest in the

different composition of the samp'les. Shiffman's sample contained

60 per cent group participants, whereas in the present study sample,

only l3 per cent had made use of a stop smoking service, device or

ki t.

Group participants could conceivably have been encouraged to use

coping responses more frequently, to pìace greater reliance on them

and to perform them more rigorously, than smokers who had used their

otlln resources to quit. Thus, when the large proportion of group

parti ci pants i n Shi ffman' s sampl e performed a copi ng response, they

may have used it to better effect than non-group participants who

had received no formal instruction and who made up the largest

proportion of the sample in thìs study.

Sampìe composìtion may aìso expìain the differences in findings

regarding length of time abstinent and performance of copÍng. As

the effects of treatment 'wear off' gradualìy over time, group

participants may begin to be less vigilant in their copìng behaviour

and therefore appear to be less likely to perform coping ìater in

absti nence. By compari son, eX-smokers tltho qui t wi thout assi stance

may have no battery of learned coping responses to start with and

may be equalìy as likely to perform copÍng early or later in

abstì nence. 
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Another point of interest is that, compared with shiffman's

study, the ex-smokers who reported coping in the present study

were much more likely to report behavioural coping. In

Shìffman's study, there t.rere approxìmateìy equal proportions of

ex-smokers reporting behavioural coping only and cognitive coping

only. It is possible that Shiffman's subjects were more famiìiar

with the whole concept of'coping'and the possibility that a

'coping response' could be behaviourally or cognitively performed.

By using subjects more representative of the popuìation of

smokers, this study has, at the very least, demonstrated the

caution that should be employed when generalÍsing findings from a

sample primarily composed of stop smoking group participants.

6,7, Concl udi ng rentarks

This chapter has outlined a number of psychological models of

addictive behaviours, such as smoking. Qne focus of this work

has been the maintenance of abstinence, particularly the

sìtuations in which one ìs tempted to relapse, and the ways in

which peopìe cope with such situations. Information gained from

tests of these models can be readily incorporated into services

that attempt to access ìarge numbers of smokers.

Aìthough the concept of a telephone service aìmed at enhancing

maintenance of smoking cessation ìs a promising one, the recent

results from the 'Freedom Line' in New York suggest that there is

a big demand for recorded te'lephone messages and that further
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research shoul d bear thi s i n mi nd. Recorded te1 ephone messages

represent a comparatively inexpensive service which has the

capacity, unlike many other services, to be accessed 'on demand'

by I arge numbers of ex-smokers.
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1 Introduction

A focus upon the issue of smoking cessatìon in previous chapters has

served to illustrate some of the potential applications of

psychoìogical theory to the field of pubìic health, and particuìarly

health promotion. Chapter 4 presented an application of

psychologicaì theory and research to the design of mass media

messages to encourage and support peopìe to quit smoking. Chapter 5

presented a cognitive-behavioural modei of smoking cessation and its

application to a stop smoking intervention for use by general

practi tioners. Fi nal ly, Chapter 6 exami ned a number of model s of

smoking cessation and their concepts of addiction, and presented

some primary research relating to the roles of negative affect and

coping in the maÍntenance of cessation.

As a profession, it is apparent that psychoìogists have a particular

mix of skills and knowledge which make them unìque contributors to

the public health arena. This fìnal chapter will describe in more

detail how psychoìogy can contribute to public health endeavours and

dicuss some of the practicaì difficulties encountered in working as

a psychologist in a public health setting. Final'ly, traìning needs

required to fulfill these new and important roles will be outlined.

L2, Ihe contributi0n 0f psychology t0 public health

One of the major contributions of psychology to public health must

lie in its role in examining the mechanisms linking behaviour and

health (Singer & Krantz, .|982). This incorporates studies of the
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role of habits and lifestyles deleterious to health, work relating

to the direct psychophysioìogical effects of psychosocial stimul i ,

as rlrell as investigatìons of the determinants of paticipation in

health care services and adherence to treatment regimens.

The application of psychological theory and research to

understanding, and ultimately mod'ifying, health impairing habits and

lifestyles has begun to prove a worthwhile endeavor, not only in the

area of smoking cessation, but across a broad spectrum of behaviours.

For exampìe, new insights into the control and modification of

obesi ty have sprung from psychologi cal enqui ri es i nto food

preferences (Evans & Hall, 1978; Sahakian, 1982; Rozin, 1984)'

Striegel-Moore and Rodin (1985), in a review of the opportunities

for preventi ng obesi ty, concl ude that the acqui si tion of food

preferences and aversions i s i nfl uenced by cl assi cal condi tioni ng

processes (e.g. Booth, l98l; Booth, Mather & Fuller, 1982), as tllell

as mere exposure (e. g. Bi rch & Marl i n, I 982) , i nstrumental

conditionìng (e.g. BÍrch, Marlin & Rotter, 1985) and modeìing

(l^ladden & Brownell, .l984).

As an example of the role of instrumental conditioning, Birch et al '

(1985) compared children's responses to two types of contingency

conditions. One involved an explicit'ly means-end contingency ("if

you drink this cup of juice, you wiìl be allowed to see a movie"),

while the second involved a temporal contingency (after the chiìdren

had drunk a glass of juice, they were shown a movìe)' It was found

that the temporaì contingency dÍd not affect preference ratings,
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whìle the means-end contingency induced a negative shift in

preference. These findings have immediate relevance to

chi I d-reari ng practi ces rel ated to teachi ng heal thy eati ng habi ts,

since, as Striegeì-Moore and Rodin (ì985) comment, it is more than

likeìy that parents try to teach their children to eat nutritious

foods in an instrumental paradÍgm (e.9. "you can have dessert if you

eat your vegetables"), an effort that, according to Birch et al.

( I 985) , defeats i ts own purpose.

In the area of road traffic accidents, consideration of the

psychologi cal factors that i nfl uence dri ver behaviour are cruci al i n

the deveìopment of measures designed to reduce road accident

mortaì i ty, gi ven that the overwhelmi ng majori ty of acci dents are due

to driver error, rather than fauìty equipment or road design

(Cameron , 1982; Robertson , ì 986; Svenson , 'l 980; ) .

Errors in the perception of, and reaction to, motion by drìvers have

been extensi vely studi ed and have been transl ated i nto practi cal

interventions to decrease the risk of road accidents. The

introduction of a centre rear brake light in new model cars has

occurred as a result of research demonstrating a 50 per cent

reduction in rear-end coìlisions among cars fitted with these brake

ìights (Reilly, Kurke & Bukenmaier, 1980). The positioning of the

brake light, when illuminated, decreases the braking reaction of a

fol lowi ng dri ver, thus i ncreasi ng the probabi I i ty that a rear-end

collision will be avoided.

Another example of an environmentaì change that influences
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perception is the practice of painting stripes accross a road at

exponentially decreasing distances. This creates the illusion of

acceleration when crossed at a constant speed (Denton, 1980).

Installation of the stripes at high speed approaches to traffic

roundabouts in England has resulted in an average 66 per cent

reduction in crashes at such sites.

Another means by which behaviour is linked to physical illness is by

the di rect psychophysioìogi caì effect of psychosoci al factors. For

exampìe, because of the impetus provided by psychologists and other

behavioural scientists (Dembroski et al., 1978; Glass,1977;

Matthews, 1982), pathophysiological mechanisms linking Type A

behaviour (Rosenman & Friedman, 1974> to coronary heart disease have

been explored. Individuals with the Type A behaviour pattern

exhibit enhanced aggressiveness, competitiveness and impatience, and

a deep involvement in their work (Chesney, Frautschi & Rosenman,

.|985). 
The Type A behaviour pattern emerges as a response of a

characteroìogicaì 1y predisposed person to sal ient environmental

stress (Jenki ns, I 988) .

UntiI I980, published research results strongly and consistently

showed a positive correlation between Type A and coronary heart

disease - this evidence coming from case-control, prospectìve and

angiographic studies (Jenkìns, .|988). Indeed, an expert panel

convened by the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute in the

United States endorsed Type A behavlour as an independent risk

factor for coronary heart disease (Cooper, Detre & Neiss, l98l).

Si nce thi s time, many studi es have fai I ed to confi rm thi s
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relationship, and Krantz, Contrada, Hi I I and Friedler (1988) remark

that the concìusions that can be drawn regarding the Type A

behaviour pattern are now more equiVocal than even three years ago'

particularly among individuaìs at high risk of coronary heart

disease. However, Type A components such as hostiìity, anger and

vigorous speech still remain related to coronary heart disease in

most recent studies Ín which these have been examined (Matthews &

Haynes, I 986).

There is increasing interest in the modifìcation of Type A

behaviour, both for primary and secondary prevention' In general,

these studi es have reported promi s i ng reductions i n the seì f-report

of Type A behaviour fol ìowing behavioural intervention (Chesney et

al., 1985). In particular, a large scale study in the United States

reported a significantly lower rate of recurring coronary events

amongst those Type A post-myocardial infarction patients who had

received a behavioural intervention for Type A behaviour, compared

to those who did not (Friedman, Thoresen, Gill, Powelì, ulmer,

Thompson et al., 1984). These results suggest an ìmportant role for

Type A ìntervention in secondary preventìon'

Another example of research involving direct behavioural ìnfluences

on health is that examining the relationship between stress and the

immune system. A major premise underlying much of this work is that

Stress may enhance vulnerability to certaìn diseases by exerting an

immunosuppressive effect (Baker, .|987; 
Baum, Davidson, Singer &

Street, I 987; Ki ecol t-Gl aser & Gl aser, I 988) . Interest has centred

on those diseases intimately connected with immunoìogic mechanisms
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such as infection, malignancy and autoÍmmune disease (Dorian &

Garfi nkeì , I 987) .

Recent studies have demonstrated consistent immunologlcal changes Ín

people attempting to cope with bereavement (Linn, Linn & Jensen,

I 982; Schl eì fer, Kel I er, Cameri no, Thornton & Stei n, I 983) ,

important examinations (Kiecolt-Glaser, Garner, Speicher, Penn,

Hol I iday & Glaser, 1984; Glaser, Rice, Speicher, Stout &

Keicolt-Glaser, I986) and other natural ly occurring psychological

stressors (Ki ecol t-Gl aser, Fj sher, 0grocki , Stout, Spei cher &

Glaser, 1987; Locke, Kraus, Leserman, Hurst, Heisel & hlillÍams,

'1984). Although declines ìn immune function appear to be a frequent

occurrence of commonplace l ife events, factors such as the prior

health of the individual (with respect to immune function) and the

degree of exposure to pathogens are important in determining actual

organic disease outcomes (Kiecolt-Glaser & Glaser, 1988). There is

also some evidence that psychologicaì resources that reduce

distress, such as supportive interpersonaì relationships (Cohen,

1988) and psychotherapy (Pennebaker, Kìecolt-Glaser & Glaser, 1988)

may attenuate adverse immunological changes

Psychoìogists have also made contributions to the understanding of

processes whereby individuals minÍmise the significance of symptoms,

deìay in seeking medica'l care, or fail to compìy with treatment and

rehabil itation regimens (Singer & Krantz, 1982).

For example, women who delay in seeking investigation of a breast

ì ump may pl ace themsel ves at hi gher ri sk, si nce, i f maì i gnant,
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breast lump size i s inversely correlated with survival (Foster &

Costanza, 1984). Deìay is commonly defined as the time period

eìapsed between a r.loman'S recognition of a symptom and the first
presentation of the symptom to a health professional (Singer'

1988). It is estjmated that between 30 to 55 per cent of alì breast

cancer patients delay reporting of any symptoms for over three

months (Magarey, Todd & Bìizzard, 1971). Attempts to understand the

factors whìch infìuence the delay, or the prompt reporting of breast

symptoms, constitute relevant and useful research in efforts to

promote the early detection of breast cancer (e.g.Singer, .l988;

Timko, I 987) .

The identifìcation of mechanisms influencing hestitance to

partÍcipate in breast screening programmes are also important to

consider in the early detection of breast cancer (e.g.Macìean,

Sinfield, Klein & Harnden, 1984; Baines, .l984). The success of mass

screeni ng programmmes i n reduci ng cancer mortal i ty rel i es heavi ly on

the participation rate for screening since, cìearìy, there is no

screening benefit for non-attenders. Efficient screening methods

for women's cancer cannot be expected to lead to significant

reductions in mortality, if there is a low participation rate of

r,lomen i n screeni ng ( Eardì ey, El ki nd, Spencer, Hobbs, Pendel ton &

Haran, 1985; Gad, Thomas & Moskowitz, 1984; Howard, 1987).

Past experience has shown that women of low socio-economic status

and older women are least likely to participate in cancer screening

programmes (Kleinman & Kopstein, l98l; Lumsden, Armstrong &

Nandakumar, ì986; Mitchell & Medley, 1987). However, these t.tomen
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constitute a group who are at higher risk and stand to benefit more

from screening (Chamberlain, I986). Recently, research has shown

that women t,lho do not participate in breast screening programmes

tend to perceive themselves as less susceptibìe to breast cancer,

value mammography less, and know less about breast cancer, compared

to those who particìpate (caìnan, Moss & Chamberlain, 
.|985;

Rutl edge, Hartmann, Ki nman & Hi nfi el d, I 988) . These fi ndì ngs i mply

that efforts shouì d be di rected toward devi si ng i nterventions

desi gned to i ncrease percei ved suscepti bi ì i ty to breast cancer and

knowledge of the benefits of mammography.

Envi ronmental factors aì so affect parti ci pation rates i n screeni ng

programmes. A frequent findìng is that women who do not participate

in screening are less likely to know where to obtain screening and

find it more difficult to attend the screening facility (Eardley et

aì. 1985). Screenìng services that are more convenìent and

accessible have been most successfuì in encouraging participation of

older, and lower socio-economic groups of women (Strax, 1980; Brun &

Grime, 
.l983). Personal invitations have also been used to Íncrease

participation rates of these women (Eardìey et aì., 1985; Hobbs,

El ki nd, Pendeì ton, Eardì ey, Haran & Spencer, I 987; Magnus , Langmark

& Andersen, ì987).

As a further example, it ìs recognised that a pervasive problem in

the treatment of many conditìons is lack of adherence to prescribed

regìmens. In the case of treatment for hypertension, Morisky (1986)

suggests that, of those patients placed on antihypertensive

medication,40 per cent wouìd stop using the medication within the
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first year, and of those remaining, 40 per cent would not comply

well enough to controì their blood pressure. Data from the National

Heart Foundation Risk Factor Prevalence Survey (1983) is consistent

with this, indicating that 3ì per cent of males and 50 per cent of

females taking medication for hypertension are not under control.

This is of concern, since individuals with high blood pressure who

do not comply with drug treatment place themselves at much higher

risk of suffering a stroke or other high blood pressure related

condition. The extensive psychoìogicaì literature on compliance

offers many principles that may be translated into practical

interventions (e.9. Haynes, Taylor & Sackett, 1979; DiMatteo &

DiNÍcola, 1982). MeÍchenbaum & Turk (1987) note that there has been

a great deal of research conducted on the factors related to

compìiance. These include variables related to the characterìstics

of the patient, the treatment regimen, features of the condition

being treated, the reìationship between the health care provider and

the pati ent, and the cì i ni cal setti ng.

Efforts to enhance medìcation compl iance have involved improving the

relationship between the patìent and the health care provider

(D'iMatteo & DiNicola, .l982; Pendeìton, 1988), patient education

(Ley, 1982; Rook, .l986; Rosenstock, 1985), simpl ifying the treatment

regimen as much as possible (Luscher, Vetter, Siegenthaler & Vetter,

1985), increasing social support (Morisky, DeMuth, Field, Green &

LevÍne, 1985), and a variety of behaviour modification approaches

(Epstei n & Cì uss, I 982; MeÍ chenbaum & Turk, I 987) .
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These are important examples of how psychologists, through their

efforts to identÍfy and modify the behavioural, cognitive and

environmental factors affecting heaìth, can contribute to a more

complete understandlng of health and dlsease.

In terms of learning principìes, psychologÍsts can also help to

Ímprove methods for disseminating information on heaìth risks and

health behaviour change. As discussed earlier, the social learning

concept of modeling, for example, has applications in the desÌgn of

mass communication messages (Solomon & Maccoby, 1984) and for

guiding community organisation in heaìth promotion programmes

(l^lakef iel d & NÍ I son, 1986) .

In a thoughtful review, Elder (1987) demonstrates that the

principìes of behaviour modification also hold considerable

potenti aì for enhanci ng the publ i c heal th of developi ng countri es.

For example, with respect to population control, it is well-known

that while technologies for birth control have been developed and

implemented in industrialised countries, the deveìoping world ìags

far behind in technologicaì progress and knowledge related to

reducìng population growth and minimisìng wasteful fertiìity
patterns. Elder (1987) points out that what is lacking in

developing countries, are appropriate incentives and behavioural

technologies needed for the implementation of these incentives to

control popuìation growth.

Many of the attempts to address the probìem of population control

impl icitly reflect behaviour modification techniques. For exampìe,
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various types of positive reinforcement have been used successfully

in Hong Kong to reassure IUD users (Chan, 191 l) and in Korea and

Thai l and to i ncrease popul atì on control among empìoyees (Dav i d,

1982). Differentìaì reinforcement, involvÍng the reinforcement of

indiv'iduals who accompl i sh lower rates of reproduction through later

marriages, ìonger chì ld spacing and later first births, has al so

been used (Lolordo & Shapi ro, 1980; l,lan & Saw, 
.l975) 

.

Elder (1987) further cites examples of behaviour modification

applications in assisting the control of malnutrition and

communicable diseases in developing countries. He argues that in

order to maximise the effectiveness of current approaches that are

unknowi ngìy applyi ng behaviour modi fi cation pri nci pl es, there shoul d

be an expansion in the diaìogue between public health practitioners

and psychoìogists, who are well-versed in behaviour modification

approaches.

Principìes derìved from behaviour change theories have been useful

in guiding the design of interventions to promote change in heaìth

rel ated behaviours in hlestern countries. Owen & Lee ('1986) , for

exampì e, outl i ne el even pri nci pl es derì ved from theory and research

on behaviour change to assist programme development and poìicy

recommendations in the promotion of physical exercìse, although

these principles can be readily incorporated as general guidelines

for programmes aimed at a range of health behaviours (Lee & Owen,

I 985) . In parti cul ar, they emphasi se the setti ng of goaì s that

acknowl edge the c i rcumstances of the i ndÌ vi dual , the use of expl i ci t

education and instructìon, rather than simple exhortatìon, the
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provision of adequate sociaì settings and social incentives for

change, the Use of sociaì sUpport and appropriate conditions for

self-help, and the recognition that behaviour change is often a

difficult and complex process.

Many of these principles are also relevant in attempts to influence

the actions of decision-makers, particularly politicians and those

responsible for framing sociaì legislation. Lee and Owen (1985)

suggest that these principles may be ìncorporated in the preparation

and presentation of arguments through the mass media and by

communi ty lobbyi ng. hlakefÍ el d and Ni I son ( I 986) al so suggest that

diffusion of innovation principìes could be appl ied to influence the

actions of deci sìon makers.

Faden (1987) contends that there is an important role for health

psychology in the alìocation of health care resources, since the

question of how to aìlocate scarce resources is fundamentally a

question of values and value trade-offs. Human judgement and value

'issues are at the core of the health care allocation policy probìem

and make ready subiect matter for health psychology. However, there

has been littìe attempt to study the public's or the policy makers'

perceived needs for preventive or curative services and the patterns

of decision making that are involved.

It i s known, however, that nearly al 1 al location pol i cy analyses

rely heavi ly on some kìnd of cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness

assessment, and increasingìy, quality of life has been viewed as an

important health benefit, along with reduced morbidity and mortality
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(hleinstein & Stason, 1977). One role for psychology in this area

has been to assìst ìn the measurement and conceptualisation of

'quaìity of lìfe' (Faden, .l987; Kaplan & Bush, 1982).

7,3, Practical difficul ties

Although there are appropriate and usefuì app'lications of

psychological theory with the potential to guide the development of

health promotion programmes, the examples referred to in earlier

chapters of this thesìs illustrate some of the practicaì

diffi cul ti es i n transl ati ng theoreti cal pri nci pl es i nto action.

In particular, the multidisciplinary nature of the field means that,

often, even basi c psychologi cal pri ncì p1 es of behaviour change are

unfamiliar to other professionals, incìuding administrators and

practitioners who make decisions about funding or programme

direction. Owen (1986) suggests that there may even be suspicion by

these professional s "that academi cs and scì enti sts use the rhetori c

of biomedìcal, behavioural or social science to persuade peopìe with

practicaì concerns to devote time and resources to approaches based

on popular theoretical hobbyhorses" (p.44ì). Qne of the crucial

aspects of working successfully in such an environment is to be able

to describe theoretical principìes and their practicaì appì ications

i n simpl e and convi nci ng terms to admi ni strators, marketi ng

professionaì s and medi cal personnel al i ke.

Kamien (1984) and Sanson-Fisher (1985) discuss some of the factors
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that have sustained the lack of a viable and effective behavioural

perspective in medical practice in Australia. Kamien (.l984) laments

the apparent absence of i ndi vi dual s wi I 1 i ng to be vi gorous

interpreters of behavioural science, thus allowing some medical

educators and researchers to ignore the potential contributions of

the discipline. sanson-Fisher (1985) points out that this situation

is perpetuated by a ìimited number of academìcs in the field' their

lack of power to influence medical education and the scarcity of

research funding. He argues that behavÌoural science requires time,

resources and increased opportunites if it is to demonstrate its

real val ue to medi ci ne.

Another difficulty ìies in the view held by many public health

practitìoners that psychology's emphasis on the individual's

attitudes and behaviours ìgnores the social, economìc, physicaì and

poì i ti cal envi ronments that i nfl uence behaviour, di verti ng attention

from the social engineering and structural changes of traditÍonal

publ i c heal th approaches (Beauchamp, 1 987; Roberts, I 987) . Thus,

behaviouraì approaches to health problems are often conceptualised

as 'blaming the vìctim' for his or her deficiencies (Crawford, 1977>'

Thìs view faiìs to regognise that psychoìogicaì theories of

behaviour change, notably social learning theory, give emphasi s to

the role of the environment in supporting and maintaining behaviour

change (Bandura, 1g77). Further, in discussing the interface

between psychology and pubìic health, Roberts (1987) makes a

convincing case that active behavioural approaches (such as

education) are crucial in an environment where passive, structural
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interventions (such as legisìative reforms) are difficult to

implement and have l'imi ted acceptabi ì i ty to constÍ tuents or

consumers.

In addition, there is the concern that more might be promised by

health psychoìogi sts than can truly be del ivered in effectively

preventing disease - that health psychologists may falì victim to

the 'health promotion ideoìogy' now so evident in our culture

(Evans, 1988). Evans argues that ìt is necessary to maintain

scientific objectivity in advocating, conceptual ising and evaìuating

health promotion interventions. This impìies that health

psychol ogi sts need to mai ntai n a crì ti cal fami I i ari ty wi th heal th

promotion research and i nterventì on l i terature.

Another issue is that working in community settings where behaviour

change is desired in non-captive popUlatìons who are not necessarily

motivated to change represents a significant departure from deaìing

wi th cì i ni caì popul ations. As recogni sed i n Chapter 4 wi th the

self-attribution literature and again, in Chapter 6 with the

anaìysis of coping responses, caution must be exercised in

generalising findings from cìinical populations to the population at

ì arge . However , as the fi el d of publ i c heal th psychoì ogy matures ,

it would be expected that more appropriate and effective

interventìons guided by psychologica'l principles wi ì I eventuate.

Psychologlsts who work in Federal or State public health departments

need to develop an understanding of the extent to which poìitical

and/or bureaucratic objectives can limit or confound research and
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intervention programmes. For example, the decÍsion to cancel the

television advertisements in the 1984'Quit. For Life'programme at

a time when commitment to the Stay Quit Line had aìrady been gÍven,

rras based on an administrative requirement, but had the effect of

severeìy limiting the number of callers. The practising pubìic

health psychoìogist employed in such a setting needs to develop a

tolerance for a wide range of such practìcal difficulties.

L4, Irainirrg rreeds and opportunities

Although psychologists are concerned with changing attitudes and

promoting conditions for changing behaviour, few are prepared by

training and experience to do so in other than one to one treatment

settings (Sarason, l98l ). Iscoe (.l982) asserts that adherence to

the public health maxim of'no condition was ever prevented by

treating a person that already had the condition' suggests the type

of prevention that many psychologists are either unfamiliar with or

do not support. There will probabìy aìways be a need for

indìvidualised psychological interventions of a clinical nature to

heìp certain groups of afflicted individuals, in the same way that

medical care is essential to serve the needs of the ill. However,

i n the search for popul ation-wi de preventi ve sol utìons to pubì ì c

health probìems, psychoìogists will need to broaden their focus

cons i derabl y.

Specifical ly, Coates and Demuth (1984) argue that psychologicaì

interventìons must change 1n three important directions that extend
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beyond focussing exclusively on indivlduals or lndividuaìs wlthln

groups, relylng primarlìy on face to face contact to dellver

servlces, and glvlng prlmary attentlon to treatment and

rehabllltatton. They present a useful conceptuallsatlon of thls ln

a three dlmenslonal grid depicted tn Flgure 7.
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FIGURE 7: Three dlmenslons of psychologlcal lnterventlon pertalnlng
to heaìth promotlon (Source: Coates & Demuth, 1984)
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In Figure 7, interventions may be aimed at individuals, groups,

organisations, communìties, and/or social system pol icies (Axi s I).

Axis II ilìustrates that psychologists should consider a broader

range of intervention methods. Coates and Demuth (1984) poìnt out

that interventions involving media, economic, legaì or structural

systems are not modalities for which psychoìogÍsts are usual ly

trained, but are of primary importance in reaching large segments of

the population. Finaìly, Axis III demonstrates a variety of

purposes for which intervention can be undertaken.

Ihe intersection of community (Axis I), media (Axis II) and

prevention (Axis III) describes the activities of psychologìsts

working in projects such as the Stanford Heart Disease Prevention

Programme (Farquhar et al., 1977). More unusual combìnations which

could benefit from psychological input might be policy (Axis I),

legal consultatÍon (Axis II) and prevention (Axis III). An

'intervention which integrates these three dimensions is the

introductìon of specific health warning labels on cigarette packets.

In the United States, a growing number of psychoìogists are being

employed in schools of public health. In a commentary on the

training of postgraduate psychoìogists in schools of public health,

Matthews and Siegeì (1987) cite five advantages of this practice;

nameìy, the benefit of exposure to the pubìic health perspective

wi th i ts ìong hi story and tradi tion, the probl em-ori ented approach,

the emphasis on prevention, the model of intervention focusing on

environmental change and the unit of analysis being the populatìon,

community or group.
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Exposure to the public health perspective was the most frequently

mentioned advantage of empìoyment in schools of public health

volunteered in a survey completed by 80 per cent of the

psychologists in those schools (Matthews & Avis, 1982). The sUrvey

found that psychologists made up 5.7 per cent of approximately 300

full-time equivalent faculty members. Public health psychoìogists

trere found to be active researchers and publishers, with average

totals of 2.5 artic'les and 26.9 citations for a three year period,

comparable with psychologists who have attained some eminence in

their field (Helmreich, Spence, Beane, Lucker & Matthews, 1980). As

major dissatisfactìons, psychologists cited their isolation from

psychology and a lack of appreciation among publìc health colleagues

of the contribution of psychology to public health. Psychologists

in these settings were also found to experience difficulty because

of their insufficient knowledge of public health perspectives and

subject matter.

Folìowing the thoughts of Matarazzo (1980), coates and Demuth (1984)

suggest that ideal postgraduate training for psychologÍsts

interested in public heaìth would include epidemìology and

biostatì sti cs, medi cal sociology, nontradi tional and technologi cal

research paradigms as well as traditional research training,

physiology, pathophysiology, neurochemi stry, and selected aspects of

cl i ni cal medi ci ne, as wel I as organi sational and manageri al

pri nci pl es.

In recognition of the potentially valuable role that couìd be played

by the public health psychoìogist and the need to encourage a mutuaì
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appreci ation between the di sci pl i nes, a number of joi nt programmes

have been established that permit students to complete the

requirements for a PhD in psychology and the Master of Public Health

degree. The programme at the University of Alabama emphasises the

role of public health psychology Ín maintaining and promotìng good

health (Miller, Fowler & Bridges, 1982). The programme is available

to students in any area of specialisatìon in psychology and in any

one of several tracks within the school of public health. Another

programme is available at the University of Hawaii (Tanabe, 1982).

This includes study in clinical/communÍty psychology, public health

and business administration and focusses on service to community

organisations and work settings.

A number of post-doctoral training progrdmmes are also available.

Belar & Segal's (1983) survey of post-doctoral training

opportuni ti es i n heal th psychology i ndi cates programmes at 43

different faciìities, twelve of which identify an emphasìs in

'publ i c heal th/communi ty' .

7,5 Conc I ud i ng retttarks

The publ ic health arena offers prsychologists a rich environment in

which to apply their knowledge and skills toward the pursuit of

improved health for the popuìation. Principìes derived from

psychoìogicaì theory offer great potential in the conceptualisation

and implementation of programmes to promote health. Examples

contained and cited in thìs thesis have shown that both the content
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and delivery of health promotion programmes can benefit from the

contributions of psychologìsts. However, to assist psychologists to

maximise their useful invoìvement in public health, training should

emphasise prevention, rather than treatment and the populatìon as a

focus for intervention, rather than the individual. Training in

other subject areas within publ ic health is also desÎrable.

Together, the perspectives of psychology and public health can

complement one another in the effort to understand and influence the

important public health problems of our day.
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:
Mason et al. correctly state that "a welt-informed

public is better equipped to make both individual
and collective decisions that will reduce risks and
enhance health survival."¡ They. go on to say that
the presentation of information may be as impor-
tant as the information itself and assert that the
challenge for those engaged in interpreting risks is,
in part, how to do so in a way that conveys a sense
of relative risk.

For the information of your readers, I would Iike
to bring to your attention one such method of es-
tablishing and conveying a concept of relative risk
that has been developed with respect to the road
accident experience of young South Australian
males 16-24 years of age.2 This experience was
communicated in terms that lay people generally
understand and use constantly, namely probability
theory. In lay terms, probability theory is expressed
as chance, such as the chance of winning a lottery, a
race, or a championship'

To compute the chance of a lÇyear-old South
Aush_alian male being involved in a road accident
before his 25th birthday, a modified life-table ap-
proach was used. By using a life-table approadr, it
is possible to establish the proportion of young
adult males who sunrive in each age group, then
compute the chance of a male 16 years of age being
involved in a road accident before rèaching the age
of 25 years.

The probability of a l6-year-old South Ausrralian
male being involved in a road accident involving in-
iury or death prior to his 25th birthday is one
chance in five. This represents two or three
members of each football team, one or two in each
baseball team and one in each basketball team who
will be injured or killed on the road in their teens or
early twenties.

The life-table approach is applicable to many
other public health problems for which a reasonable
data base exists. Its value lies in the fact that a clear
relative risk is provided and that communication
analogies are easily drawn.

Daaid Wilson, M.P.H.
Melanie Wakefield, Dip. App. Psych.

Heallh Promoliott Branch,
Public Health Sentice

South Ausl ralinn Heal th Commission

The preceding lctter uns lorunrded to Dr. Mason, who
supplied the following respnse.

Dear Editor:
David Wilson and Melanie Wakefield of the

South Australian Health Commission have used a
modified life-table approach creatively to establish
the relative risk of death by automobile accident for
young South Australian males between 16 and 24
years of age. The description of that risk in terms of
the probability of a l6-year-old dying in an automo-
bile accident before his 25th birthday seems to us an
excellent example of interpreting risk in terms com-
prehensive and meaningful to the public.

We look forward to seeing other such examples
as public health professionals grapple with the dif-
ficult job of interpreting health risks to the public.

lamæ O. Mason, M.D., Dr,P.H.
Cmters t'or Disease Control

Dear Editor:
I am writing in regard to "Efficary of Self-Help

Behavior Modification Materials in Smoking Cessa-
tion."3 One author/s name was inadvertently left off
the title page. Stephen P. Fortmann, M.D., contriÞ
uted to the design and administration of the study
as well as to the editing of the manuscript. I would
appreciate your inserting an erratum in the journal
stating that Dr. Fortmann is to be added at the end
of the author list.

James F. SaIIis, Ph.D.
Assistant Adjunct Prot'essor of Pediatrics

REFERENCES

l. Mason JO, Ogden HG, Berreth DA, Martin LY. Inter-
preting risks to the public. Am I Prev Med 198ó;2:133-9.

2. Wilson D, Hugo GJ, Wakefield MA. Improving the
public's perception of road accident risk. Community
Health srud 1986; 10(2):15ó-ó0.

3. Sallis IF, Hill RD, Killen JD, et al. Efficacy of self-help
behavior modification materials in smoking cessation.
Am J Prev Med 19Í16;2:342-4.

Am I I'rtv lvle<l l9B7;3(2) 119
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APPENDIX 5 Stay Quit Line media promotion.

Newspaper cl lpping

(The Adverti ser)

They'll help beat
urge for a smoke
,ltl SA'Stry Qùlt" tcþDùæ *U¡o¡ *r-

vtcc t¡ bcl¡¡ offcrrd lor tùa rùe þvc ¡lvca up
@f¡¡3 b¡t fccl aùc û¡c ta t¡¡. lt rl r¡¡l¿. .

ltc *bour æílcc b bchg n¡n by tb 8A
Ecaltù Comml$n ln codrmtfon rltb lJËllæ.

I¡r¡¡cbcd to bþ ob'qu$ ta[*rtbn"
t.Þ lcrylcc, n¡¡ned by t¡rH coundto¡+ bcgan
tld.ñl¡y ¡nd rlll coutlnrc to tb cDfl of tttÊ
rontb, sbcn lt çlU bc rwlTr¿ 1þ -8t¡y Qulù"
blcpùoæ nunDcr ls 2123fl9f.

Newspaper advertisement and poster

Also: News coverage on televlsion and radlo on launch day.

Radlo lntervlew on 5AN radlo

Elght nevrspaper advertlsements plac ed I n The Advertl ser

and Sunday Mai I .

Twenty four radlo advertlsements broadcast on 5KA radlo.

Which w¡ll
I

dU U

tf and

to
houn a

f'¡+

qH[ffi212 IT94
tottflt AtÃItAu N rcrgfi @fol6soN N @N¡ficnolt wIIH ufEtlNE

r 88.
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STAY QUIT LINE QUESTIONNAIRE

(r am going to as/< gou a series of questions which wiIT help me to determine
which stag q'uit techniques wouLd be .best sui¿ed to gou. rhe answers gou give
wírL aLso àe]p us to refine future sÈop smoking services.)

1. Ilave you rung thfs Stay Qutt l.lne before to get lnformatfon to help you
stay off snoklng?

YES

NO

MALE

FB"IALE

(ask Q.L2, f3, 14 onLy)
(complete all of q,uesÈionnaire)

2. Sex

3. How long 1s it since you quit snokJ.ng?

YEARS MONTHS I{EEKS t DAYS.

4. And how o1d are you? years

5. on average, how many cLgarettes a day rrere you smokl-ng, before you qul_t?
(If replies one packet, ask how mang in packet).

CIGARETTES PER. DAY

PIPE

CIGARS

6. Dtd you use any stop snokl-ng service to quit or dld you qu1-t on your own?

ON OWN EFFORTS

QUIT I{ITH A FRIEND, BECAUSE OF A FRIEI.¡D OR REI,ATIVEIS INFLUE}¡CE

DOCÎoR ADVTSED ME T0 QUIT

STOP SMOKING SR.VICE (GR.OUP, BOOK, KIT, FILTER., GI'M, HYPNOTHRAPIST,

ACUPUNCTURTST, PSYCHoLoGTST)

OTHER., SPECIFY



7. How nany ti.mes before have you serfousl-y trl-ed to qult snoking?

NEVER.

TIMES

8. How long ago waa your last urge to snoke?

NOlr

TTüO HOT'RS AGO OR LESS

MoRE THAN TrilO HOI¡RS Aco, BUT ToDAY

YESTERDAY

DAY BEFORE YESTM.DAY TO ONE I{EEK

MORE ÎHAN ONE I{EEK

9. Ilave you snoked sl-nce you had thLs last urge to smoke?

10. Dfd you have anythlng to eat Just prior to the urge to snoke?

YES

NO

YES

NO

11. Dtd you drink any alcohol Just prlor to the urge to snoke?

YES

NO



12. What sort of mood rüere you ln just PrLor to thls urge to snoke?

(rf replies, 'good' or 'bad't êtskt 'rn one wotd' describe what tgpe of
good/bad feeTíngs gou were experiencing just before gou had this utge to

smoke.')

NegatJ-ve affect
A¡.TXIOUS /WORRIED/ CONCER.NED/AIRAID

AI{GR.Y/¡R.USIRATEI)

DEPRESSED /SN/ I FI,ATI

BORED

LONELY

JEALOUS

GUILTY

Positl-ve affect
HAPPY

Fts.EE

EXCITED

CELEBRATING

oTHER. FEELTNG OR MOoD, SPECTFY

13. I{as this urge to smoke trlggered off by the influence or Presence of other

people?

NO

YES

(go to Q. 15)

(go to Q. 74)

14. What sort of influence dld these other people have whl-ch led you to feel

like snoklng?

INTER.PER.SONAI CONFLICT CAUSING FRUS1RATION OR AI'IGM"

INTB.PERSONAL SITUATIONS CAUSING OTHER NEGATIVE FEELINGS SUCH AS

AI'TXIETY, FEAR, TEI.¡SION, APPREHENSION, EVAIUATION SIts'ESS' ETC.

BErNG ttRGED 10 SMoKE, 0R oFFERED A CTGARETTE.

SEEING OTHER.S SMOIG.

INTERPELSONAI SIÎUATIONS CAUSINC POSITIVE FEELINGS SUCH AS

HAPPTNESS, CELEBRATTON, EXCTTEMENI, ¡tsEEDoM, ETC.

oTHm., SPECIFY



15. when you had thJ-s urge to smoke, what dld you do, or thLnk, to attenpt to
cope with the tenptation to snoke? (Let calter tespond without ang

further prompting except 'Angthing else?' and tick one ot more .boxes as

appropriate)

BEHAVIOIJRAI

EATING OR DRINKING

DIS1RACTING ACTIVITY

(inct. IkeepLng busy')
LEFÎ SITUATION/AVOIDED SITUATION

DELAY (lncI. Ijust waitlng')
PHYSICAI ACTIVITY

REI,ÀKATION

orHB.(s)

COGNITIVE

THoUGHÎ 0F POSITM HEALTH CoNSEQUENCES

OF QUITTING

THOUGHT OF NEGATIVE HEALTH CONSEQUENCES

OF SMOKING

THoUGHT OF oTHm. NEGATIVE CoNSEQUEÌ¡CES

OF SMOKING

I{ILLPOI{ER

DISIts.ACTION/THOUGHT ABOUT SOMETHING ELSE

INTENT T0 DEIAY (..g. rlrl1 just wait
thls outr )

SELF-DEI.IIGRATING THOUGHTS (..g. rYou

weaklLng' )

oTHB.(S)
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STAY QUÍT LINE

CONTEÑIS

About thLs setvlce

Instructlons for conpletiog questLonnaLre

Specific Stay quLt techniques

- [for] negatLve enotlooal stateg

- lfor] eoclal pressure sltuatlons

General Stay qult technigues

Wlthdrawal synptons [aod what to do about then]

Health hazards of smoklng

BeoefLts of beLog a non-smoker

Connon questloûs and answers

DÍetary advlce

Healthy State Centre
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ABOUT TIIIS SERVICE

Health Promotloo Servlces of the South Australlao Health Connl-ssion l-n

conJunctlon wLth Llfellne, South Australl-a, have set uP a ûeIü Stay Qult Llne

to assLst ex-smokers to renaLn abstlnent. The telephone lfne wtll be

avallabl-e for the month of October only, fot 24 hours each day.

Ex-smokers wLll be encouraged to calL the line wheu they experLence an urge to

smoke, l-rreepectfve of whether they actually smoke Ln that sltuatl-on or not.

Fron experl-ence, we belfeve that there ls a de¡nand for thLs servLce and are

pllotlng lt for a perlod of oae nonth. Itrls sentLce also provl-des us lrlth an

opportunLty to gather sone nuch oeeded Lnfornatl-on about the types of

sltuatLons !n whlch people experlence tenptatfons to smoke, and how they

attenpt to deal wLth those tenptatLons. The Lnformatlon galned fron the

servl-ce w111 therefore asslst the developmert of future stop snokLog prograns.

Your assfataûce ln thl-s project ls apprecLated and gratefuLly acknowledged.

1



1

INSIRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETINC QUESÎIONNAIRE

A queatfonnaLre should be conpleted for all callers who have been quLt for
at least a day, and who are experiencfng dlfftculties 1n renaLning
abstLnent. Some of these people nay have had a clgarette eioce they
experl-enced an urge to snoke - we want Lnfornatlon on these people too.

The queatlonnal-re should be conpleted early 1n the courae of the call, and

the nethod of askLng the queetLons shoul-d be as sLnllar to the suggested

wordfng as possLble. Thle wtll allow the responaea to be more conparable.

Ilhere reapoûaes to guestlons do not fLt the categorfes provlded, or you

are uûsure where to put the respoûae, rÍrlte lt neatly oext to the
provisloa narked rothert.

If the pereon experienced eLther a oegatlve enotLonal state or a situatlon
of soclal pressure to smoke, refer to the stay qul.t technlques desl-gned

specLfl-cally for those sltuatfons. For all other sl-tuatfons where people

are tenpted to smoke, refer to the general techulgues.

2

3

4
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1

SPBCTFTC STAY QUrr TECtrNTQIIES

A. NEGATIVE F,I,ÍOIIONAI STATES

REI,Ð(

Beconlng nore relaxed l-s ooe way of resLstLng urges to smoke. Here Ls a

slnple technLque you can uae any tlne you feel tenpted to smoke.

Iûstant relaxatlon: 4 sfnple steps.

* Slt Ln a confortable posLtfon. You can also learn to do thfe whtle

etandlng - l-n fact, la alnost any sÍtuatlon ln whlch you would

normally reach for a cigarette.
* Breathe J.n sIowly through your nose to a couût of four. Take fn as

nuch al-r ae posslble wlthout straLnLng.
* Now breathe out sLowly to a couût of four, relaxlng your shoulders

uotfl you have expelled as much alr as possible wlthout forcLng.
* Repeat a few tlnes and feel your nuscles naturally relax each tlme

you breathe out.

THINK SIRAIGHT

The way l-n whl-ch you thfnk about snoklng night lead you closer to havlng a

cigarette, DONrT ALLOW YOIIRSELF T0 BE CONItsOLLED BY THESE TEMPTING

THOUGHTS. Use posltl-ve thtnklng to talk yourself out of urges to snoke.

For exanple:

* ThLnk abour rhe HEALTH HAZARDS oF SMoKTNG and what Ls ls dol-ng to
your body.

* Ihink about the POSITM CONSEQUENCES of QUITTING.
* CHALLENGE your negative thoughts (excuses to enoke) wLth poeltlve

thoughts (argunents agafnst snoklng). For exanple:

EKCUSE ARGUMENl

2

Ir11 handle this ness better
Lf I srûoke.

I'm one of those people who Just
doesort have any w11lporÍer.

I cao coocentrate better wLth a

cLgarette.

No! I wonft let these thoughts
lead me back to snokl-ng. I can
do thl-s without a smoke.

Rubbish! I would be so angry
l-f someone else saLd this to
me. Igstayqult.

Snoking doego't lmprove ny
conceûtratfon. 0o1Y nY thoughts
can do that.

3



3 DISltsACT YOI]RSELF
Dlstract yourself fron thl-nking about snokl-ng. lry thtnklng abouÈ
sonethlng pleasant, arrdlor chaoglng whatever actlvity you are dolng for a
short whlle. Ttre urge to enoke w111 pass.

4. QIIESTToN YoURSEI,F
I{henever you get an urge to smoke, ask yourself 'Ifhy do I want a cLgarette
now?' and then, rlúrat else could I do Lnstead of enoklng?'

B. SOCIAT PRESST'RE SII'T]ATIONS
Thlnk about the sftuatlous where you wÍll be under obvlous or aubtle
pressure fron snokera to have a cLgarette. It nay be advleable to avoid
the conpany of snokers for a whlle untLl you are nore confident about
real-stlng enoking Ln these sltuatlons.

If thls fs not posslble, plan ln advance what you wLll say and do. Before
belng confronted with the sltuation, rehearse your reply to a enoker whea
he/she offers you a cÍgarette, otherwLse you nlght find yourself
automatfcally acceptLng ooe. PractLse a poeltLve and convincLng refusal
of an Lnvitatl-on to snoke.

For example:
tNo thanks, I donrt want oner
rNo thaoks, Ifve glveu up and I'd appreclate tt 1f you didurt offer me

clgarettes an¡rmoref .

4.
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GENERÂL STAY QUIÎ ÎECHNIQUES

PI.AN AIIEAI)

Its.Y TO AI{TICIPATE SITUATIONS IN WHICH YOU MIGHT BE TE}ÍPTED TO SMOI(E, AIiID

T{ORK OUT IIHAT YOU CAII DO IN THESE SII'UATIONS OTHER THAN SMOKING. ThE MOSI

common sltuatlons ln whfch people are lLkely to be tenpted to smoke are:

* when they feel bad (e.g. atrgry, an-ioug, depreaeed etc.);
* in the conpatry of other smokers;

* where they used to automatLcally reach for a cigarette.

Once you are anare of the types of situatl-oos where you are most llkely to

be tenpted to emoke, plao to AVOID then for a whLle' or to D0 SOMETHING

ELSE. Practlse an autonatlc, posftive and convincfng refusal of an

lnvLtatlon to emoke.

THINK STRATCHT

The way ln whlch you thlnk about enokfng night lead you closer to havlng a

ctgarerre. DoN,T AIJ,OW YOIIRSELF T0 BE CoNTROLLED BY THESE TEI'IPTING

THOUGHTS. Use posltlve thinklng to take yourself out of urges to smoke.

For example:

* Think about the HEALTH HAZARDS 0F SMOKING and what it ls dolog to

YOIIR body.
* Thlnk about the POSITIVE CONSEQUENCES 0F QUITTING.

* CHALLENGE your negatlve thoughts (excuses to snoke) wl-th posLtLve

thoughts (argunents against smokl-ng). For example:

EKCUSE ARGUMENT

2

Ir11 handle thls mees better
if I snoke.

Irm one of those people who Just
doesa't have any wlllpower.

I can conceûtrate better wl-th a
cLgaretÈe.

No! I wonrt let theee thoughts
lead ne back to snokLng. I cao
do this wLthout a amoke.

Rubbtsh! I would be eo aûgry
if someone else saLd thLe to
me. I can etaY quit.

Snoklng doesn't LnProve nY
conceotratl-on. OulY nY thoughts
can do that.

5
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4

5

DISIRACT YOITRSELF

Dfstract yourself from thinklng about snokiog. Try thLnklng about

sonethlng pleasant, ard/ot changlng whatever activlty you are dolag for a

short whfle. The urge to snoke wl-ll pass.

DELAY

I{hen you have a sudden unexpected urge to snoke, waft untLl FIVE nLnutes

have passed, aod thlnk of eonethlog else. Ueually, the craviog wtll pass.

QUESTToN YoIIRSET,F

I{henever you get aû urge to snoke, ask yourself 'I{hy do I ¡vant a cigarette
now?' and then, rl{hat else could I do fnstead of snoki-ng?l

IF YOUIVE AIREADY SMOKED

If yourve already had a cJ-garette and waût to smoke more, DONiT USE THIS

SLIP UP AS Aì{ EXCUSE T0 START SMOK.ING AGAIN. You probably feel I{EAK and

GUILTY now, but thls feellng will pass lf you refrain fron snoklng more.

LEARN FROM YOllR MISTAI(ES. Thlnk about why you snoked fn that sltuatloa
and plan ahead so that it wonrt happen agaln.

6
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T{ITHDRAI{AI, STMPÎOMS

Many people have few or no withdrawal synptona, and withdrawal ltself Ls often

overdramatlsed, whlch only servea to make people more worrl-ed about qulttl-ng.

Donrt use wLthdrarval slrmptoms as arr EXCUSE to go back to snoking. They WILL

pass wlth tlne.

SYl.fPTOM I{HAT YOU CÆ.¡ DO

COUGH

HIJNGER

DIZZINESS OR HEADACHE

CHANGE IN SLEEP PATÎERNS

Quttttng nay Lncreaee coughing and

r¡ucoua for a short tlme as Your

lungs clean themselves out. DeeP

breathLng and ltght exerclse wLll
haeten thl-s Process.

Only one-thtrd of quitters gaf-n

weight. It ls nuch more lnPortaot

for your health to quLt snokl-ng,

than to worry about the ad.dltl-on of
a few extra ki.l-ograns. Refer

dl-etary advlce p.15.

A walk Ln the fresh air wfl1 helP.

Take lt easy and try sone deeP

breathLng.

Try deep breathl-ng. Drl-nk less

coffee, nooe after 4 P.t. If You

sttll canrt fall asleeP, or wake uP'

read, knLt or do a croesword.

Brush your teeth. Use breath

freshener. Drlok lots of water.

Chew gun.

DRY MOUTH OR BAD TASTE IN MOUTH

7



SYI'{PTOM WHAT YOU CÆ.r DO

MOUTH ULCERS

I,ACK OF CONCENI.R.ATION

BLT'RRED VISION

Try deep breathlag to heLP You

relax. Drlnk lots of water. Use a

ctrenlcal pteparatÍoo for ulcers

available from your chemist (e.g.

Boojela).

I{ork for shorter perLode, aad take

pleûty of breaks. Your dffficulties
wl-th concentratfon wl-ll pass wlth
tlne.

Thl-s le temporary and wLll pass wlth
tine. Try deeP breathing to helP

you relax.

See your doctor as aooû as posslble.PAIN IN CHEST

If any of these synPtons persl-et, consult your doctor'
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uEAI,lH nazaR¡ts oF SMoKING

SMOKING A}¡D LUNG CAI.ICM.

Snoke fron cigarettea contalns over a thousand dLfferent chenlcals, many of
whlch are capable of cauelng cancer. T'he preeent lung caocer epidenLc would

not exLst but for cLgarette snokl-ng. It 1s an extremely rare dlsease Ln

non-smokers. The rtsk of lung caûcer Ls greatly reduced lf you give up

snokLng.

SMOKING A}TD HEART DISEASE

Cl-garette snok!.ng contrlbutes substantially to death fron heart dl-sease.

Smokers have been shown to have nore atheroscleroels (oarrowLng aad plugging

of arterLes) than non-smokers. Atherosclerosls can lead to a cripplLng or

fatal heart attack. Snokers are t!ùo to three tlmes nore ll-kely to suffer a

heart attack than noo-smokers, but the rl-sk fs greatly reduced if you gi.ve up

snokÍng.

SMOKING AI.ID CHRONIC BRONCHITIS

Enphysema ls a rare disease l-n non-smokers, but ls common Ln heavy smokers'

lflth enphysema, the lungs start to rrotr. the lung tissue hardens and the

pressure of breathl-ng blows holes Ln lt. Wtren thts happens, the enphysena

vl-ctln cannot breathe normally, and as the disease Progressest he/she becomes

a breathless invalld. Enphysena ls lncurable.

SMOKING AI,ID I]NFITNESS

Cl-garette smoke contalns carbon monoxl-de - a poisonous gas whlch replaces

oxygeû ln the bloodstrean. I{hen thls happens, as 1t does ln smokers, the

muscles donrt get enough oxygen to work efftciently. Also the braLn and heart

are atarved for oxygeû. Thls, along with smoker's bronchLtls and enphysema,

is what nakes smokers so much less flt than they should be.

SMOKING AI.TD PREGNAI.¡CY

Bables born to snoking mothers are more llkely to be born dead (etlllborû);

nore llkely to be born underwelght; nore ltkely to df-e eoon after blrtb'

9



BEIÍEFITS OF BEING A NON-SMOKER

The benefl-ts of bei.ng a non-amoker are naoy. Here fs a lLst of some of those

benefLts that you can draw on to help your callers stay qul-t.

l{tthtn 24 HOIJRS of beconl-og a non-snoker your body wtll begfn. to repaLr ftself:

the CILIA in the alr paseages of your lungs wlll reJuvenate. Cfll-a are

the tlny, halr-llke particles which clean any foreign natter or fnpurLtles
l-n the alr Lnhaled into the lungs. Clgarette smoke has a paralyslng
effect on cllLa and over a long perÍod of snoklog the effLclency of the

cllla actLon dererLorates. The repalr proceaa wlll start aa soon as you

stop snoklng.

lllth a FEI{ I{EEI6 you are ltkely to notlce some rewardl-ng physlcal changee

your sense of SMELL and TASTE w111 begtn to lmprove;

lf you have a SMOKERTS COUGH, tt w111 dlsappear;
you wl-J-l no longer be as SHORT 0F BREATH;

your EXERCISE TOLERANCE level will Lnprove.

IN ADDITION to these benefl-ts, becomLng a rron-smoker has several advaotages

your BREATH wt1l be fresher;
your SKIN COLOIJRING wlll tnprove aod you need no longer be concerned about

yellowlng flngers, nal-ls and teeth, or prenature wrlnkles;
you w111 no longer SMELL of stale smoke and clgarettes;
you need no longer worry about the FIRE hazarde of cLgarettes;
the health of those who must breathe your smoky aJ-r, especlally CHILDREN,

born and unborn, wl-ll no longer be Jeopardl-sed;
there are conslderable long-term ECONOI,ÍIC beneflts. If you snoke a packet

of cJ-garettes a day, you'11 save approxfnately $620.00 a year. That's

about $251000 over 40 years. Start thLnkLng what yourd l1ke to spend 1t

oû;

aa a non-snoker, youtll aet a G00D EKAMPLE to others, especially chlldreo;

rromen who smoke g! take ORAL CONTRACEPTMS have an l-ncreased rlek of
coronary attack, stroke and blood clots. The rlsk of developing these

condltloas whLlst uslog the pt1I l-e very snall but enoklng focreasea the

rlsk conslderably.
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couMoN QrrEsTroNs ar{D ar{sI{ERs

I IS THERE SUCH A THING AS A SAFE CIGAREITE?

There 1s no such thlng aB a safe cLgarette. tlhllst differeut brands of
clgarettes vary in tar aud nfcotlne content, the best protectfon agaLnet

dLseaee le abstLnence. Snokers who change to a lower tar and nl-cotlne

brand usually end up enoki.ng nore cl-garettes to compeûsate for the snaller
anouot of ol-cotlne per clgarette.

2. CAI,I I BE A SOCIAL SMOKER? CAI.I I HAVE JUST ONE?

It ls very rare for a smoker to be able to llnlt hfn/herself to oûe or two

cigarettes on certaln occasions. Most smokers, havLog allowed thenselves

to snoke in one partLcular situatlon, gradually Lncrease the number and

type of sltuatl-ons ln whlch they pernl-t themeelves to smoke, until they

reach the level at whl-ch they used to snoke before they quit.

3. I{HY DO SOME PEOPLE FIND IT EASIER TO STOP THAN OTHERS?

People vary Ln the extent to ¡rhl-ch they are addicted to or dependent on

clgarettes, accordlng to the amount snoked, nlcotine content, and the way

ln whlch theLr bodies have habituated to nlcotlne. Apart from the

pharnacologi-cal aspects of clgarette smoklng, people wLll dtffer accordlng

to how psychologl-cally dependent they are ou clgarettes, or how lngral-ned

the habft ls. For example, one person rnlght have only a few situatlone ln
whlch he/ehe autonatl-cally reaches for a clgarette, whlle another wl-ll
have a wlde range of sltuatl-ons. AJ.l of these factors account for
dl-ffereoces 1n the appareot eaae wfth whLch people quLt snokl-og.

4. IS ÎHERE AI'ÍY SUBSIITIITE FOR SMOKING - TO REDUCE I{ITHDRAI{AL SYMPT0MS?

There ls no naglc technLque that wlll stop you snokLng for
wlthdrawal easLer to bear. qdtttng snokLng l-s difflcult'
i.npossÍble. IlLth some strong commltment aod deternLnation

planaLng, you can overcoEe teEptatlots to smoke. Refer to
Bynpton sectlon, p.7.

good, or make

but not
and a llttle
wfthdrawal
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5 CAI{ I SMOKE A PIPE OR A CIGAR I{HILE IIM TRYING TO STOP?

Usually pipe aad cÍgar smoke is not tnhaled sl-nce l-t Le extremely potent.

A forner cigarette smoker changing to a pipe or cfgars w111 ftnd lt
extrenely dlfficult to refraÍn from fnhalLng, and ls therefore unllkely to
galn nuch benefLt fron tryLng thls ÈechnLque. Cfgar and pipe snokLng fs
also assoclated wlth cancer of the nouth.

6. T{HY DO I GET IRRITABLE I{HEN I STOP SMOKING?

Irrttablllty ls oae of the nost comrnon wLthdrawal synptons experLenced

when people quJ-t snoklng. Both your body and nlnd are adJusti.ng to doLng

wlthout sonethlng they have been dependent on for some tlne. Irrltabtltty
wLll pass wLth tLme. Be patfent and let your body adJust.

7. WHY DO PEOPLE PUT ON T{EIGHT WHEN THEY STOP SMOKING?

0n1y about one thtrd of people gaJ-n welght wheu they qult. Thte l-s due ln
nosÈ part to the deslre to put sonethj.ng else Ln theLr nouths, besldes

cigarettes. Eatlng extra food 1s fine, provldLng you keep nalnly to low

calorl-e foods, and do some ltght exercLse to balance that extra Lntake of
food. See dfetary advice, p.15.

I }iHY DO PEOPLE I{HO HAVE STOPPED SMOKING STILL CRAVE FOR A CIGARETTE FOR

YEARS AFTER THEYIVE STOPPED?

Srnokl-ng is a behavLour very nuch l-nfluenced by mood states and cues from

the environment. I{heu eomeone qults snoking, the cuea to smoke are 8tl-11

operatLog and contlnue to do so l-o some people for a loug tlne
aftenrards. Urges to snoke ltke thls occur partl-cularly la situatlons ln
whlch the person prevlously rnost enJoyed a cigarette.

9. HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE MY LI]NGS TO CLEAR?

Coughlog and mucoua are ltkely to l-ncrease after qulttLng snoklng as the

lungs clear themselves. ThLs proceaa may take several weeke. Restoratlon

back to nornal luog functlon ts dependeot oo the amount snoked and nunber

of years snoked. For nost people, enoking cessatLon leads to a

si.gnLflcaût detectable Lnproveneot 1o perfo:mance oû staûdard luûg

fuoctlon tests after oûe yearra cegsatlon.
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10. HOT{ DO I KNOI{ IF I HAVE LT]NG DA},fAGE?

The only sure way of detectLog lung damage ls to have a check-up by your

doctor. Perslstent coughlng is one slgn that smokf-ng Ls having an effect
on your body, as Ls shortness of breath. Coughlng blood should always be

l-ovestlgated by your doctor.

11. DOES I.fY SMOKING AFFECT OTHER.S AROT,ND ME?

People who llve wlth smokers, Partl-cularly chlldren, are nore Prone to

resplratory difftcultles. Those wtro breathe other peoplers snoky aÍr are

lnhallng unflltered cl-garette smoke, unlLke the snoke lohaled l-nto the

sr¡oker's lungs whtch has been flltered. Snoklng near aomeooe who has a

heart condl-tl-on can actually contrlbute to a heart attack.

12. IS IT BEÎTER TO STOP COLD OR CUT DOI{N GRADUA],LY?

Elther nethod cao túork, but tt ls generally nuch more dLfflcult to achieve

cessatlon by cuttl-ng down. A rlgld plan needs to be folLowed l-f a person

Lntends to cut down before quitting. The chol-ce to cut down gradually

rather than stop cold should not be an excuge to put off stopplog for as

long as posel-ble.

13. WHAT ABOUT IÍYPNOTHERAPY OR ACUPUNCTIJRE?

fhese nethods do work for some people, but Lt should be renenbered there

l-s no maglcal technlgue for qulttl-ng. To be successful these techalques

both requlre a great deal of comml-tment and determl.nation to qult.

14. T{HY DO MY SMOKER FT.IENDS ENCOTJRAGE ME TO START AGAIN?

Snokl-ng Itas somethlng that you and your smoker frlends had l-n common -
somethlûg you could share. Don't let then talk you back Lnto enoklog'

There are plenty of other thl-ngs you can share wlth then besldes snoklng.
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15. SHOULD I CARRY MY CIGARETTES T{ITH ME?

carryLng cÍgarettes around wr.th you always provfdes you wlth an
opportunfty to snoke when you are tenpted, and therefore can lead you
closer to snokfng. However, sone people ftnd that carryfng cigarettes
wlth them 'Just fn cage' nakes them more couffdent fn haudllng urges to
snoke. You make the decÍsLon, but be honest with yourself when you thlnk
about why you want cLgarettes wfth you.

16. ARE VITAIT{INS HELPFUL !ÍIIEN STOPPING?

vl'tanln B can be helpful Ln reduclng sone of the teaslon you feel when you
qult smoking, but no vÍtanln wLll nake you a noo-amoker for ltfe.

¡
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DIEÎARY ADVICE

The best way to keep yout welght down fs to develop good eatLng habLts. Here

are sone sLnple stepe:

have three regular meals a day;

eat freeh fruft aud vegetables every day;

eat slowly aad chew well;
avofd nfbblfng - ln case of emergeacies have lo¡v Joule (calorie) food

wLthio each reach;

cut down on alcohol coneumptloa¡

take tLne for dally exercise;
avoid foods htgh ln sugar and frled foods.

Maklng a fresh Btart wfthout cigarettes 1e far healthier for you than addfng

on a few extra kllograns.

.,. i
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HEALITÍY SÎATE CENIts.E

The Healthy State Centre 1s a reeource centre located under the Rundle Street
Car Park. It ls an outlet for reliable up-to-date l-nformatLoo. aLned at
pronotl-ng a healthy ll-festyle. A varLety of publtcatfous aad other naterLal
are avaLlable on a number of health matters, particularly snokLng cessatfon,
autrLtion, atress and relaxatLon, and wefght control and exercLse.

T,he Centre has an experLenced stop-snoking counsellor avallable (Shetla

Murray, and ls open durLûg the followlog hours:

Monday

Tuesday - Thursday

Friday

2.00 p.m.-5.30 p.n.
9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.n.
9.00 a.n.-8.00 p.n.

Ihe telephone nunber Ls (08) 223 L4L2.

Please refer all enquJ-rles fron curreD.t smokers wLshing to quLt to the Centre.
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APPENDIX 8: Len gth of time abstinent, by presence of negative affect

Length of
time abstinent
( days )

Negat i ve
affect

No negati ve
affect

I

2

3

4

5

7

8

l0

14

t9

21

28

35

42

56

84

112

140

r68

I

I

ì

2

5

5

2

4

I

2

I

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

23

3

TOTAL

Number of missing observatioÍìs = l0

39(67 .21.> l9(32.8%)

r9] .



APPENDIX 9: Len gth of time abstinent, by presence of social pressure

Length of
ti me absti nent
( days )

Social
pre s s ure

No social
pre s s ure

ì

2

3

4

5

7

I
l0

t4

t9

21

28

35

42

56

84

112

140

r68

336

6

5

2

4

I

2

I

2

1

l

2

l

2

3

'l

2

3

3

2

2

I

3

2

2

I

TOTAL

)

Number of missing observations = 7

20(32.8"1") 4l $7 .2I">

192.



APPENDIX IO: Length of time abstinent, by presence of coping response

Length of
time absti nent
(days )

Copi ng
re spon se

No copi ng
response

I

2

3

4

5

7

I
r0

t4

t9

21

28

35

42

56

84

tì2

140

t68

336

2

7

8

3

4

5

I

3

2

3

4

I4

2

3

I

4

4

TOTAL

Number of missing observations 0

60(88.27.) 8fiì.8%)

r 93.



APPENDIX I I : Length of time abstinent, by presence of behavÍoural
copi ng response

Length of
ti me absti nent
( days )

Copi ng
response

No copi ng
response

I

2

3

4

5

7

8

l0

14

r9

21

28

35

42

56

84

112

t40

t68

336

2

I

7

I
3

4

5

't

3

2

3

3

4

2

3

I

ì

4

4

-)

TOTAL

Number of missing observatiorìs = 0

58(85.37.) l0(14.77")

I 94.



APPENDIX I 2: Length of time abstinent, by presence of cognitÍve coping
response

Length of
tlme absti nent
( days )

Copl ng
response

No coping
response

I

2

3

4

5

7

I
r0

l4

l9

21

28

35

42

56

84

lt2

t40

r68

336

2

3

4

2

2

6

I

3

2

I

3

2

2

2

3

2

3

3

I

l

I

I

I

r'

2

3

TOTAL

Number of missing observations 0

39( 57 .4%) 29(42.6'1")

r 95.



APPENDIX I 3: Length of time abstinent,by number of coping responses

Length of
time absti nent
(days )

Number of coping responses

none one two three four fi ve si x seven

4

4

I

2

2

I

2

2

I

2

tt

tl

2

I

I

I

2

3

4

5

7

I
t0

t4

t9

21

28

35

42

56

84

112

ì40

t68

336

tt
I

2

3

I

2

I

2

2

3

8 l8 2l l0 7 2 I ITOTAL

r 96.



APPENDIX I 4: Length of time abstinent,by number of behavìoural coping
responses

Length of
tlme abstinent
( days )

Number of behavioural coping responses

none one two three fi ve

I

2

3

4

5

7

I
r0

14

l9

2l

28

35

42

56

84

112

140

r68

336

5

2

2

2

I

2

I

2

I

I2

3

3

'l

1

I

I

6

6

2

I

2

I

2

2

I

ITOÏAL ]0 38 26 3

197.



APPENDIX I 5: Length of tlme abstinent, by number of cognitìve coping
responses

Length of
time absti nent
(days )

Number of cognitive copìng responses

none one two three four

2

24

5

2

2

I

2

3

4

2

2

I

l

I

2

3

4

5

7

8

t0

l4

t9

2l

28

35

42

56

84

112

t40

r68

336

2

22

1

2

3

I

22

3

t

I4

i
È

t

TOTAL 29268

r 98.




